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THOUSAl{DS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIF!ERS
FOUR MOOELS:- MXF2oO (100w + 100W) MXF4OO (200w + 200W)

MXFoOO (300W + 300W) MXFgOO (450W + 4s0W)
aLL POWER BATTNGS R.rtr.S. |NTO N]{ELS ORIVEN

FEATURES: *lndepen{enl power supplies wilh rs * Twin L.E.D. vu melers *
Level conlrols * llluminaled dn/oli switch * xLB conne inputs t Open and short circuit
prool )t Lalesl Mos-Fels lo. slress lree power delivery into virlually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distorlion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 lan cooled wilh D C loudspeaker and lhermal prolection

usED THE WORTD OVER tN CLUBS, PUBS, CtNEtAS, DTSCOS ETC.

SIZESI MXF200 Wi 9"xH3r," (2U)xDl I "
MXF400 Wl 9"xH5rt' (3U)xDl 2"
MXF600 Wl 9"rH5iL" (3U)rDl 3rl
MXF900 Wl 9"xH5'/." (3U)rD1 4c.'l

PRICEStsMXF2OO Cl 75.oo tlxF4OO C233.45
txF6()0 8329.OO MXF900 C449.15
SPEcIALIST cARRIEh DEL u2 50 EACH

SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

These modules now enioy s woild-wide reputation lor quality, reliability and pedormance al a realistic price Four
models are available lo suil lhe needs ol lhe prolessional and hobby market i e lnduslry, Leisure, lnsuumenlal and HLFi
elc when cohparing prices, NOTE lhal all models include loroidal power supply, inlesral heat sink, glass libre P C A and
drive circuils lo power a compatible Vu meler All models are open and shod circuil prool

THOUSANDS OF ilIODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF loo llos-Fet Oulput power 110 watts
R M S. into 4 ohms, frequency response lHz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-1 10 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRTCE C40.85 C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 2oO Hos-Fet Outpui power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. lrequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,
TH D typical 0,001%. lnput Sensitivily 500mV, S.N.R.
-1 10 dB Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRTCE C64.35 - e4.OO P&P

OMP/HF 3OO Hos-Fet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1Hz - l00KHz
-3dB. Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T H D typiml 0 0010., lnpul Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-'110 dB Siz€ 330 x 175 x 100mm
PR|CEesr.Ts - es.ooP&P

OMP/HF 45O llos-Fet Output power 450 watls
H.M.S inlo 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8. Damping Faclor >300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,

H D. typi€l 0 001 'o lnput Sensilivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-1'10 dB. Fan Cooled D C Loudspeaker Prolection, 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay Size 385 r 210 x 105mm.
PRTCE et 32.a5 - es.OO P&P
XOTe XGffi rc@E E AVAIUBLE li ruO VEFSIOIS!
SAXDAD- lXMgS hY, UXOWIDTH l@KHr.
PEC (PpffiOX[ rurilffi @XPATTBLE) . TXPUT SEXS
77hV, BAXD HM qE ME SIAXDARD OR PEC.

t Manual arm * Steel chassis * Electronic speed
control 33 & 45 B P M. t Vari pilch control * High
lorque servo dliven DC motor * Transit screws *
12" die cast platler * Neon slrobe * Calibrated
balance weight * Removable head shell * 1/,"

cartridge lixings * Cue lever* 220/240V 50/60H2
* 390x305mm * Supplied with mounting cut-oul
lemplate.

PRTCE C61.30 + C3.7() P&P
GOLDRING G95(,
DEICEE' I5 + sODDID

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers delailed above A very accurate
visual display employing 11 L E O s (7 9r€n 4 red) plus an addilional on/olf
indicator Sophisticated logi. control for rery iast rise and decay times. Tough
mouldedplasticcase with acrylictinled tuont Size 84 r 27t 45mm
PRICE eA.7O - sop P&P

* WITH ECHO *
STEREO DISCO illXER with 2 r 7 band
L E R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters tlAl{Y OUTSTAI{DIXG
FEATUREST including Echo with repeat &
sp*d cdtrol, DJ Lic with lone conlrol
& talk.over switch,7 Channel3 with
individual lade.s plus cross tade' Cue
Headphone ]{ililor. lJsetul combinaiion ol
the lollowing inputs:. 3 turnlables (mag), 3
mics, 5 Line lor CD, Tape, Vid@ etc.

Price El34-99 + Cs.OO P&P ' srzE:482x24or12omm

AVAILABLE, INCLUDIIIG CABIXET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GFTLLES, CROSS{VERS AHD H|GH POWER, HIGH
FBEOUENCY BULLETS At{D HORHST LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(sop STAMPED) FOF OOHPLETE LIST.
P - From McKenzie Profe$ionaL S€res
q - From McKenzie Studio Sen€s

ALL McKEiaZlE UNITS A OHMS IMPEDAXCE
8" i oo WATTE Ca-l ooGP GEN. PURPOSE. LEAO GUmAR EXCEL|ENT ta tO. O|SCO.
RES. FREO. 80H2, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS 96dB. PF,C= e31.45 e2.OO P&P
ro" r oowATT E Ct o-t ooGP GU|TAR. votcE. KEYBOABO D|SCO EXCELLENT MtO.
FES.FREO.T2Hz,FBEO.RESP.TO6KHz SENS9TdB PFICEC38.89 C2.5OP&P
t o" 2oowATT E Cl o-2oocP G U |TAR. KEYB D. DTSCC EXCELTLENT H rGH POWER Mt D.
RES.FREO.69Hz,FREO.RESP.TO5KHz SENS97dB. Pf,lCEa53.2l C2.5OP&P
12" loowaTTEcl2-rooGP H|GH POwER GEN. PURPOSE LEAO GUTTAB. D|SCO.
RES FREO.49Hz. FBEO. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS g€dB PF,CE E.l{r.35 C3.50 P&P
I2, IOOWATT.IF CI2-IOOTC (TWIN CONEi HIGH POBEB TIDE FESPOHSE P A VOICE, OISCO.
RES FREO 4sHz. FREO RESP TO 12KHz SENS 97dB PFICE e41.39 t3.50 P&P
12" 2OOWATTECI2-2OOB H|GH POYyEB BASS KEYBOAFDS DiSCO P A
RES.FREO 45Hz.FREQ RESP TOsKHz SEXS99dB Pf,lCEC71.91 Cs.sOP&P
r2" 3OOWATTECI2-3OOGP HIGH POVER BASS LEAo GUnAF KEYBOABDS DISCO ETC
RES FREO 49HZFREO.RESP TOTKHZ SEXSl00d8 PH,CEC95.66 C3.5OP&P
15" loowaTTEcr5-rooBs BASS GUTTAF LoB FBEOUEhCY P A O|SCO
RES FREO 40H2, FREO BESP TO SKHZ SENS ScB PfiICE E 59.05 e4.OO P&P
r 5' 2OOWATTFCT 5-2OOBS VEBY HtGH POBEB BASS
RES FREO 40H2.FREO RESP TO3KHz SENS9€oA
r 5" 25OWATTE Cl 5-25O&S VERY H|GH PO*EF BASS
BES FREO 39H2. FREO RESP TO 4KHz SEHS g€dg
r 5" 4OOWATT s Cl 5-4OOaS VERY H rGH PO rEF LO fl FREO UEHCY BASS
RES.FREO 40Hz,FBEO RESP TO4KHz SEttS:lldB PfircEe105.46 a4.5OP&P
ts" soowaTTEcla-soo&s EXTREIIELY r-rfcH P€*EH !o'# FBeouENcY gASs
RES. FREO 27H2, FREO BESP TO 2KHz SEIIS 9A:B PRICE Cl 74.97 - es.O{, P&P

ALL EARBEI{DEF UNITS A OHIS Ea =+t: ! 
=-:-i - - aE cuaL ,mFdance repped q 4 a a ohm)

PB|CE aS{r.57 e4.OO P&P

PfrcE c90.23 e4.50 P&P

,oin the Piezo reyolulion! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) ol a Piezo lweeler produces an improved
ransienl response wilh a lower dislorlion level than ordinary dynamic tweelers As a crossover is not required
hese unils can be added lo erisling speaker syslems ol up lo '100 watls (more il two are put in series FHEE
EXPLAI{ATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE'A (KSilf036A) 3" round with proteclive wire mesh. ldeal lor
bookshell and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4,9O + 5Op P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSNIOO5A) 3%" super horn lor general purpose speakers!
disco and P.A. systems etc Price C5.99 + 5Op P&P.
TYPE IC'(XSt{lOl6A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn for qualily Hi-Fi sys-
lems and qualiiy discos elc Price C6.99 + 50p P&P.
fYPE 'D' (KSNf025A) 2"16" wide dispersion horn. Upper lrequency
response relained extending down lo nJid-range (2KHz). Suilable lor high
quality Hi-Fi syslems and quality discos Price C9.99 - 5Op P&P,
TYPE 'E' (KSlill038A) 3ia" horn tweeter wilh attraclive silver linish trim.
Suilable lor Hi-Fi monitor systems elc. Price C5.99 + 5Op P&P.
LEVEL COI{TROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control
and cabinet inputiack socket 85r85mm Priee C4.10 - sop P&P.

THE VERY BEST IN OUALITY AND VALUE

Made especrally to surt today's need for compactness wrth hrgh output
sound levels, frnrshed tn hard wearing black vynrde with protectlve
corners, grille and carryrng handle Each unil rncorporates a 12" driver
plus high lrequency horn lo. a lull lrequency range ol 45Hz-20KHz
Bolh models are I Ohm impedance. Size: H20" x w15" x 012".

cHolcE oF Two ]rooELs

POWER RATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EAdH CABINET

oitP r 2-r ootYATTS (t oodB) PRICE sr 63.so PER PAIR
oMP r 2-2OOWATTS (2OOdB) PRICE C2l 4.55 PER PAIR

SPECIALIST CANRIEN DEL T12 50 PER PAIR

PROVEN TNAXSHITTEN D€S[GI*S I'ICLUOI\G GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOABD AND HIGH O!AUTY COIIPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUTT AJiO 'XSTRUCTIOHS

3MFAtlSIlTTEn 8{!10tUfts r(rCl: = -:'-= :ICfESSOM! '
PERFonMANCE FANGE UP T0 3 v lLlS S= X r'E-r 5-P-r'2\ : 0 5AIP

PHCEtr435 ' C1.OO P{}
FI IrcIO TR TSIITIER 1B1NT ]I#CAF ]l,ND @PtrTE WIIH
VERY SEiIS FEI HIC MIiGE 1E-&. SEE i r ria SU,FIY 9V BAITEBY

ffiM - H6ru PHOTO:SWFilTmXSI|rER

150 WATTS (75 + 75) Slereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 + 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWEFS INTO 4 OHMS
Fealures:
*Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice ol
high & low level inputs * L & F level
controls * Remote on-oll * Speaker &PBICES! r5(,We49.99 25()We99.99

4()()w cr 09.95 P&P C2.OO EACH =I I' I =r.l r -I.l N I [ra-
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In an Exclusive to ETI, Douglas Clarkson reveals that amidst fierce competition, a small
British company has produced a cost effective solid-state radiation detector that could
have mairy worldwide applications.

RearBike-tight 20
An ingenious but cunningly simple project to minimise bike{ight theft. Andrew
Armstrong explains.

Scanner for Sine-lVave Oscillator 22
Another surface-mount project that gives your voltage controlled oscillator, shown in the
March issue, a sweep across the frequency spectrum. Bill Mooney aims his soldering iron
with pin-point accuracy.

ChipstereoAmplifier 26
Use the complete PCB on our front cover to construct a stereo amplifier. Dave Bradshaw
takes us through its paces.

ThePhaselockedloop . 32
Mark Robinson explains the ins and outs of this electronic technique'

fhequencyMpterRangeExtender 36
The phase locked loop can be used to improve the versatility of your frequency meter.

Mark Robinson explains.

Xenon-FlashTrigger 38
Capture most bf those small satisfying moments on film with this fast camera attachment.
Edward Barrow constructs in a flash.

Automate 20 Mixing Desk Part 3
Mike Meechan finalises construction of the power supplies'

DigitalTVPara2
James Archer continues to discuss the quest for better TV transmission techniques.

46

58

Regulars
Open Channel
News
News Stateside
Photocopy Service
PCBFoils
20 Year Index

4
5
9

t1
72
74

Page 14

TI now has more pages, more Projects
and more importantly, a comPlete

PCB every month on our front cover to

lished constructor might also use it for a

bench monitor amp. Whichever way, it
represents great value.
IJV Detection

Increased Ultra-violet radiation aris-
ing from Ozone depletion over wide vari-
ations of the polar regions is continually
in the news these days. It is also likely to

Rising to the challenge, a small British
company has invented a new IJV detector
(see page 14). They not only took the
initiative in thinking up a revolutionary
but simple inexpensive design but man-
aged to get their sun monitors, one end
product of their research, through devel-
opment and ready for mass production.
This apparent rarity in these inventive
isles contrasts starkly with British lost
achievements over the years. Those will-
ing to invest risk capital in our ideas still
rernain very much overseas.

It is pleasing to know that in the case of
this one small company, so much can be
achieved by so few against the industrial

remain so for manv Years to come. might of Japan and the USA.

ETr il.rNE 1992
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Th. World Administrative Radio Conference
I (WARC) is the international procedural function

organized by the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) to shhre out radio frequencies among its
member countries and continents.It's convened every so

often when it becomes apparent that new technological
uses require frequency allocation, or that older uses sim-
ply require smaller or greater allocations. WARC 92 was
held recently, and made an interesting decision to allow
national licensees to create and operate mobile com-
munications systems. Oh, what's new? I hear you ask.

Well yes, I sympathize with your outburst. There does
seem to be rather a lot of mobile communications sys-

tems around or planned for the near future. I can't dis-
agreewithyou there.And whetherthey're all needed -or
are going to be needed -is not a question which anyone
seems to be asking yet. I guess each system has to be taken
on its own merits, and if it can make a living then it's
obviously needed:

However, technically at least, this new system is dif-
ferent to the others, in that it will use low earth orbiting
satellites (LEOS) as the communications medium.

Ifyou're aware, low earth orbiting satellites are used
for some weather satellite systems as well as the so-called
spy satellites. They orbit the earth at a much lower alti-
tude than, say, television transmission satellites which
are effectively geostationary -they appear in the same
position all the time from a point on earth's surface. This
is because a geostationary satellite makes an orbit round
earth every 24 hours. So, it rotates at the same time as

earth itself and is effectively stationary.
Low earth orbiting satellites, on the other hand,

must orbit considerablyfaster than this to remain in orbit.
The closer to the earth the faster this must be, simply in
order to prevent themselves dropping down from the sky.

WARC agreed to make bands of 1.6 -l.625GHz and
2.4-2.5GHz available for such systems. A number of
manufacturers have already expressed interest in setting
up satellite networks based on the decision.

Motorola, for example, has plans for a low earth
orbiting satellite system based on the use of 7 7 such satel-
lites. The network, nicknamed Iridium (the element iri-
dium has an atomic number of 77) is apparently all ready
to go.

00 Europe-Wide
By 1998, making an international telephone call from
anyxzhere within the European Community will be
possible with a single international code. In the UK cur-
rently, international telephone calis are always preceded
by the code 010. This will change. The boys in Brussels
have decided for us all, that international dialling in all
member countries should be preceded by the code 00.

Currently there are seven different codes in use
throughout Europe ranging from our 010, through Ire-

land's 16, Denmark's 009, Spain's 07, France's 19,
Netherland's 09, and the rest of the mob's 00.

By 1998 we'll all have the opportunity to join the
gang. Can I just ask, or is it heresy, does it honestly make
any difference what international dialling code any par-
ticular country has?

AirEurope-Wide
While I can't see the international point in standardising
diallingcodes, I can see the pointin standardising air traf-
fic control systems. After all, 'phones can't kill if you dial
a wrong number -'planes can kill if they're not properly
supervised.

The same boys in Brussels (collectively, if not per-
sonally) who made the decision to standardise on an 00
international dial code have commissioned a study
called Atlas,to consider ways in which aunified airtraffic
control system could be incorporated throughout
Europe.

Have I got the whole thing wrong? As I see it, the
European Commission is there to make international
decisions which affect our lives as Europeans. In the
Atlas study (and -in its own way -the international dial
code I suppose) it is doing this. But isn't it all a bit mixed
up when the international dial code will be incorporated
long before a safe air traffic control system?

Down, Boy. Down!
Me? I love dogs. Smashing creatures. Bit noisy that's all.
Somebody in Texas, though, has developed a special
electronic collar which emits an ultrasonic tone when-
ever it detects its wearer barking. As you'll probably be
aware, this is inaudible to humans but, as dogs' ears have a

higher frequency response, it is most definitely annoying
to the dog.Afterawhile (noisydogs aren'tthickyou know

-just their owners, usually!) the dog will realize that to
prevent the annoyment it simply has to keep its mouth
shut. Pity they don't make such collars for a few people I
know.

Before you get all hot under the collar (pun, what
pun?) about cruelty to animals, and inhumane treatment
of our best friend, bear in mind that vets have approved
the system. They say it's more humane than shock collars,
or vocal cord surgery. And I suppose it is. Thereagain
there can't be much more inhumane than shock collars or
vocal cord surgery can there?

Now all they need to do (Canine Concepts, manu-
facturers ofThe Silencer, that is) is invent a device which
gives the dog a kick up thejacksie whenever it does its
business in the park, or on a footpath or, for that matter,
anylvhere except in its owner's own house. Better still,
perhaps they could-invent a device which gives the
owner a kick up the jackzie whenever the dog does its
business.

Me? I love dogs.

Keith Brindley
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'super miniature' VGA-com-
patible LCD projection panel
and PC-AI c,ontroller system.

Widespread applications
include portable projection
systems for PCs, low-cost low-
power head-up displays, and
miniature overhead projectors.

The LCD p{nel portion of
the Anders projection system
has an overall size of 128 x
120mm, giving an active view-
ing area of 72 x 55mrir, com-
patible with most'super mini-
ature' projecting environ-
ments. To ensure maximum
useability the LCD panel has
been desigred to operate in
close proximity to a high intens-

ity light source, such as those
found in overhead projection
systems and 35mm slide pro-
jectors.

Designed to work in tandem
with the LCD panel is a custom
controller system from Anders.
The controller connects to the

PC-AI bus, driving the LCD
panel in 64 grey scales in VGA
mode, with backwards com-
patibiliiy for CGA, MGA,
HGC, and EGA display
modes. All the necessary power
and connections rerquired to
drive the LCD panel from the

PC controller system are pro-
vided by a 16-bit half{ength
PC-AI expansion bus card.

For further information
contact Lynn McGoohan,
Anders Electronics Limited.

Universities, Poly'technics and
the Department of Education
and Science, amongst others.

The meeting will include a
general discussion and the
issues raised will form the basis
of a Report to be published by
the IEE later this year.

Admission to the meeting is
free although advance registra-
tion is necessary.

[lhe problem of 'Bridging the
I gup' b-et\een sixthform

studies and the,first year of.iin
engineering degree. course is
the subjectof aone daymeetihg
to be held at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers (IEE),
London WC2 on Tuesday 26
May.

The academic divide
between sixth form student and
first year engineering under-
graduate appears to be wide-
ning and is the cause ofincreas-

ing cpncem. Many Universities
and Polytechnics now offer
pre-degree courses to bring
prospective students up to their
required first year entry stan-
dard -unheard of a few years
ago!

What is going wrong and
what can be done to bridge the
gap? Does the fault lie with the
new school curriculum and the
Examining Boards? Should the
Government do more to help
schools or should Universities

and Polytechnics expect less
and bridge the gap from within?

These are just some of the
issues to be debated at the IEE
colloquium.

The meeting will open with
a Keynote Address by Profes-
sor Sir Eric Ash CBE, Rector of
Imperial College, London and
Chairman of a Royal Society
Study Group on Higher Educa-
tion. Other speakers will repre-
sent the views of Industry
Schools, Examining Boards,

fihannel 4 has backed BT's
Lcommitment to broadcast-
ing by signing a f,50 million
contract over ten years to take
the world's most advanced digi-
tal TV network.

The new BT managed net-
work is expected to lead to
more flexible scheduling of
Channel 4 commercials. They
will have the ability to broad-
cast diffeient advertisements
simultaneously in six regional
TV areas. The commercials will
be transmitted direct from
Channel 4 headquarters in
London.

From January 1st, 1993,

Channel 4 will sell and playout
its own advertisements.

Digital technology gives the
network greater flexibility and
speed. Channel 4 can use the
new technology and BT's man-
agement system to ,achieve
cost-effective regional schedul-
ing while improving its adver-
tising on a local basis.

It will enable Channel 4 to
compete more algressively
with ITV franchise holders for
regional advertising revenue
next year.

The digital network, oper-
ational from January 1993, is
seen as fundamental to the suc-

cess of the channel's regional
network and gives Channel 4 a
technological lead over other
commercial broadcasters.

Chief engineer at Channel
4, Chris D4ubney, said: "The
digital network breaks new
ground in broadcasting and
confirms BT's leading role in
developing complete solutions
for their customers."

The new network will
improve quality and consist-
ency of pictures transmitted to
all parts of the UK. The core
network and programme con-
tribution material carried on it
will operate initially at 140

M/bits per second while
sound, vision and associated
signals carrying the output of
the channel will be coded and
delivered to transmitters at 34
M/bits per second.

BT's new digital technology
is a response to the demand for
even higher quality stereo
sound and video transmission
in today's 24 hotx broadcast
environment. BT has also built
in new levels of network relia-
bility and an upgrade path to
wide screen TV.

ETI JT]NE T992 t



band by delegates attendingthe Adams continued, saying
conference from countries 'lWe are confident that the Iri-
around the world. It secures the dium system will be able to pro-
futureforLowEarthOrbitSat- vide truly personal, hand-held
ellites above tGHz, the so- communications from any-
called big LEOs. where to anpvhere at anytime

Jerrold Adams, President fortheworldtraveller.Thiswill
and Chief Operating Officer of also mean first time communi-
Iridium Inc said "We believe cation service for remote areas
investments will soon be made with no infrastructure at pres-
and licences applied for and ent, and immediate support to
granted in many countries". disaster relief situations"

Bl*:il"'iffiT3:"i#
use in the home at the Ideal
Home Exhibition. The phone,
which will cost less than f500
and is expected to be available
later this year, allows customers
to see as well as hear the person
on the line.

The videophone will form
partof aportfolio of videocom-
munications products from BT,
which at present includes
videoconferencing and will in
future comprise desk-top

videoconferencing, digital
videophones, and personal
computer-based multimedia
equipment.

The new phone does not
require a special line, it simply
plugs into a standard telephone
socket. To make a call a cus-
tomer dials the telephone num-
ber in the normal way.

The videophone has a small
camera and a three-inch colour
screen, mounted on a flap that
can be folded away. Privacy is
assured by the press of a button

or by lowering the flap.
' Calls on the videophone
will cost the same as a normal
telephone call.

Designed and manufac-
tured by British company,
GEC-Marconi, the telephone
is currently undergoing exten-
sive quality and reliability tests.

Andy Green, BT Director
Public Communications Pro-
ducts, said: "BT has long recog-
nised the benefits videotele-
phony can bring to customers
and has made important

ket. However, the true worth of
videocommunications will
only be fully recognised when it
becomes available to all our
customers.

GEC-Marconi's video stan-
dard compresses both voice
and a colour video picture into
a 14.4 kilobitdata stream which
can then be sent over normal
analogue telephone lines.

ftirkit are now stocking a new
Lrrange of Alpha Industries
microwave doppler modules.
Using the radar principle of
doppler frequency shift these
modules are desigred for all
types of motion sensing appli-
cations, such as security alarms,
auto door opening, traftic light
control, speed measurement,
industrial' control and energy
management.

Microwave sensors offer
many advantages over alterna-
tive technologies, such as ultra-
sonic and PIR sensors, with a
mubh greater range, smaller
size and superior reliability;
particularly important where
false alarms must be elimi-
nated.

Each of the modules use the
same basic principle of oper-
ation detecting the difference
between the transmitted and
reflected return signal. This

difference, or IF signal is typi-
cally 30Hz per mile hour of
movement, which can be easily
amplified and processed. The
modules typically require only
a *5V DC supply.

The DRO2980 is especially
suitable for shorter range appli-
cations, 3-5m, with microstrip

patch antenna for transmission
and reception. This unit has
DTI approval and is ideal for
intrusion alarms and presence
sensing applications.

Other types have tuned
cavities with Gunn oscillator
diodes for X band, 10GHz and
K band, 24GHz operation.

Ahorn antennamaybe fitted to
extend the range. These are
suitable for more demanding
applications such as speed
measurement, direction sens-
ing and low power communica-
tion links.

The new S-VHS-C NV-S7 fromso higher quality and perfor-
mance, especially picture and
sound, are being demanded.

Panasonic responds to these
demands, offering users

impressive videos through
enhanced digital technology.
The new S-VHS-C model
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boasts Hi-Fi stereo sound, is
VITC compatible and has a
host of digital functions that
have been enhanced from the
previous S-Series, for example,
16X Digital Zoom, Digital
Wipe, Digital Mix and Digital
Gain-up.

The NV-S7 has a 16X digital
zoom, as compared with 12X
on the NV-S5. At the push of a
button the - camera shifts
smoothly to digital zooming up
to 16 times. The digital technol-
ogy enables 16X zooming equi-
valent to a 690mm telephoto
lens with a compact lightweight
lens section.

As with its predecessor, the
NV-S7 is equipped with the
Digital Image Stabiliser -now
even more necessary to achieve
a steady picture on a palm-
corder with 16X zoom. To

determine the best cut-out area
to yield a stable picture on
screen, the NV-S7's Digital
Image Stabiliser has 5 detec-
tion areas (compared with 4
previously) on the CCD each
containing 30 detection points.
Picture movement is thus
detected more accurately.

The NV-S7 offers excellent
picture quality with Super-
YHS. Incorporating a l/3inch
CCD with 42O,0O0 pixels, a
world fi rst, the NV-S7 delivers a
horizontal resolution of more
than 400 lines.

To complement the picture
quality the NV-S7 offers
dynamic Hi-Fi stereo recor-
ding with a new triple capsule
2-way stereo microphone.
Combining three omnidirec-
tionalECM's, even sound from
the front is recorded in stereo

and this new system effectively
cancels wind, vibration and
acoustic noise.

In addition to the Digital
features on the NV-SS, the NV-
57 is equipped with some new
digital functions for fun and
creative shooting, they are:-

DigitalWipe
This replaces a memorised

still picture with the scene
being shot, or vice versa. The
new scene is wiped smoothly
across the screen, from right to
left, thus replacing the mem-
orised picture.

DigitalMix
This function can be used in

a variety of ways. A memorised
still picture can overlap an
existing scene and gradually
replace it. Alternatively, when
the'start'button is pushed for a

few seconds, both the mem-

orised and still picture and the
new picture remain mixed.

Both functions can also be
used as a digital titler. Users can
save anywritten text and placed
in shots as a full colour titler.

Digital Gain-up
This feature permits clear

shooting in the dark. Digital
Gain-up boosts the camera's
sensitivity in two steps -either
four or eight times normal sen-
sitivity. The camera is able to
shoot in light as low as 1 lux.
This function is also used for a
slow shutter effect of 12.5 arrd
6.25 a second.

The NV-S7 will be available
from authorised Panasonic
dealers nationwide from April
and will sell for an average sell-
ingprice of f,999.95.

I n entirelvnew ranse of IMO
ABrrr"rr,Piezos, aird Trans-
ducers has been launched by
the Electronic Components
Division of IMO Precision
Controls. The new range has
not previously been available
in Britain and includes many
devices with specifications not
offered on the UK marketuntil
now.

Among the DC-powerod
mechanical buzzers in the IMO
range are devices desigred for
voltages from 3V to 24Y DC,
either PCB or panel mounted.
Sound outputs are in the range
75 -80d8 at 30cm. Extremely
compact, the IMO buzzers are
all in impact-resistant black
ABS enclosures.

The new range of IMO

piezo devices is similarly avail-
able for either PCB or panel
mounting and is available with
built-in oscillators for DC drive
voltages from 3 to 28V DC.

The third majorgroup in the
new range is a substantial range
of coil/diaphragm sounders
and transducers which provide
a much wider frequency
respdnse than piezo-based
devices so are suitable , for
multitone applications. The
tone produced by the coil and
diaphragm sounders is richer
and lower-pitched than that
from apiezo device and ismore
pleasant for the user in situ-
ations where the device sounds
frequenfly. An extensive range
of operating voltages can be
catered for by the new range.

mhe United Nations Environ-
I -.rt Programme (LINEP)

has presented Northem Tele-
com with the 1992 North
American Environmental
Leadership Award for out-
standing environmental
achievement.

Dr Noel Brown, North
American Director for UNEP,
thanked Northern Telecom for
"pioneering solutions to
address the problem of ozone
depletion". Dr Margaret G.
Kerr, Northern Telecom's

vice-president for environ-
ment, health and safety,
accepted the award at the
Globe'92 environmental con-
ference held last week in Van-
couver.

In 1991, Northern Telecom
became the world's first large
electronics company to fulfil its
commitment to eliminate
ozone depleting CFC-113 sol-
vents from its manufacturing
and research operations. The
company developed a 'no-
clean' technology that elimi-

nates the need to remove flux
residue from printed circuit
boards, thereby eliminating the
need for CFC-113 solvents.
The new process is used in the
company's manufacturing
plants worldwide.

Northern Telecom is shar-
ing its environmental techno-

logies and processes with gov-
ernments and corporations
around the world. The com-
pany is currently working with
the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency and the govem-
ment of Mexico to eliminate
ozone-depleting solvents from
Mexican industry.
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'rthe 
West Yorkshire Police

I Constabulary has pur-
chased a THORN EMI EIec-
tronics indirect view thermal
imager to provide 24 how
aerial surveillance. The imager
is installed in a Flying Pictures
stabilised Europod mounted
on the force's MBB BO 105
helicopter and will be used for
surveillance in darkness, poor
visibility or where the area
under surveillance is obscured.

This is the second constabu-
lary to purchase a THORN
EMI Electronics' thermal

imager following its successful
introduction to the Devon and
Cornwall Constabulary who
have used the dual sensor (ther-
mal imaging and television)
system since September 1990.
Other police forces are also
interested in the system.

The size and weight of such
systems are important factors
for smaller helicopters and
fixed wing aircrafl, and con-
siderable attention has been
given to these factors. The
imager weighs less than 6kg,
including the engine used for

detector cooling; the overall
weight of the Europod, which
also contains a colour TV
camera, is around 20kg.

The dual field of view (8'-
20') makes the system suitable
for surveillance activities as
well as search operations where
a wider area needs to be
covered. The police can use the
thermal imaging system to
search at night or in poor
weather conditions for people
lost in desolate areas or to track
criminals and joyriders.

The thermal image is dis-

il1[itsubishi is announcing the
IYItauo"n of the FU 116SLD-1
and FU116SLD-3, a pair of SC
connector laser diode modules
that have been developed for
coupling single-mode optical
fibre with a 1.3pm wavelength
InGaAsP laser diode.

Initialli the laser diode
modules are housed in diecast
SC connectors with a view to
moving to plastic in the near
future. The SC connector based
desigr forthe laser diode is said
to provide the most cost effec-
tive solution for fibre tcr the
home and other high speed
applications, with connector
costs between 30 and 50%

cheaper than FCIPC arrange-
ments.

Both devices incorporate a
photodiode for optical output
monitoring and feature a low
threshold current of 9mA plus
wide operating case tempera-
ture ranges.

The FU116SLD-1 and -3
provide continuous wave, typi-
cal optical power outputs from
thefibre end of 1.5 and 0.2mW,
respectively.

^Additional specifications
for both devices include laser
diode reverse voltage of 2V and
photodiode reverse voltage
and current of 15V and 2mA.

fBM today announced nine
Inew storage products for sale
to manufacturers of different
kinds of compuqters and stor-
age subsystems. The new pro-
ducts significantly expand
IBM's offerings to the market-
place.

Amongthe products are two
new 2.5-inch disk drives,
rewritable optical disk drives,
tape drives and a 1.2-gigabyte
(GB) 3.5-inch disk drive that
uses a unique disk head tech-
nology.

Manufacturers of personal
computers (PCs), laptops,
notebooks, minicomputers
and workstations, as well as
makers of a wide variety of stor-
age subsystems, such as optical
Iibraries, are some of the firms
that can use IBM storage
devices in their own products.

New 2.5-inch disk drives -
60-megabye (MB) and 120-
MB models - have already been
introduced, expanding IBM's
family of smaller drives. Ideal
for small PCs, laptops, note-
books and other products
where physical space is at a pre-
mium, these drives are 12.7 artd
17 millimetres high, respec-
tively, and are among the most
reliable, high-capacity 2.5-inch
drives in the industry.

IBM also announced a
higher capacity version of its
acclaimed magnetoresistive
(MR) head 3.5-inch disk drive
that can store up to 1.2 billion
byes of information, or more
than 550,000 double-spaced
typewritten pages of text.

Available during the second
quarter of 1992, it will be
among the first 1.2-GB 3.5-inch

disk drives in full production. two 1.2-GB drives and can be
These drives can achieve used in other subsystems, such

higher capacities to a large as etternal drives for worksta-
extent because of their use of tions.
magretoresistive head technol- Also introduced are new
ogy, developed by IBM engin- models of IBM's optical disk
eers in Rochester, Minnesota drive products. The LZ7-IN(B
and introduced by IBM last 3.5-inch rewritable optical
year. This technology allows a drive now offers a data seek
disk drive's read,/write head to time of 40 milliseconds, com-
fly extremely close to the disk pared with 60 milliseconds in
surface. As a result, the head the model originally an-
can read data more accurately nounced last spring. It can be
and quickly than traditional used in personal computers
heads, allowing information to and optical libraries for
be packed more densely on to multimedia applications.
the drive surface. A rewritable model of

This highly reliable drive - IBM's 5.25-inch optical disk
mean time between failures is drive is now offered to OEM
over 500,000 hours, can be customers. This product offers
used in minicomputers, work- 650-MB of removable storage
stations and disk arrays. In making it an excellent product
addition, IBM will sell a separ- for larger archival and optical
ate storage unit which contains library applications.
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NEWS

Autosophy
;l new computational storage
fltechnique that could have
dramatic consequences for
both data storage and com-
munications, called autosophy,
is a patented machine{earning
mechanism that assembles
information representations in
such a way as to minimize the

amount of redundant items
stored.

Klaus Holtz, president and
founder of Omni Dimensional
Networks of San Francisco,
invented autosophy. He coined
the term from the Greek words
autos (self and sophia (knowl.-
edge).

Content
memories are employed as

supercomputer caches, among
other uses. They are usually
boards full of standard ICs, but
several singlechip CAMs are
available; one is the 99C10
from Advanced Micro Devices
Inc. ln CAMs, information is
retrieved by content, rather
than by specific location, or
address.

With a conventional com-
puter memory a specific
address would be required to
access the information at that

address. Since exact addresses
are often unknown, a time-con-
suming search mechanism is
usually invoked. In a CAM,
however, if a person's name
were entered the associated
information would also be dis-
played.

In an autosopher, the basic
unit of storage, called an
'engram,' can include any num-
ber of information items, or
elements, and each element
contains the address ofthe pre-
vious element in the engram.

Without using this engram
model, so many CAMs would
be necessary for information-
processing applications that it
would be prohibitively expens-
ive to accomplish.

When a new piece of infor-
mation -unrelated to anything
else -is entered into an auto-
sopher, a new engram is origin-

ated. That starting point is
called a'seed.' For each subse-
quent item, previous seeds and
other elements that have
already been learned are used,
so that only those elements that
are uniquely different require
new memory locations.

Beginning elements are
always shared, but the last ele-
ment of an engram is always
umque.

In an autosopher-based
HDTV system, engrams would
be constructed of blocks of pix-
els of various sizes. Two or
more autosophers can be
taught the same groups of
engrams. If an autosopher were
to communicate with a match-
ing one, the first could, by trans-
mitting a few simple addresses,
instruct the second autosopher
to retrieve any engram(s) they
share in common.

addressable

Shorter
method of
making
PTFE PC
boards
I orocess that reduces from

A"lgfrt to three the number of
steps required to deposit cop-
per circuits on polytetrafluq-
roethylene substrates has been
developed at Sandia National
Laboratory and the University
of New Mexico.

PTFE is a good insulator

with a low dielectric constant,
but its non-stick property
makes it difficult to bond cop-
per to the material. Manufac-
turers now use mechanical roll-
ing to bond a thick copper film
to the PTFE, followed by a
series of photoresist steps to
create the copper circuits.

In Sandia's technique, the
surface where no copper is
desired is irradiated by X-rays
for electrons. The substrate is
next chemically etched, but'the
irradiated area is not affected,
perhaps because the irradia-
tion cross-links the surface
molecules.

Chemical vapour deposi-
tion then deposits copper on
the etched pattern. The process
can make thinner circuit lines
and make them closer together.

Researchers at Sandia have
also developed an improved
method of etching silicon to
create miniature sensors and
other devices. Sculpting of
these three-dimensional struc-
tures is difficult to control pre-
cisely with conventional
photolithography and chemi-
cal etching. and results in a

matt, rather than a mirror, fin-
ish.

The new method starts with

electrolysis in hydrofluoric
acid to form averythick porous
layer on top of a silicon wafer.
The layer's depth can be pre-
cisely controlled by regulating
the charge in the electrochemi-
cal cell. The porous silicon is
then etched by immersing the
waferin a hydroxide solution at
room temperature. It is
possible to duplicate the pro-
cess repeatedly, with no more
than a 0.3%variance in results.
A patent has been filed for a
humidity sensor made by the
process.

Programmable l/O chip
f /O-intensive svstems. such as

Iartu concenirators, data-
acquisition boxes and the like,
can be a serious problem for
micro-processors. An interupt-
driven I/O scheme theoreti-
cally frees the CPU to process
data while the I/O devices run,
but the CPU often falters in a
mass of context switches.

Sigretics Co., a subsidiary of
North American Philips, has
announced a possible solution.
Their answer is a programm-
able I/O processor - a dedi-
cated chip that goes between
the I/O devices and the system
bus.

The IOP autonomously
does all the things that would
cost the CPU most dearly. It
responds to device interrupts,
checks status, moves data
between main memory buffers

and the devices, and has limited
ability to preprocess the data in
passing. The IOP can even be
induced to chain buffers, in
cases where a transfer moves a

great deal of data, and to bring
in the CPU when something
goes wrong on a device and
more extensive intervention is
necessary.

This sort of job has often
been done in the past with dedi-
cated single-ship microcontro-
lers. But the distinctly unusual
architecture of the IOP gives it
significant advantages over an
MCU, according to desigr
engineer Robert Bradfield II.
'As the number of I,/O chan-
nels goes up, it's pretty hard for
a microcontroller to keep up.
Most MCUs require several
clock cycles to execute any
instruction, and they tend to

have very long context-switch
times. In comparison, the IOP
does most instructions in two
cycles at l6MHz, and has
essentially a one-cycle context
switch."

The IOP is based on a 15
instruction state machine
instead of on a conventional
general-purpose ALU. State-
machine instructions move
data, read device status, inter-
rupt the host CPU, or alter pro-
gramme flow. Computation
and decision-making are done
not in logic, but through an ela-
borate structure of decision
tables. Indirect branches
through the tables permit the
chip to respond to any foreseen
device status or data.

The IOP communicates
through its own external bus,
using 23 address bits and 16
data bits. Through the bus, the
chip fetches its instructions

accesses decision tables and
manages I,/O buffers, all of
which are in exterrtal memory.
The bus is also the link to I/O
devices. A handshaking
scheme permits the chip to take
the host CPU bus for moving
data into main memory.
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Programmed
EPROM
Sentice
fn answer to your request for
Isomeone to programme
EPROMs, I'am willing to take
on the task. I canprogram2Tt6
/ 2632/ 26s4/ 26t27 /26st2
and low power devices. The
price will be about f,5 each plus
the cost of the device and post-
age.
J Lister, G1YNG 40, Rossall
Grange Lane, Fleetwood,
LancsFYT 8AD

f n response to the Read,/Write
Icolumn, EPROM Service
required. First of all Mr C Gra-
ham refers to a hex dump, as
though it were related to a pro-
ject previously published; is
this so?

Secondly ifhe has a disc file
of a code he wishes to program
the EPROM with, then I have
this facility. Furthermore I am

in a position to assemble neu-
mofic 6502/280 instructions
into appropriate machine
code. This may similarly sentto
EPROMs.

The following shows a list of
charges to program EPROMs
with standard binary files:
2716 t7 *CurrentEPROM
charge *VAT
2732 E7 *CurrentEPROM
charge *VAI
2764 f,9 *CurrentEPROM
charge *VAI
27 I28 f,l2+Current EPROM
charge *VAT

Please ring 0243 830564
for other types. Further requi-
remnets are negotiable.
JJ Hackett,2 Christopher Ct,
Brooks Lane West, Bognor
Regis, West Sussex PO22
8AJ.
Where have you been for the
last few years Mr Hackett? ETI
has published several projects
that include EPROMs but
thank you for offering your ser-
vices - Ed.

The Alpba Ilazardous
Plan Waste
f hope you can help me with a
Ibit of information about a
1987 edition of ETI. It is this
The authors, Paul Chappel and
Nick Hacking, of 'The ETI
EEG Monitor' (September and
October 1987) mention a book
called 'The Alpha Plan' by
David Lewis, published by
Methuen. Now, the book is out
of print, and I need to know
where to find a copy. Can any-
body help?

Anyideas? I d be grateful for
your comments.
Gary Bates, 24 Landseer
Road, Leicester LE2 3EE

Wrong Place
For Tbe
Sun^sltine

Problem
f work repairing VHF equip-
Iment, most of which have out-
put transistors, which are
labelled to the effect.'Contains
Beryllium Oxide, Hazardous,
Dispose of carefully'.

The repair and service
manuals usually give the same
advice, but no real details of
what safe disposal is. I have a
fair collection of these devices
which I have refrained from
binning.

Is there anyone who knows
of a safe disposal service or bet-
ter still recycling of this waste?
A Ward, Londonderry North-
ern Ireland

f just have to write to take
It<eittr Brindley to task for his
Open Channel in April about
the alleged unfairuess oI ETSI
trying to standardise on 80cm
satellite dishes. This oflends
mysenseof
btdoldday
the ideaof satellite was mooted.
Frequ been altro'
cated in 1977 for
direct broadcast by satellite,
together with orbital slots, to
give each country a reasonable
share of channels without
muhral interfeience. The LIK
channels were allocated by the

toa
(not

em?

"Let'$ be teriibly smart here. If

,we put up a s the fre-
queney band to tolo*

comms power and 60cm
dishesl' So they were arl{ully
clever, choosing a quick solu-
tion ottranEmitting PAt atnot-
quite-DBs powers which has
now conde,mned us to tOWIrS
disfigured by the sprouting of
60cm dishes all over thg place.

planned system. and finally
absorbed ttrem into whatis now
BSkyB. lt cannot be said that
the original BSB did not make
mlstakes and ths government
could perhaps have hplped just
a tittle bit, but essehtially we
have a classic example of what
happens when a free-market
solutiqu is takeu iu a field
(radio planning) which unfor-
tunately does aeed to be cen-

fn our Solar Powered Tech
ITips article in the April edi-
tion of ETI we gave the wrong
address for Chartland Electro-

band is concerned. The fre:

tions come as a few large instal-
lations. where ,the difference
between an 80cm and a 60 cm
dish is not terribly relevanl If
Astra wants to live in the tele-
communicafiorrs band rather
than the DBS band. they've got
to play by the rules of the tele-
comms guys and that means thE
rules set by ETSI. This is why

nics at the end for the supply of
solar cells. The correct address
is: Chartland Electronics,
Charland House, Old Station
Approach, Randalls Rd,
Letherhead, Surrey Kl 22 7TE .

there is no of
andconsum ers
in not be
th

you are
backing the wrong side here,
Astra deserve no sympathy
-they took a chance with theif
money and that of their four
million viewers when they
started transmitting in the tele-
com baud. Although I have *fl
Astra dish. I won't be that sorry
to see SES get their come-
uppaoce - sooner or later the
mess of European satellite TV
will have to be sorted out, and it
would be nice to see it in the
band allocated to th
higher powers so re
rlot disf,gured by ugty metal:
work Take a look down the
next street of terraced houses
you see, Keith. and ,a

60cm dishonevery a
UHFTVaerial ythe
vision ofthefu ntfo
see?
Richard Mudh*r, Ipswieh,
liullolk,
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TESTI G
IITI SEBIES ITIUIIIilIEIERS

D-MM Good Value!
The TM series of low cost meters,

with 372 digit LCDs, full overload

protection, strong ABS case and

packed with features. Supplied with
test leads, battery and manual.

TM 5315 (1OA) 56-053tS

TM 5365 e and 56'05365

TM 5375 range S6-0537s

TM 115 urrent test 56'00115

TM 135 Capacitance and temp. ranges (inc. probe) S6'0013s

TM 175 Frcquency (lsMHz), capacitance ranges with

HFE, diode, continuity and LED test. 56-00175

TM8020 $/4 digit display, frequency (4lvlHz)' capacitance

(4OpF). AC + DC current to 20A 55-08020

TM8030 p/4 digit display, frequency (4MHz), temperature

(inc. probe). AC+DC current to 20A 56'18030

7705 capacitance meter, lpF to 20,000uF 56-0770s

BI.ACI( SIAB
Top quality, UK made,
frequency counters andn.".*"16

s&120r0 f233,00

s6.0r600 f269.00

s6-0r410 t527.00
s6.00r00 tt28.0e
s6-00600 tl58.63
s6.01000 t209.15
s6.10100 f3c1.88
s6.o2o0o f351.33
s6.00s00 fl29.25
s6-0200r fl75.05

HAMEG
'SGOPES

All Hameg scopes
are supplied with
two x 10 probes,

mains lead.
manual and

Z year
warranty.

Fult details of all the above a omprehensive- 
catalogue, tl

All the aboye are currently ln stock and avallable for lmmedlate
dellvery. Standard P&P tl .2O' next day dellvery G4.60'

All prices include VAT (at 17.5%)

f19.99
f36.50
f36.95
f32,50
f{s.95

t53.60

f54.r6

f5s.96
t39.82

Jupiter 2OlO zMHz fuirction generator plus Z0MHZ

freq. counter

orion PAL TV Pattern generator

1410 Video Monitor Testtr

Meteor 100 100MHz counter

Meteor @0 600MHz counter

Meteor 1000 l000MHz counter

Apollo 100 looMHz counter/timer

Nova 24(D Z.4CHZ counter

Jupiter 500 500kHz function generator

Jupiter 2000 zMHz function generator

HM203-7 Dual channel, 20MHz

HMZ05-3 Digital storage, Z0MHZ sampling

HM604 Dual channel' 60MHz

HM1005 Triple channel, l00MHz

56.s2037
56-SZos3
56-56040
56-0t00s

t397.1 5

f716.r5
frl 6,75
ts30.50

r;il;;;";;il;;;;,1
from ETI (complete in block capitals):

Month Year ............ Page (if known)

;' Title
I
I

Month Year ......... Page (if known)

Title ..........

Month Year ......... Page (if known)

Title ..,.......

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP

Ltd. to the value of f 1.50 per photocopy ordered'

Total remittance f ....... Date .........

Name

Address

Postcode

Send the completed form and your remittance to:
ETI Photocopy Service

Argus House
Boundary Way

Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP2 7ST
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ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATTONAL

Practical electronic projects and scientific and
technologicalfeatures and tutorials on the past and
present state of the art.

Published monthly.

Subscription Rates
uK t23.40
Europe t29.50
Sterling Overseas C31
US $ Overseas $56

HAM RADIO TODAY

Features construction projects, conversions, pocket radio,
club news, and all other areas of interest to radio
amateurs.

Published monthly.

Subscription Rates
uKf20.40
Europe t26.80
Sterling Overseas e28.90
US $ Overseas $53

CITIZENS BAND

Reviews of latest CB equipment, useful practical projects
for the CB'er and all the national and internationai citizen
band news.

Published monthly.

Subscription Rates
uK 819.20
Europe f24.30
Sterling Overseas e26.00
US $ Overseas $47

r-:.--------
iPleasecommencemysubscriptionto...........
| 

_ ...........,...wtrtt lttE

i........................... issue. Renewal E subscription number if applicable| 
_ rrrst,t,rrwr

1............................... lenclose my cheque/pO for t payable to ASp or| ------------""-

lplease debit by Visa/Access
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1MOO15W E0.15 0Ae0 t0.07 6VSPDT6A(PCB)
PRESETSSkeletonHorzorVertlOOFi- OA91 e0.10 12VSPDT64(PCB)
'1MOO1W E0.11 OA202 e0.14 6VDPDT6A(PCB)

78os !q?9 iiffida ;o;i7812 E0.2E ii\i4oa4 io.oz7815 E0.20 iN40O5 eo.o77905 t0.38 |N4OO6 CO.O8
7912 e038;N4gg7 EO.O6
79'15 t0.38 115496 e0.09
Ll\4317T t0.44 1p5461 80.09 BNC Plug - UHF Skt t1.38
LM723 80.29 1N5402 80.09 BNCPlug-2xBNCSkl el.89

1N5404 €0.1 1 B kl e1.89
tN5406 C0.1 1 U t1.59
tN5407 e0.15 F 80.33
tN5408 f0.15 3 81.20
tN914 e0.06 3 kt e0.57
tN916 e0.06 0 e0.57
tN4148 80.04

E0'40 9y127 e0.11
Htrz or Vert '100R - OA47 E0.28

We stock a full range ol test equipment from leading manufacturers

HiTACHI . KENWOOD'LEADER .THUBLBY .THANOAR

Full product material is available Why not call and see our extensive range ol

equipment

80.70
e0.70
e1.95

HYToTL0orcProbe t7J2 V66560MHlSmpe tgd5,00 t1l0.O 5166 full
TM3sTogilallJets t39,00 LCDl0oDMlJiScope t59300 t12200 1369 an
tl,llszoi[iulMeter tl3l,50 SC110A]0MHzScope t249.00 tl74,O 615.
ttllssoigitatttleter t8950 T0201 Digllalslo6geunl t19500 !!!.{ avait
TM301 Diollal Themomeler t5950 2MHz LCDGenerator t249,00 TP2 L0gic Pusr !23O reqss5l

fl

Ceramic Disc 1 00V 1 oPI to 1 00nP
10,22,100,1 50, 220, 330, 470, 680pf
1,2n2,3n3,4n7,1 0, 1 5, 22, 33, 47, 'l 00nP
Ceramic Plate 100V and 63V 'l opl to 1 2nl

e0.07
E0.07

80.09
e0.12

5mm Red LED C0.09 
'l 

PI- 1nf

smm Green LED e0.10 3n3-4n7

smm Yellow LED e0.10

5mmOrangeLED f:O:lO 47!l2n2

t0.06 1n2-2n7
80.12 1onrand12nD

Polystyrene '1 60V 47pf to '1 onl
e0.09 2n7-1Onl e0.12

All prices exclude VAT.

Please add 85p carriage to all orders and VAT (1 7 5%)
No minimum order charge

Please send payment with your order
PO/Cheques made payable to
ESR Electronic Components

Access and Visa cards accePted
Official orders Jrom schools and colleges welcome.

uF 16V

047
10

47
10 t0 05
22 e0.05
47 80.06
100 e0.06
220 c0.09
470 80.15
1000 e0.22
2200 e0.37
4700

25U 63V 100v

- e0.05 e0.07

- E0.05 t0.06

- t0.05 E0.06

- e0.05 80.08

t0.05 e0.06 e0 08

e0.05 e0.09
e0.06 t0.11
c0.09 e0.11

e0.12 e03l
c0.19 80.57
e0 29
80.57
81.1r

uF

047
10
22
47

16V 25V 63V 100v
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c0.13 e0.18 e0.42
80.21 80.20 80.69

c0.33 80.40 E1.05

e0.52 c0.54
€0.90

3mm Red LED e0.08

3mm Green LED e0.12
3mm Yellow LED e0.13

3mm Orange LED 80.'13

5mm Flashing Bed C0.50

smm Flashing Green t0.54
smm Bi Colour €0.36

smm Tri Colour e0.40

smm Plastic Bezel e0.04

smm Plaslic Bezel e0.05

O 3' 7-Segment Display Bed

common anode f1.14
common calhode e1.'14
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1 000
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by Douglas Clarkson

n innovative British company Uvisol Ltd has

announced exclusively to ETI Electronics its
revolutionary low cost detector design for moni-
toring harmful solar ultra violet radiation. By

making a detector with a wavelength response tailored to
the skin's erythemal response which peaks at about

30Onm and falls rapidly with increasing wavelength,
the sensor can directly detect the level of

effective skin exposure without complex
additional circuitry. This achievement
is all the more remarkable considering

the race has been won in the face offierce
competition from large Japansese and

American Coiporations with all their vast R&D
facilities. The example of Uvisol in scoring a global 'first'

Tbe Breakthrough

Leading photo
Uvisol's sunminder

A Above -
Differential sensor

elements,
including a surface

mount devicd.

is another splendid demonstration of the uniqub British
gift of invention.

There is, nevertheless, great significance in the fun-
damental technology used to develop the solar UV
detector. The fabrication method can readily be used to
produce other low cost, wavelength specific detectors in
the UV, visible anp infra red spectrum.

Prior to the successful development of the Uvisol
sensot only systems costing tens .gr even hundreds of
pounds which employed specialist detectors wele avail-
able to monitordose levels of ultravioletB (IJVB) radia-
tion. Using innovative semiconductor technology, how-
ever, a superb level of sensing performance has been
achieved at a price appropriate even for the consumer
market place. The way in which the various problems of

detector design were eventually solved appears simple in
retrospect. The road to discovery however was paved
with the sheer determination to succeed.

The History
'Ihe origins of the Uvisol sensor can be traced back to
Cowes Week in 1989 when a founder member of the
company and various colleagues got badly sunburnt.
Having extensive experience of similar sensing technol-
ogy, primarily in infra red applications, it was apparent
that it should be possible to design and build a device to
alert sunbathers of their'safe'limit of solar exposure. An
extensive search through electronic component cata-
logues, revealed that no suitable sensor was available.
The project to develop the 'missing link' sensor began
soon after when the significance of a successful outcome
became apparent. Project motivation stemmed from the
desire to develop sensors that would help reduce the
rapidly mounting toll of skin cancers related to chronic
IfVB exposure.

Design Considerations
The two problems overcome by the revolutionary design
of the Uvisol detector are the highly specific wavelength
response and invariance of response with angle of
incidence of the UVradiation.Bothof these are essential
for accurate [fV dose measurement.

The revolutionary sensing principle used is one of

nlfr ETI JT]NE 1992



'differential sensing'. It makes use of simple principles of
photo detectors
principlewill cre

'chunky'sensing
incident geometry of UV radiation.

Adopting a'differential' process with existing dis-

crete photodiodes (Silicon or Ga-As), would produce a

considerable problem of response with angle of
incidence. To the team, it was important that a contribu-

tion of IJV from a specific direction is sensed with a high

degree ofangularinvariance. Itis easyto see that even the

differential sensingmethod will prove inaccurate if this is

not the case.

The revolutionary design of the Uvisol sensor gets

round this problem by fabricating elements of semicon-

ductor adjacent to each other. The sensors are mounted

in three legged cans and also a surface mount (SMD) ver-

sion. The active element of this new generation of photo-

diodes is therefore no bigger than two grains of sugar'

Considerable problems had to be overcome in opti-

mising the optical properties of component materials'

One of these difficulties was the tendency of elements to

fluoresce and so adversely alter the wavelength response

of the differential device. Fundamental investigation of

optical components often showed that even the manu-

facturers were not aware of the adverse fluorescent

properties of their devices.

The saga of development within the project high-

lights the value of establishing and maintaining fun-

damental technological skills related to materials

science.Without an adequate core of such technicainfor-

mation, development processes are invariably slower

and hence more exPensive. :

Diverse Applications
This patented development held by Uvisol L'td and

which is exclusivelylicensed to Sensatech Industries Ltd,

represents a fundamental breakthrough in sensor design

technology and is certain to have major implications for

the design o f future generations of photodiode detectors'

It al so indicates an area which is likely to see very signifi-

cant developments in terms of manufacturing technol

ogy and the range ofdetectors that could be developed in.

the future. Could this,for example,be awayoffabricating

a low cost spectrum analyser? Rather than break light

down into its spectral comPonents using a diffraction
grating, it would be possible to customise an array of
,detector elements, each with a specific wavelength

response. A basi c array employing this technology would

be adequate for a broad range of requirements.

The Uvisol UVB detector is seen as an initial'ideal'
application where there is a large demand for such low

cost/high performance devices and an excellent'shop

window'forthe application of the new differential sensor

technology. It is likely that significant new product areas

will be created by the availability of such technology

where the key factor is the low cost and highly specific

wavelength response of the particular sensing elements'

Environmental and Scientific
Applications
Solar IJV radiation reacts in a specific but highly wave-

length dependent way with a broad range of ecological

systems, and so complicates monitoring. The specific

wavelength response of the human skin to solar uV radi-

ation is imporlant for us in a direct sense. Almost all life

forms in th e biosphere -ranging from the teeming plank-

ton in the seas around Antarctica to individual ears of

wheat in the bread basket of North America have their

own individual'action spectrum'to solar I-IV radiation'

Raiher-than determine whether skin turns red and blis-

ters, these responses determine crop yields and even the

survival of entire species in food chains.

The developers at Uvisol indicate that by altering

the optical characteristics of sensor components, wave-

length responses appropriate for other LIV interaction

mechanisms can be produced using the same low cost

manufacturing methods. This opens the way, therefore,

for ariays of multi parameter IJV environmental moni-

toring elements to be developed. In future, for exampld,

the crop in a vineyard may be harvested based on infor-

mation related to how much tIV radiation the grapes

have been exposed to, thus preventing costly errors in

inappropriate time of harvesting.

There are already schemes being planned to moni-

tor global IJV levels in order to assess health and envi-

ronirental impact. The unique Uvisol sensor technology '

allows such schemes to be rapidly implemented at dra-

matically reduced cost compared with sensor conven-

tional technologY.
As environmental agencies are aware,itis important

to measure environmental 'impact' of changing levels of
solar UV radiation in order to apply the necessary press-

ure on governments world wide to secure the necessary

environmental controls on ozone depletion chemicals

being released into the atmosphere. The sooner the full
impact of ozone depletion is realised the sooner the

necessary controls are likely to be adopted.

. The breakthrough of the Uvisol sensor will initially
provide a hajor breakthrough for personal solar IJVB

monitoring. This comes at a time of increasing anxiety

from Health Organisations about the dramatic rise in

e=
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{Uvisol's
UVISCAN product
for monitoring of
solar UVB skin
dose.
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incidence of skin cancer as a result ofchanging social and
leisure trends. The depletion of the ozone layer and the
resultingincrease in I_fVB levels heightens such concern.

Uvisol Consumer Products
In addition to licensing the technology to a broad range
of market applications, Uvisol are launching three separ-
ate consumer products which use their unique sensor
technology. Their initial wish is to make available sen-
sibly priced consumer products which provide a high
level of qualityin their monitoringfunction. InitiallyUvi-
sol is targetting the Australasian and pacific Rim markets
where awareness of the dangers of solar IfV radiation is
particularly acute. The products will be launched into the
Australian market in September l992,the beginning of
their summer season and UK High Street shops in the
spring of 1993.

The SUNMINDER is basically a clip on badge
which when activated counts up the dose detected. The
unit is primarily intended to be used with chitdren with
an assumed skin type 1. The unit'counts up in terms of
numbers of suns indicated on its liquid crystal display.
When tens suns are counted, corresponding to a maxi-
mum dose, an audible alarm is sounded -indicating that
the allowed exposure has been received. It is at this stage
that the wearer should go indoors.

The UWSCAN is a more numerate device into
which details of skin type and sun protection factor being

applied can be entered. When primed, the unit indicates
at 30 second intervals the calculated ,safe'time remain-
ing for solar IJVB exposure. An alarm is sounded when
this degree of exposure is exceeded.

The UVISPORT combines thefunctions of a digitat
watch with those of the UVISCAN, providing compact
functionality in a stylish package. The UVISpORT is
appropriate for a broad range of outdoor sports activities
and in addition is also highly appropriate for large num_
bers of individuals with a high occupational exposure to
solar IfV radiation such as road workers, traffic wardens,
telecom and electricity line repair workers, construction
and agricultural workers. The SUNMINDER and the
UVISCAN can be seen on the previous pages.

There is increasing awareness of the liability of
employers to monitor the working conditions of
employees. In occupations where there is the likelihood
of exposure of highlevels of solar IJVradiation, Uvisol,s
products provide a practical means of limiting exposure.

Aprime difficultywith public awareness schemes of
the dangers of over exposure to UVB radiation has been
the lack of affordable instruments to indicate exposure

" levels. With the availability of these Uvisol products, this
difficulty should be overcome. This will help with educa-
tion in relation to the risks of'sun and sand,holidays and
also problems of higher general solar IJV levels arising
from ozone depletion.

Any enquiries about this news item should be
through the ETI office.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR KIT
This tool set is ideal for the electrica!
handyman. Whether you have a job to
perform in the car, electrical circuits in
the house or an electronic construction project,
this handy pack should be a standard part of your repair gear.

=Tl 
I1.. qtllged a special price for it's readers of t9.99 and postage and packing are free./El El p c1, 7tr\

Address..........

Post Code
prease aflow 2g days- for delivery U.K. onry - overseas upon request. prease

note the above information may be used tor marketing purposes.
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BLUE 
'UPHCI 

NOUNI fiUPPI'EJ
ROSE
ELECTRONICS

@@@
NW catalogue of SIID 's..-..
Components, Kits,
Send SOp to cover P&P
MAIL OROER ONLY: -
Terephone:os2s727us E E €e

538 Llverpool Rd, Great Sankcy, Werrington,
Cheshire WA 5 3LU

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX ' 031 6,67 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f1.50 - TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE.AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY PLEASE

SENO YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI
CATALOGUE.

E
'3i,"Jfl[:1.'rtl"3:lifo"Jr'J?'r'.3.30 

E

PC Quick Net Adaptor & Software (1 per PC)
PC Lock
5V Switch Mode Power Supplies 20 amp

Rulers

95mm
240VFans 120mmor95mm
Eld
A4
Ink
Ci. ease sPecifY)

Stepping Motors
Printout Binders

IC'S REMOVED FROM SOCKET BOARDS
2714
4tl6
4764
EPSOMS 27 08, 27 16, 27 32, 27 64

f,o.s0
f,4.00
{6.00

f,100.00
f,72.00
f6.00

{1s.00
f 10.00
f20.00
{10.00
{2s.00
f,20.00
{20.00

{4.00
f8.00

{20.00
[s.00
{s.00
f6.oo

{10.00
{1.00

, {0.1s
f,o.2s
[0.50
{1.00

Please supply photocopies of the following back-
numbers of ETl.
Note: Backnumbers are held for 12 months only
(complete in block caPitals)

Month Year ............ Moth .........'.. Year

Month Year ........... Month .'...'..'.. Year

Month Year ........... Month ..'..'..... Year

Month Year ........... Month ........'.. Year

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP

Ltd. to the value of f2.20 per issue ordered.

Total remittance f ....... Date .........

Name

Address

Postcode

Send the completed form and your remittance to:
ETI Backnumbers Department

Argus Subscription Services

Queensway House
2 Queensway

Redhill

:i"fi3'- -s-,---l
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ELECTRON!CS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB

SERYICB

June

E8805-3
E8805-4
E8806-1
E8806-2
E8806-3
E8806-4
E8806-5
E8806-6
E8807-1-
E8807.2
E8807-3
E8807-4
E8807-5
E8807-6
E8808-1
E8808-2
E8808-3
E8808-4
E8809-1
E8809.2
E8809-3
E8810-1
E8810-2
E8810-4
E8810-5
E8811-1
E8871-2
E8811-3
E88t2-7
E8872-2
E8812-3
E8872-4
E8812-5
E8812-6
E8872.7
88901.1
E8901.2
E8901-3
E8901-4
E8901-5
E8902-1,
E8902.2
E8902.3
E8902-4
E8903-1
E8903-2
E8903-3

E8903-4
E8904-1
E8904-3
E8904-4
E8904-5
E8905.1
E8905.2
E8905-3
88906,1
E8906-2
E8906-3
E8906.4
E8906-5
E8906-6
E8906-7
E8907.7
E8907-2
E8907-3
E8907-4
E8907-5
E8908-1
E8908-2
E8908-3
E8908-4
E8909-1
E8909.2
E8909-3
E8909-4
E8909-5
E8910.1
E89t0.2
E8911-1
E89tr.2
E8911-3
E8911-4
E89t2-7
E8912.2
E8972-3
E89t2-4
E8972-5
E9001-1
E9001.2
E9001-3
E9001-4
E9002-l
E9002.2
E9002.3

Breath Rate Display Board
Breath Rate Main Board ............ ................... H
Breath Rate Switch Board ............ . C
Telephone Recorder . . .... . . .... .. D
Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds) ...... M
Spectrum EPROM Emulator .................... ... M
Frequency Meter (2 bds) ......... . ....... . ....... . .. p
Travellers'Aerial Amp .. ....... .. .. ...... E
Gerrada Marweh Bikebell ..,.. . .................... .....E
Peak Programme Meter (2bds) ..................... N
TV-to-RGB Converter ............ E
Electron RGB Buffer ........ ........ C
NiCd Charger ...... ................. E
Chronoscope (3 bds) ........ .. .. ..... . .......... .... .. p
DigitalTransistorTester . ...........G
Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds) .. ....... .. ........... K
Small Fry Mini Amp ...................... D
Thermostat ...... . ......... E
Burglar Buster Free PCB ....... . ...... D
Burglar Buster Powerf rclay Board ... ........ .. E
Burglar Buster Alarm Board ... .... . . ,.......... . C
Burglar Buster Bleeper Board .. . ..... C
EPROM Programmer mother board ............ M
Variat-lon updated Main Board .. .......... .. ...... H
VariatJon Emitter Board .. . .... . . E
In-car Power Supply . . ....... .. . .... C
Granny's Hearing Booster ......... .. . .. . ... ... ... E
Compressor/LimiterfGate .................... ......... L
Ultasonic Horn ........ . . ......... ..... D
Stepper Motor Driver Board ....... . . L
Quest-lon (2bds) ... ... .. .. K
Intelligent Plotter Solenoid Board . .......... . ... H
MIDI Programmer ............ ........ .... L
Balanced Disc Input Stage ..... ....... F

E9206 7 Stereo amplifier .....
E9206-2 Xenon flash higger Main Board
E9206-3 Xenon flash trigger Flash Board
E9206-4 Scanner for audio generator

G
J
F
D

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from tlie companies lists in Buylines.
your order. Please fill our all parts of the form. Make sure you use the bo ard,reference
thenboard but also tells you when the project was publishe'd. The firstt*; ;;-b;;; ;;;

Terms are strictly pa5ment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a prolorma invoice if iequired.Such orders will not be processed until payment is rlceived.
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E9002-4
E9003-1
E9003-2
E9003-3
E9003-4
E9003-5
E9003-6
E9003-7
E9003-8
E9003-9
E9004-1
E9004-2
E9004-3
E90M-4
E9005-1
E9005-2
E9006-1
E9006-2
E9006-3
E9006-4
E9006-5
E9007-1
E9007-2
89007-3
E9007-4
E9007-5
E9008-1
E9008-2
E9008-3
E9009-1
E9009-2
E9009-3
E9010-1
E9010-2
E9010-3
E9011-1
E9077-2
E9011-3
E9011-4

E9011-5

F
G

E9110-7
E9110-8
E9111-1
E9tlt-2
E9111-3
E9111-4
E9111-5

E9111-6

E9777-7
E9111-8
E9lt2-7

E9712-2

E97t2-3
E9ll2-4
E9772-5
E97t2-6

E9r12-7

E9207-2
E920t-3
E9201-4
E9201-5
E9201-6
E9202-7
E9202-2

Phone Lock and Logger
Dark Room Timer ..... ....,

E9O72-l Infra Switch .............-............... F

E9101-1 Remote Control - Main Board ................ ....... J

E91:Ol-z Remote Contol - Display Board .. .............. H
E9101-3 Remote Control Timeswitch - Transmit board E

E9101-4 SBC Micro-Controller Board ................... ....... F

E9101-5 SBC Practice lnterface Board ..... ...... . .... ... .. F

E9101-6 5 in 1 Remote Sensing Switch . .... .. .... .......... E

E9702-l Remote Contol Timeswitch - receivet board . F
E91O2-2 Anti Theft Alarm (2 bds) .............. ................ H
E9103-1 fuiennes Lights ................ L
E97O3-2 64K EPROM Emulator ............ N

E9103-3 SSB Radio Receiver ................ G

E9103-4 Active Loudspeaker board ....... . .. H
E9104-1 Testmeter Volts .................... ...... E

E9lO4-2 Active Direct lnjection Box ... ...................... ...... F

E9104-3 EPROM Eraser ... ............................ F

E9lO4-4 Digital Tachometer ....... .... ........... F
E9104-5 Radio Calibrator ...... ............... .... . .............F
E9105-1 Modulator Laser (2 boards) ........ ................. H
E91O5-2 Thyristor Tester .. . ... .. .... F

E9105-3 Frequency Plotter . ..... . ......... ...... K
E9106-1 Laser Receiver ........... F

E9lO6-2 Temperature Controller - Power Supply ..... G

E9lO7-l Temperature Controller - Main Board ..... ... K
E9707-2 Temperature Controller - Probe PCB .. ..... .. F

E9107-3 The Foot Tapper - Volume Control
(doubte sided) ..... .. ...... .. J

The Consori Loadspeaker ....... . ... H

Pulsed Width Train Conkoller ....... ......... ... E

Model Speed Controller - Main Board ......... F

Model Speed Controller - Power Supply ..... F
Geiger Counter ......... . ..... .... E
Hemisync Waveform Generator Board ..... . ... G

Hemisync Pulse Generator Board . ........... ... F

Hemisync Power Supply Board ...... ......... ....... C
Nighfighter Main Processor Board
Frceze Alarm
Document Saver ....

TO: ETI PCB SEBVICE, REAI)EBS'SEBVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOI'NDARY WAY,

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quandty Ref. no. Price Code kice

Superscope Timebase Board .............. .. . ....... K

Superscope Y1 input board .. .. .. ........... ......... J

Superscope Y2 input board ........... .... ......... .... J

Superscope switch generator ........................... E

Business power amp board ..................... .. .... .. L
Business power supply board .......... .. .............. J

Business pre-amplifier board .......... .... ............. L
Water hole ... ................. ........ G

Super Siren ................. D

Val's badge ............ F

Bass Amplifier DC Protection ..............'.... ....... F

Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser . ... . . ........... L
Baqs Amplifier Micro ................................. ........ N

Quid Power Supply ........................................... O

Business Display ...... ......... .. ......... O

E9110-3 Proto-type Designer . .... ........... J

E9110-4 Nightfighter - Sound to Light (double sided) L
E9110-5 Nightfighter - Ramp Generator Board ........... F

E9110-6 Nightfighter - Cyclic Crossfade
(double sided) .. .... ... ..'... M
Night{ighter - Strobe Board (double sided) .. J
Nightfighter - 8 Channel Triac Board .......... N

Digital Code Lock ............ .. ....... ....... L
Switched Mode Power Supply . . ............. ......... E

Nightfighter Mode Selection (double sided) .. J
Nightlighter - Display Board (double sided) M

Nightfighter - Bass Beat Trigger
(double sided) .......... . .... L
Nightfighter - Sequence Select
(double sided) .. ................. H
Nightfighter - Master Controller PSU . ......... K
Nightfighter - Output Switch (double sided) M

Nightfighter Sensor Switch Master Control
(double sided) . .......... L
Nightfighter Sensor Switch Channel Control
(double sided) .... .... L
Nightfighter Sensor Switch Sound Trigger ..... H
Nightfighter Connector Board ..... .. ...... .... ..... F
Nightfighter Sensor Switch PSU .................... K
Nightfighter 8-Channel lnput Interface
(double sided) ................... P

Power On and Overload Regulator ................. P

E92Ol-l Laboratory Power Suppy ........... . ............... ..... F

Test Card Generator Board ............ .. .............. M

LED Star (double sided) .......... L
Enlarger Timer Main PCB (double sided) . .... N
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Fig.l Circuit for LED rear lamp

Experiments show that nine LEDs laid out in a
square grid provided sufficient light output when each
LED was supplied with twenty milliamps. Experiment
also showed that, if all the LEDs were of the same type,
they could be connected as three parallel chains, and
each chain would draw the same current. In order to pro-
vide a fairly constant current, the battery voltage had to
be significantly above the LED voltage, so that a small
reduction in battery voltage would not noticeably affect
the light output. The voltage drop across the LED chains
is approximately six volts, so a 9V battery type pp3 was
chosen, as shown in the circuit, Figure 1.

The current-limiting resistor is chosen to feed
6OmAinto the circuit, which splits into 2OmA down each
chain. Using alkaline manganese batteries, the lamp lasts

for a total of about five to seven hours between battery
changes. This equates to almost 50p an hour, which
would not be practical if a lot of cycling after dark was
anti cipated. However, for commuting to and from the sta-
tion the convenience is well worth the cost, and the bat-
tery lasts from between one and two months of normal
use.

Physical Construction
To make the lamp, the red plastic lens from a defunct
lamp was salvaged, and apiece of Veroboard was cutto fit
justinside the red cowling. The LEDs werelaid outon the
Vero board in an even grid with wire links and a current-
limiting resistor as shown in Figure 2. A piece of paxolin
(any thin insulating material will do) was cut to a size big
enough for the reflector and a Pp3 battery to be fitted to
it, with enough space between the two to fit in a sub-mini-
ature switch glued to the bottom of the lens.

The Vero board was fixed to the paxolin with
double-sided adhesive pads, the reflector (with a small
cutout for the wires) was fixed over the top of it using sili-
cone rubber sealant, and the battery was held in place
with a cable tie, as shown in Figure 3. The lamp was held
ontheluggage
carrier, when
in use, by a

couple of
stout rubber
bands.

Thelamp
has given
good service
for two years,
and should
continue to
do so for
many more.

An economical and
portable redr light by

Andrew Armilrong

f a conventional rear
lamp was left attached
to our bicycle, while it
was in the cycle shed at

the station, then every now
and again it would be found
damaged or missing. The
obvious answer was to
remove it and carry it
around all day. Unfortu-
nately, the size and shape of
the lamp made carrying it
around a real nuisance. It
was pretty well unavoidable
that a lamp employing two D
cells would be too big for
easy carrying.

The answer to this was
to adapt the lamp to use a

smaller battery, and a differ-
were to be used, a more

efficient type of light was needed, so LEDs were chosen
for this purpose. Not all LEDs are created equal; some of
them are much more efficient than others. Clearly, the
choice of LED was crucial in order to maximise battery
life while still providing enough light output.

LED specifications must be read with care in order
to discover what types are suitable. It is no good choosing
an LED specified at several candelas output, but with a
very narrow viewing angle. By the time the light has been
diffused to give a suitable viewing angle for a rear lamp,
such an LED maynotturn outto be verybright. The crite-
rion for choice was that the LED should have the maxi-
mum light output over an adequate viewing angle (say
90). The prototype lamp used LEDs purchased from
Farnell, but the Maplin catalogue contains at least one
suitable type.
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Fig.3 Complete structure of bike light
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full use of its voltage control capabilities.
The most obvious modification is to remove the sta_

bilised DC supply to the manual control and replace it

he varicap tuned audio oscillator described is a
very useful instrument in its basic manually
tuned form. But manual tuning does not make

Anolher sut{ace-mount
proiecl to occom pony the
sine wqve generdtoi giyen
in March by Bill lfiooiey.

jects to reduce strain on the chips. It has less tendency to
warp and provides useful screening. It would be useful to
consult the construction notes from the previous article
at this stage. There is no preferred ordei of component
placementexceptthatthe CA3140 op amp is alittle static
sensitive and should be soldered in last oiall. The unit is
sufficiently small to fit inside the oscillator project box
with the addition of suitable plugs and swiches. ttre
PCB can be conveniently glued to the back of the fre_
quency control pot. The small current requirement can
easily be provided by the same battery.

The scan rate preset, RV1, could be replaced by a
panel mounted control if preferred.

Operation
The scanner will draw some 7mA at 9V and this should
be checked when power is first applied. Note that three
links are needed from V* to the two IC,s and RV 1. Make

these with thin (30swg) solid core Kynar wire. It is
important that the supply voltage should not drop below
7V otherwise the op-amp IC2 will not have ,rffi"i"rt
headroom to produce the required 5V swing. To get it
going, disconnectthe 5Vstabilised supplyfrom the oscil_

with a sawtooth voltage source. This will cause the oscil_
Iator to scan all or some selected part of the audio spec_
trum repeatedly. Add an oscilloscope to this and you
have the facility to automatically map out the frequency
response of an audio filter, amplifier etc. Of course the
tuning voltage may be derived from many sources to give
some weird modulation effects.

For a meaningful response plot of a filter system we
need the setup shown in Figure 1 The CRO timebase will
be in sync with the scanner and the position along the x_
axis will represent the frequency. Since there is no detec_
tor in the system the plot will be in the form of an
envelope as shown. It would be simpie to add a detector
to produce a classic line graph. Whilstwe mightbe happy
with a non linear plot of frequency along ihe x_axis, it
does make calibration a little more difficult. The design
requirements for the add-on scanner are therefore as fol_
lows:
Linear voltage / time sawtooth output waveform.
Variable scan rate, slow (5 sec) to fast (1/100 sec)
Sufficient output to cover full tuning range (0_5V)
I ow current consumption for battery op"ruiion.
A sync output for an oscilloscope

Construction
As with the oscillator, the scanner is constructed using
SMD's and it fits on a small pCB measuring 30mm by
34mm.The layout,Figure 3, is agalngenerousland should
present no population problems. The pCB can be pro_
duced in the usual mannerbut withoutthe hassle of drill_
ing holes. Use double sided pCB for Surface Mount pro_

TEST FILTER

SYNC-]nr
SCANNER

Fig.l Scanner used with oscillator and oscilloscope

(b)
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LINK

.SCAN RATE'
RV'l
10k

Fig.2 Circuit diagram of scanner

HOWITWORKS
The schematicdiagram ofthe scanner isshown in Figure 2.The 555timer lC

is wired to run in the astable mode with C3 as the timing capacitor for this

iunction. When the voltage on C3 reaches 2/3 ofthe supplyvoltage the con-

dition is detected by an internal comparitor through pin 6. C3 is then

immediately discharged through pin TThis is accompanied by a short nega-

tive pulse from pin 3 which serves as our sync pulse. C3 then starts to

recharge and the process is repeated. The required scanning voltage there'

fore appears across C3. ln order to get a linear voltage build up on C3 it must

be fed from a constant current source in the form of 01. RV1 injects current

into the base and hence the charging current is issued from the collector.

BV1 is therefore used to adjust the scanning rate. The timing capacitor C3 is

central to the operation and we take no chances with it. A polyester low leak-

age device is recommended. These are available in leadless SM versions

although they are a little large. Now we cannot take our scanning voltage

strai any loading would e.A high

inpu ufier amplifier lC2 This is a

FET and it operates in solation.

The circuit needs at least 7V to operate so a Ni-Cd PP3 is fine as a power

s0urce,

quency scan to start at zero frequency and increase it will
be necessary to set the oscillator pot to about the 5kHz
position and the scan will stop at about 15kHz. The rea-

son for this is the presence of R5 at the lower end of the

frequency control pot giving a minimum of 0.5V when

manually tuned. When the scanner is connected the tun-
ing voltage can drop to zero and thus the controlled oscil-
lator frequency would need to be adjusted to zero beat

with zero input voltage. It is easy to do this if you really

want the fuIl scan range. Hbwever this is the time to
impress your friends and you will soon find out just how

annoying a room full of wobbulating audio can be to

unappreciative non technical members of the family.

The serious matter of plotting the response of an

audio network is now up to the constructor. You may or
may not require accurate frequency calibration, you may

want to give the amplitude a Log response (dBs), or you

may wantto use a non linearfrequencyplotto expand the

lowerfrequency end. Alt these mods can be easily engin-

eered. The simplest way to calibrate the CRO frequency

axis would be to note the audio frequency at say 5 differ-

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS SEMICONDUCTORS

R1 100R 2% size 1206 01 BCW30 PNP S0T23 package

R247k2oksize1206 lC1 NE555 singletimerinS08

Rx zero ohm jumper size 1206 package

RV1 10k min preset type 3315 lC2 CA3140 FET input 0P amp

CAPACITORS MISCELLANEOUS

Cl 100n ceramic chip size 1206 Phono sockets for outputs,2 off,

C2 100n ceramic chip size 1206 Miniature on/off switch.

C3 100n polyester surface mount

type

C4 47pl10V Surface mount tantalum

C5 100n 1206 ceramic chip

ent DC levels from 5V down to say 0.5V Then with the

scannerrunningfrom 0Vto 5Vlinearly, 5 equal divisions
along the x-axis from the left side of the CRO screen will
correspond to these five frequencies. Don't forget the

oscillators are running at lmHz and may therefore drift
from time to time. Reset the calibration by setting the
pointer to your previously marked LkHz position and

adjust the appropriate trimmer (TC2) until the counter
reads this frequency.

tt

Rx = ZEFO OHM JUMPER

BUYLINES
The surface mount components required for this project can be

acquired from several sources such as Blue Rose Electronics, Elec-

trovalue, Farnell, Verospeed. More and more commercial PCB's are

now appearing on the surplus market with useful SMD's on board.

Thin Kynar wire is obtainable from BRE,
ETr Jr.lNE 1992
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K6002 uP TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER

K4OOO STEREO TUBE AMPLIFIER

K2668 DUAL STEREO VU
METER MODULE.'

TEMPERATURE SENSOR WITH LED DISPLAY
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This amplifier can fit into a
small space yet delivers a
power and quality out of
proporiion to ils
diminutive size by Dove
Brodshaw.

c9
471

c10
47r

+VE SUPPLY
TO RIGHT HAND
I CHANNEL

iTQl

\'-t

CASE
(IF METAL)

MIXER OPTION

Rl2a-2 = 22k o.'10k ISEE TEXT)
R1,2.6, ca,4 - Nor iJsEoPREAMPLIFIER POWER

AMPLIFIER
POWER
SUPPLY

Fig.1 Amplifier circuit. The other audio channel is not shown, but the pre andpower amplifiers are identical (all the component
numbers have 100 added to them to distinguish them, except S(t and lit which are split between the iwo channeis).
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|-v-l

-
-
rlt
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his project is a straightforward application ofthe
TDA2030 audio power amplifier IC.In its basic
form it delivers 8W RMS per channel, which is
ample to lill a medium sized room. A higher

power version, using LMl8 7 5 s can give I5W per channel,
and a bridle version will give 20W or more into 8R.

The novelty of this amplifierlies notin the audio cir-
cuitry -it's all very standard -but in the use of a simple
regulated supply for the power amps. John Linsley
Hood's designs gave me the idea for using a regulated
supply with standard power amp IC, but reviving low-
cost amps with meaty power supplies is a technique ETI
has been advocating for some time.

I have been using the basic version of this amp as an
alternative to my normal hi-fi for two years (when I get

exiled from the sitting room), and it gives a very good
account of itself. More recently, my pride and joy trans-
mission line loudspeakers were also banished on the
grounds that they are too large, and despite their profli-
gate inefficiency, the 8W amp produces more than
enough noise through them to make my presence felt
round the house. Disco level it isn't, but it's ample for my
listeninglevels whetherit's Mahler or Seal who is pushing
them there voice coils.

In the most basic version, besides the onloff switch,
there is just one control -the volume. It's easy enough to
add a switch to allow different sources to be used. The
balance and tone controls on my normal amplifier
remain untouched for long periods, so I did not include
them. To get the same effect as a balance control you can
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use a split volume control.
The amp was designed before compact disc became

so universal. If CD or tape is all you use, you can leave out
the RIAA stage. However, most of us will still have some
vinyl disc we want to play, and the base of a record deck
makes a handy case provided the transformer will fit in.
Using the amp with other inputs requires mounting the
volume control off-board and adding a selector switch.

Circuit
The circuitofjust one channel of the amplifier, along with
the fuII circuit of the power supply, is shown in Figure 1.

(With circuits of stereo amplifiers and the like, it is usual
to show just one channel if the other is the same.) The cir-
cuit is in three sections: the preamplifier, around IC1a,
which takes the output from the pick-up, amplifies it and
corrects for frequency. response; the power amplifier,
which makes the signal large enough to drive a loud-
speaker; and the power supply and regulators.

The circuitis described in detail in'How it works', so
Iwon'twoffle onhere. Onepointto noteisthatl usethree
capacitors for coupling where others might use one, at
C5/6/7 and C8/9/10. A single electrolytic capacitor
used here would have an evens chance being the wrong
way round if there is any DC voltage, so two are used
back-to-back.An unpolarised capacitoris added to com-

HOWITWORKS
ln the preamplifier, one op-amp from the dual 11072 op-amp is used for
each channel. This corrects for the recording preemphasis, where high fre-
quencies are boosted relative to the bass ones lollowing the RIAA (Recor-

ding Industry Association ol America) standard, There are two sets of fre-
quency selective comp0nents in the Ieedback loop, C3 and R6, and C4 and

R5, The values ofthese componentsare selected to meetthe RIAA require-

ments.

ldeally, there should be no DC voltage present at the output o{ the pre-

ampliiier, but op-amps are not perfect so blocking capacitors C5/6/7 are

used to avoid any DC being passed on.

The power amplifier lC2 is of the 'super op-amp' type. For audio fre-
quencies, its gain is fixed at 22 by feedback resistors R7 and R8. For DC,

capacitors C8/9/10 disconnect B7 and turn the circuit into a vollage fol-
lower; this ensures that there can only a tiny DC voltage across the oulput.

Loudspeakers can be damaged by DC voltages of around a volt. Capacitor

C13 and resistor R9 prevent the amplifier from turning into an-oscillator

H

Fig.2 Overlay diagram for the
PCB of the stereo amplifier.

which can happen if it is presented with a very reactive load, such as a

typical loudspeaker!

The power supply uses a very simple regulator circuit, but this part of
the circuit is largely responsible for giving the amplifier such a respectable

sound. Because the amplifier will occasionally draw currents over 2A, 78xx

and 79xx regulator lCs could not be used, and higher current regulators are

rather expensive, R10 and ZD11 provide a stable 15V, provided the voltage

on the smoothing capacitor is a volt or two above this. C14 minimises the

noise on this voltage. 01 and 02 are Darlington transistcrs connected as an

emitter follower, so the output voltage at its base will be 15-1.2 = 13.8V what-

ever current is asked of it, provided the ripple voltage on the reservoir capa-

citors does not drop below about 16,5V - if using alternatives to the basic

circuit, see the main text for details of making sure that this does n0t occur.

The circuit of the transformer, bridge rectifier and smoothing capacitors C16

and 17 is a $andard anangement for a dual supply.
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pensate for the small inductance electrolytics have, and
which can affect higher frequency audio signals. Capaci-
tors are so cheap it seems pointless to skimp, even when
the results may be negligible.

Another design point is that I have opted for a dual
supply so that the speakers can be directly coupled to the
power amplif ier outputs.This increases circuit complex-
ity, but cutting out the output capacitor is well worth the
extra trouble.

Construction
Care must be taken in the construction of this project
because it uses the mains. If basic rules are not followed,
there is the danger of electric shock. Particular attention
must be paid to the housing and wiring of the mains sec-
tion of the project (up to and including the transformer).

*5a



In the prototype, the amplifierand transformerwere
built into the base of a record deck; alternatively, the
amplifier can be housed separately, and I would recom-
mendusingametal caseto help with heatdissipation and
to provide an earthed container for the circuitry. Make
sure the case you choose is large enough to fit all the com-
ponents comfortably, with room to do the interwiring.

Mounting the volume control (RV1a and b1 on the
PCB simplifies construction, butmay not always be prac-
tical or desirable if you want to use several inputs. The
extra circuitry needed to do this is shown in Figure 2.

SELECTOR
swrTcH

FBONT

Fig.3 Suggested internal lay-out if a metal case is used for the
proiect.

Use the PCB to gauge the position for its own
mountiqgholesbefore assemblingany components onto
it (this'is something I almost invariably forget to do
myself, and it usuallyresults in bent and broken compo-
nents that I have to replace).

Assemble the PCB, inserting and soldering into
position first the wire links, PCB pins, then resistors,
capacitors and finally semiconductors. you may have
some problems fitting in C4 and C 104, since some types
are rather large, so fit these last over the top of surround-
ingcomponents, being careful notto short leacls together.
Do not make the leads too short on el, e2, lC2 and
IC202, so you can fit them to the heat sink. Two different
sizes of rectifier bridges can fit on the pCB.

If the volume control is to go on the pCB, it should be
the last component fitted; if it is to be mounted off-board,
then pins should be soldered into its place for leads at the
same time as the other PCB pins.

Once you have completed the pCB and checked
carefully for mistakes, assemble the other parts into the
case.Allowgood clearanceforthe screws used to bolt the
transistors and ICs to the heat-sink ormetal case, as there
must be no electrical contact, and special insulating kits
must be used.

Final Assembly And Testing
Wire up the mains side of power supply first, keeping
carefully to the circuit diagram as a mistake could be
costly. In particulaq check switch connections to ensure
it doesn't short the live to the neutral, and double check

connections to the transformer making sure you have
wired the transformer correctly.

If your transformer is a laminated type, solder wires
on to the terminals to make connections. Toroidal trans_
formers usually have flying leads, i wires already con-
nected; if these are not long enough, use a connector
block designed for the mains to connect wires long
enough to reach the mains switch. you may have to wire
two separate primaries in series -i structions with the
transformer should be followed carefully. Cover any
exposed connections to the mains live and neutral using
heat-shrink sleeving. If using a metal case, attach the
mains earth to the case using an earthing solder tag; this is
very tmportant.

The mains lead should be firmly clamped; there are
special clamps available for this, or you can improvise
(on the prototype a clamp was made using two screws
and some hardboard). A reasonably strong pull should
not move the cable.

Once the mains wiring is complete, check that none
of the secondaries are shorted together or to the pri-
maries, apply the mains and switch on.If the transformer
shows any sign of distress -smoke, getting hot, continu-
ous loud humming-switch offimmediately and look for
the fault. If all appears well, check the voltages on the sec_
ondaries with a multimeter switched to the appropriate
AC voltage range. Switch off.

If your transformer has two separate secondaries,
you need to check which way they should be connected _
one way round will lead to their voltages cancelling, the
other will not. The transformer instructions should make
it clear which way round secondaries should be wired. If
they don't, connect a jumper lead between two leads or
terminals from separate secondaries, and attach the
multimeter leads to the other two ends of the second_
aries, then switch on. You should either have twice the
normal secondary voltage or nothing at all. Switch off and
disconnect the mains. If you had twice the voltage, the
two ends connected together can be permanently con-
nected to the 0V connection on the pCB; if you have
nothing at all, move one end of the jumper and try again.

TO tC2
PIN 1

TO C102
PIN 1

Fig.4 Circuit diagram and wiring of a front panel
switch to allow different inputs.

Attach the heat-sink to the transistor and power
amplifier ICs, using the insulator kits (if the insulators
need silicone gel, leave it off for now) and check with a
multimeter switched to a resistance range that there is no
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connection between the transistors or ICs and the heat

sink. (If you are using just a short length of aluminium to
attach to a metal case, you do not need to attach it to the

case for the moment.) Attach the volume control to the

board using lengths of wire, if it is to be mounted separ-

ately.
After checking yet again that everything is in its cor-

rect place, reconnect the mains and, keeping well clear of
the board, switch on and immediately off, then discon-
nect the mains (there is a very small risk that one of the

large capacitors mayexplodeif connected thewrongway
round). Using your multimeter switched to a low DC
voltage range, check that there is about 0.5V across both
C 16 and C 1Z the correct way round for the capacitors'
polarities; this will drop away when the multimeter is

applied. If thereis no voltage, the rectifier may be wrongly
connected, the fuse blown or some fault in the soldering.

If all is well so far, reconnect the mains and switch

on; check the voltages across C16 and t7, which should

both be about 20V (23V with a 17V transformer). Con-
nectthemultimeternegative lead to the common input at

the base of the two capacitors and with the probe of the
positive [ead, measure the voltages around the positive

regulator circuit. You should find about 15V across the

zeter diodeZD 1 and 14V or slightly und er at the emitter
of Q1,the outputof the regulator. Attach the positive lead

of the multimeter to the common point and probe
around the negative regulator, checking for correspond-
ing values.

0.9in 1.9in 0.5in(23) (48) Jl$l
l,ff

While doing this, check on the temperatures of the
powertransistors and the powerlCs;if they getmore than

warm, orif any of the voltages are seriously out, switch off
immediately. Be cautious when checking temperatures,
as hot metal bits can give a nasty burn. Check around the

rest of the board for overheating. Next check the voltages

at the loudspeaker outputs and at the output of the
preamp, pins 7 and 1 on IC 1 ; these should be zero or very

close. Also the inputs should have no voltage on them.
If all these checks are OK, switch off, and connect

loudspeakers to the outputs for them, and switch on
again. There should be no sound from the loudspeakers
except perhaps some low frequency mains hum, which
will vary according to the volume control setting. Touch-

ing one or other of the inputs to the preamp with a finger
or screwdriver tip should audibly increase the hum on the
channel touched. Carefullycheck thatthe powerlCs and

transistors do not get very hot -they should get a little
warm.

The final check before completing assembly is to
apply a normal input signal to the amplifierfrom arecord
deck or other good quality source; the amplifier should
give a good sound from the loudspeakers. Be careful not
to let the power ICs or transistors over-heat if you are not
using the full heat-sink.

Final assembly depends on the case being used. All
signal wiring, except to the loudspeakers, should be done
with audio quality screened cable, and any remaining
wiring should be of good quality stranded lead. Some

points are particularly applicable to metal cases. Make
sure that none of the PCB tracks are shorted to the case.

The sockets for the input and output should be insulated

NPUT
A

NPUT
B

NPUT
c

TO REST
OF CIFCU]T

Fig.6 Circuit modifications to use the preamp as a mixer.

from the case -use appropriate versions of sockets. The
circuit common has to be earthed to the case at just one
point - and this may have to be moved to get the best
results. For non-metal cases, connect the circuit earth
directly to the mains earth. Make sure there are no earth
loops -loops of wire connected to the common line. In
this project, the most likely point is in connections to and
from the volume control and input selector switch (if
fitted). The screens to these wires should be earthed by
one route only. The power transistors and ICs should be
mounted on the heat sink using an insulating mica or
plastic washer (a thin smear of silicone gel is needed
between semiconductor cases, the washer and the heat-

sink for the mica washers). Tighten the mounting screws

firmly and re-tighten then after several hours of use.

Options and Mods
You will probably have noticed that there are a few extra
holes and tracks on the PCB to allow some variations on

the basic circuit.
Different power amp IC: the most straightforward

mod is to use a different power amp IC. The LMl875 is a

higher quality, lower distortion device than the
TDA2030, and can be used as a direct replacementin the
basic circuit. This is may be worth doing if you intend
using the amp with a half-decent CD player.

You can get more undistorted power out of the
LM1875, up to about 15W is feasible here, but this
requires raisingthe supplyvoltage (the 2030 can go up to
14W but the distortion increases markedly). To do this:
increase the current capability of the transformer (if you

can -there doesn't seem to be many suitable transfor-

ts.U
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Fig.5 Position ol drill holes in the heat sink, in millimetres.
Holes are 5mm (or nearf in diameter.
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Fig.7 Overlay for the mixer option.

mers around, though, so you may get away with 2A).
Use a 44. bridge rectifier for BR1
Change C16 and 17 to 4,70011(check that the type you
have chosen will fit the board)
Change ZDl,2to 18Y
Add zenersZD3 and 4 to keep the supply to IC 1 down to
i5V (this is particularly important if you have used an
alternative to the TLO72 for IC 1 because many op-amps
have 15V as their absolute maximum supply voltage); C 1
and 2 become l01t25Y axial electrolytics.
Increase R8 to 33k (optional; this increases the gain of
the power amp stage slightly)
Reconsider the size or positioning of the heat sink; with
15W power output per channel, the heat output will be
pushingtowards 20W dependingonthetransformerand
other factors, so good heat dissipation is needed. If the
heat sinkis in an enclosed area, the powerlCs arelikelyto
get rather hot, and although they will not get damaged
(they are thermally protected) the distortion when they
do shut down is alarming. Transistors Q 1 and e2 are not
protected, and may be damaged.

Mixer Option
If you don't need an RIAA input (or you have a better
RIAA stage you want to use) then you could consider
making the preamp act as a mixer. The circuit mod to
make a simple 3-input mixer is shown in Figure 6, and the
overlay modifications are shown in Figure 7. Extra input
resistors can be added off the PCB to allow many more
rnputs.

Making the preamp a mixer removes the need for a
selector switch; all you have to do is turn on whatever sig-
nal source you want to use and it comes through. My
favourite pre-amp is set up this way, it saves so much fid-
dling about with the selector switch.

For those with magic ears, the mixer option makes
the amp overall invert the signal, and you may prefer to
connect your loudspeakers accordingly.

Bridge Option
Withalittlebitof adaptation,the op-amp can beused as a
bridging inverter: the same signal is fed to both channels,
but one is inverted with respect to the other, and a single

loudspeaker is connected across the two power amp out-
puts. The power output per channel is increased, but two
entire amplifier boards are needed for stereo.

This can theoretibally deliver up to 60W (using the
higher power options above) into an 8R load, but current
restrictions mean thatprobably only an undistorted 40W
is available.

The circuit modification needed for this option is
shown in Figure 8. This mode was not thought of when
the board was being designed (shamel) so it requires a
slight'fudge'on the PCB, ie adding two resistors on the
underside (Figure. 9). An extension of this idea would be
to feed the board via a balanced line, so that the entire
power amplifier could be mounted next to the speaker.

One further possibility I wilt throw out as an idea
only is to use the preamp area as an active filter, use one
power amp to drive a bass unit and the other to drive a HF
unit, in a two unit loudspeaker (ie what is often incor-
rectly called an active loudspeaker).

FaultFinding -Basic Unit Only
The amplifier produces a large amount of hum: possible
causes include the circuit and case being connected at an
inappropriate point -usually the best point would be at
thevolumecontrol -ortheremaybe ahumloop,oracom-
pletelymissed orbad earth connection -possiblyon one
of the capacitor leads. Alternativeiy, a fault which pre-
vents one or both of the regulators working might lead to
a bad hum. Solving hum problems can often involve a lot
of experimentation.

TO C2
PIN 1

TO HEST
OF CIRCUIT

TO C102
PIN 1

Fig.8 Circuit mods for the bridging option.

The amplilier produces onlylimited outputvolume: Are
you using the right sort of cartridge? The amplifier will
not work with expensive moving coil cartridges, without
a preamp or step-up transformer, or with ceramic cartri-
dges, which would probably give too great an output
leading to distortion. Are the speakers unusually unre-
sponsive - try out the amplifier with another pair if
possible. Does a signal from a cassette deck, applied to

put (or to the top of the potentiometer)
e output -if it does, there is some fault in

thepreamplifier, if not, then the power amplifieris faulty.
The gain of the power amplifier can be increased slightly
byincreasingRS/ 108 or decreasing R7l 107, but this will
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make a relatively small difference.
The amplifier picks up radio sig'
nals: This is a very common prob-
lem. If it is just from the occasional
passing taxicab or police car, its
probably not worth bothering
with, but if it is from radio stations

(a particular problem in summer
evenings) some caution is necess-

ary. The loudspeaker leads are

acting as a radio antenna, and

some part of the amplifier is acting
as a radio signal detector. The stan-

dard solution is to wind both loud-
speaker leads in the same direc-
tion round a ferrite ring. This
doesn't always work, aud again, the

best solution is to experiment.
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Fig.9 Overlay mods for the bridging option; note that R13 and 113 are
mounted under the board.

.Rl3,113 MOUNTEO ON THE UNDERSIDE

BRIDGING OPTIONPARTS LIST
RESIST0RS (all 1 /4W or more, 570 or bettet)

R1101

R2X02

R3,4;10,11

R5,105

R6,106

R7IO7

R8,108

R9;109

RV1/10

CAPACITORS

c1,2,5,8,

105;105

c3103

c4,104

c6,7910,1415,

106Joil09110

c13,113

c16;17

SEMICONDUCTORS

tc1

tc2l02

41k

1k0

1k0

270k

22k

1k0

22k

1R0

10k dual $tereo) potentiometer,

logarithmic track (not miniature if it

is to be mounted on the PCB)

'100n 15V or more working voltage,

any sort

that will fir the PCB

3n9 5% or better tolerance,

preferably polyester or polystyrene

but a tolerance of 570 or better is

most important

10n 5% or better (same comments

as for C3)

10p 25V or higher single-ended

electrolytic

220n, any sort that will fit

2,200p (or 4700p see text), 25V or

higher electrolytic, single-ended

leads

T1072 dual op-amp

TDA2030 or 1M1875 power

amplifier lC

IlP122

TtP127

15V 1W zener diode (see text)

15V 400mW zener diode (not used

for basic version - see text)

50V 2A bridge rectifier

MISCELTANEOUS

T1

FS1

NE1

SW1

SKI

SK2

SK3,4,5

SW2

15-0-15V (or'17-0-17V) 2A mains

translormer

500mA anti-surge fuse with mount

mains neon light (or part of SW1)

double pole mains switch, to choice

stereo disc input socket dual phono

socket or similar (not needed if

amplifier mounted in base of record

deck)

stereo loudspeaker output

connectors (or two singles)

stereo input sockets, if required;

dual phono or similar

lnput selector switch, 4 pole 3 way

(if needed)

Audio screened cable; case PCB; PCB mounting pillars; heat-sink (thermal

coefficient 2.5/W or lower, depending on usage); T066transistor mounting

kits, lour of; small quantity of silicone grease (if needed); case to choice;

knobs for controls; wire, solder, heat-shrink sleeving.

01

02

201,2

203,4

BRI

BUYLINES
All components are widely available except the 3n9 5% capacitor C3 which

may be a little hardertofind.0ne pointtowatch isthesizeofC4, assome'10n

5% polystyrenes are very large and may be difficultto fit on the board. Para-

doxically, we found that 1% types were smaller. Watch also the size of C16

and C1Z a maximum diameter of 1" (25mm) is allowed for. Nowyou've got

the PCB, what are you waiting for?

lf you are interested in this and other projects by Dave Bradshaw readers

might like to note, the ETI Book of Electronics (ISBN 0-85241928-2) pub-

lished by Argus Books will very soon be available.
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By tiark Robinson

magine you've got a square wave and you want to
divide it by two. Easy, a quick look through the com-
ponent cataloeues yeald s literally hundreds of varia-
tions on the counter/divider IC. But what if you

wanted to multiply it by two? Chances are your search
through the catalogues would be less fruitful, although
there is an IC which will do the job, along with FM, AM
and FSK demodulation, frequencytranslation and signal
regeneration.It's called the Phase Locked Loop, and it's
as versatile to the user of frequencies as the op-amp is to
the user of voltages.

PHASE LOWPASS
DETECTOR FILTER

FigI Block diagram of basic PLL

TheBasicLoop
The PLL in its most simple form is shown in Figure 1.

We'll look in detail at phase detectors Iateq but for now
consider it as a box whose average output voltage
depends on the phase difference between its two input
frequencies. The Low pass filter (LPF) is usually a simple
RC t1pe, although this is not always the case as we shall
see later.

Consider the PLL initially with no input, a voltage of
V" at joint A, and an output frequency of f.. Now apply a
frequency {, which is lower than fo, to the input. The
phase difference between fo and f, is constantly changing
and the output of the phase detector will oscillate at the
difference frequency f"-(. Provided that this frequency is
low enough to pass through the LPF it will be superim-
posed on V, as a small amplitude ripple.

This ripple causes the outputfrequency to'wobble'
around fo. When the output frequency is brought closer to
( it varies more slowly because the difference frequency
is lower. Hence the ripple on Point A is asymmetric and
the average voltage is now lower than V". This causes the
VCO output frequency to move towards {, until event-

ually they are equal. At this point the PLL is said to be ,in

lock'.
Figure 2 shows how the voltage at joint A varies

throughout this process, which is called the capture tran-
sient.

Once the PLL is in lock the output frequency will
track any changes of input frequency, provided the
changes are slow enough for the lock to keep up.

Well, we don't seem to have improved much on a
piece of wire so far. Bear with me though because there,s
moreto this than meets the eye.Butfirstwe need to define
a couple of technical terms, and take a closer look inside
the phase detector.

Fig.2 The PLL Capture transient

Capture and Lock Range
In the previous description of the capture transient, the
assumption was made that the difference frequency was
low enough to pass through the LPF. If it isn,t then there
will be no ripple on V" and the VCO output will not
change. This means that there is only a limited range of
input frequencies, called the capture range, which will
cause the PLL to lock. Suppose that a pLL is locked onto
an input frequency f,, which suddenly chances to a new
frequency fr. The PLL will only lock onto this new fre-
quency if it falls in the range;
fl/zf.to fl+/,f"
where f" is the capture range. It is fairly easy to see that f"
defends directly on the cutoff frequency of the LpF.

Once the loop is locked it will track slow changes in
frequency over the full VCO range, which is called the
Iock range. Just how fast the input has to change before it
becomes a'sudden' change again depends on the LpF
cutoff frequency. In all the integrated circuit pLLs the
centre frequency and lock range of the VCO is selected
by hanging various resistors and capacitors off the rele-
vent legs of the IC, according to the design equations on
the data sheet.

Phase Detectors
There are two types of phase detector used in pLLs,
imaginatively named type I and type II detectors.

A type I phase detector consists of a four quadrant
multiplier. I proved that the average output of a multiplier
depends on the phase between its inputs when looking at
lock-in amplifiers in the past (Ref. 1) (although for lock-ins
it's not a desirable property because it means we have to
keep fi ddlingwith the delay control to maximise the signal).

If the inputs are digital square waves then the phase
detector can be simplified to an exclusive-or gate. A care-
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(a)

INA

INB

OUT
A+B

INB

OUT
A+B

INB

AVEBAGE

ilJMAVERAGE

Fig.3 The action of an Exclusive'OR' phase detector
a)45' blquadrature c)135"

ful look at Figure 3 should convince you that the duty

cycle (mark-space ratio); and hence average level, of the

output depends upon the phase difference between the

inputs. An interesting point to note from Figure 3 is that

the output frequency is double the input frequencies,

which is consistent with the device acting as a multiplier.
One major failing of PLLs using type I detectors is

thattheyhave atendencytolock onto andmultiple of the

input frequency which falls within the capture range

(even if that multiple isn't present as a harmonic in the

input signal). They also run into trouble if the duty cycle
of the input is not close to
50%. AIso, since the out-
put of these detectors is

oscillatory, there will
always be some residual
ripple on the LPF output.
This causes jitter on the
output of the VCO. Their
big plus point is a very
good immunity to noise on
the input.

The type II detector is

Another nice feature of type II detectors is that the

capture range is equal to the lock range and not restricted

by the LPF. This is because the current pulses to or from

the LPF will always charge or discharge the filter capaci-

tor to the correct voltage eventually, the LPF time con-

stant oniy determines how long it takes to get there. In
fact, for type II detectors the LPF is acting more like a

sample and hold, storingthe requiredVCO inputvoltage
until the detector tells it that it should be different.

Type I TYPe ll

lnput duty cycle 50% optimum lrrelevent

Lock on harmonics? Yes No

Noise perlormance Good Poor

Ripple High Low

Capture range Less than VCO range Full VCO range

Phase difference 90" 0"

when in lock

Frequency when out Centre freq. Minimum freq.

oflock ofVC0 olVC0

Fig.5 Main difference between type I and type ll
phase detectors.

Probably the only bad points about type II phase detec-

tors is their poor noise rejection, caused by spurious

spikes on the input being regarded as part of the signal,

and the difficulty of interfacing them to non-square wave-

forms.
The important differences between the two types of

phase detector are summarised in Figure 5.

The Low Pass Filter
As we have seen, the LPF performs two functions.It aver-

ages the output of the phase detector and it restricts the

rate at which the VCO input can change, providing the

'flywheel' effect that gives the loop its excellent noise

immunity. Since it also dictates the maximum rate of
change ofinputfrequencythatthe loop can keep up with,
the choice of cutoff frequency is a compromise between

noise immunity and the bandwidth of the loop.
The simple RC filter is fine for most PLL applica-

tions, but a loop using it is not guaranteed to be stable

under all conditions. Applying all the theory developed

for closed loop control systems (like op-amps and oven

thermostats) tells us that for a given lock range, you must

keep the bandwidth above a certain threshold otherwise

the loop may be unstable.If this seems unusual (after all a

wide bandwidth is normally a desirable property, so who
would we want to minimise it?) remember that all the

PLUs noise performance comes from its narrow band-
width. You have probably seen op-amps which have a

minimum usable gain (called decompensated op-amps)

-it all comesfrom the same theory.A
good rule of thumb is to keeP the
-3dB frequency of the filter above

about one fiftieth of the lock range.

All is not lost if your application
requires a loop that could be unstable

though. Simply replace the filter with
a pole-zero type like the one shown
in Figure 6. Start by making R2 about

one fifth of the value of R 1 and trim it
for stability over the whole lock
range. For the perfectionist (ref-

-
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-lvF

LOGTC 1

Fig.4 The switching
(type lllphase detectol

an edge sensitive device, which must be provided with

squarewave inputs. It can be considered as a three posi-

tion switch as shown in Figure 4.It works like this; a fall-
ing edge on the'signal input' causes the switch to move

one position upwards (ie towards the positive rail) unless

it is there already, in which case it stays there. Similarly, a

falling edge on the lfeedback input' causes the switch to

move one position downwards. The net result of this is

that when the phase of the signal leads that of the feed-

back, the phase detector will source pulses of current to

the LPF capacitor, and sink current from it when the

feedback leads the signal. These current pulses either
charge or discharge the capacitoruntil the VCO output is

at the same frequency as, and in phase with, the input.
When this is achieved the phase comparator output is

effectively open circuit.
Unlike the type I detector, the output pulses from the

typeII detector disappear completelywhen theloop is in

Iock, so there is no residual ripple on the LPF output, and

the VCO output is rock steady.

Fig.6 A pole zero low pass
filter.
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erence 2) gives a method of calculating the optimum
values of R1, R2 and C using theory similar to that of
pole-zero compensation for op-amps.

Uses of the PLL
Now that we have our complete theory of pLLs lets see
how it's applied to make the PLL do something useful.

Signal Regeneration
One interestingpoint about PLLs is that there
is no rule which says that the input and output
waveform need to be identical. This means
that it is perfectly reasonable to lock a nice,
friendly sinewave onto some horrible input
shape. Not only that. but the'flywheel'effect
provided by the LPF smooths out noise and
discontinuities in the input signal, providing
signal to noise ratio improvement. In fact the
input could disappear completely for about
one LPF time constant without the VCO even
noticing. When your modem is rrying to
receive a signal that has travelled half way
around'the world this is a feature you'll par-
ticularly appreciate.

As was pointed out in (Ref. 1), an improvement in
signal to noise ratio is always accompanied by a reduc-
tion in bandwidth, and in this case the bandwidth of the
channel is reduced to the cutofffrequency ofthe LpF.

FM Demodulation
FM dernodulation is an inherent function of the pLL,
since the voltage at the output of the LpF is proportional

are used in top flight hi-fi
more linear than ratio or

quadrature detectors.
They are more expensive
though, because of the
need to have a linear
VCO and a phase detec-
tor capable of operating
at high frequencies.

The VCO is
arranged so that its
centre frequency is equal
to the IF frequency and
its lock range is larger
than twice the maximum
deviation frequency of

Fig.9 A PLL Frequency translator

to the input frequency.
PLL FM demodulators

tuners because they can be

DEMODULATED
OUTPUT

Fig.7 A PLL demonulator for FSK signals

the signal (10.7MH2 and 75kHz respectively for broad-
cast FM). The audio bandwidth is determined bv the
-3dB frequency of the LPF.

Frequency Shift Keying
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) is a form of digital FM
modulation used by modems, computer cassette inter-
faces and the like to Interface digital signals to audio
channels. The two digital levels are represented by differ_
ent frequencies, which can be decoded using the circuit
of Figure 7. The Ioop is arranged so that the two input fre-
quencies causevoltages atPointAclose to the maximum
and minimum levels (usually *Vcc and 0v), and a com-
parator is used to detect which level is present.

The high noise immunity of the pLL reduces
demands on signal processing and error correction cir-
cuits, but again there is a compromise between band-
width (ie transmission speed or Baud rate) and noise
imrnunity.

Frequency Multiplicati on
Frequen cy multipli cation is where the similarity between
PLLs and op-amps is rnost apparent, as Figure g shows.
'I'his circuit finds uses in frequency synthesis and
regeneration (for example generating the 3gkHz stereo

Fig.8 al A PLL frequency multiplier and
b) an op-amp voltage multiplier
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Fig.10 The cynics frequency translator

subcarrierfrom the 19Hz pilot tone in broadcast FM and

generating clock signals locked to the mains for integrat-

ing ADCs). The project which accompanies this article
uses a PLL frequency multiplier to extend the useful

range of a bench frequency counter.

Frequency Translation
There are a number of ICs available which take a ref-

erence frequency and generate a range of frequencies

related to it (the HD44015 and MC145151 series are

typical examples). They are designed for use in multi-
channel radios, to allow all the local oscillator frequen-

cies to be generated from one crystal.
These ICs use a combination of frequency dividers

and a rather esoteric variant of the PLL called a fre-
quency translator, shown in Figure 9.

The job of this circuit is to produce an output fre-
quency equal to the sum ofits two input frequencies, f,
and fr. The best way to show this is to assume that th e out-

put frequency is at fr*f, and then shorv that this is a stable

state. So, if that is the case then the multiplier will be

generating sum and difference frequencies at

(f1+fr)-f1 :f'
and

(f,{r)f, :2f ,*fr.
Now, if LPF1 passes the difference frequency but

rejects the sum frequency then the inputs to the phase

comparator are at the same frequency and the loop is
stable.

When using this circuit it is best to make f, the lower
frequencyin orderto maximise the separation of the sum

and difference frequencies.
The more cynical readers are probably wondering

why go to all the trouble when the circuit of Figure 10

would do just as well. Let's consider an example.

Suppose we have a 10kHz signal which we want to
translate by 100H2. The multiplier in Figure 10 rvould

produce frequencies of 10100H2 and 9900H2, whereas

the PLL version produces frequencies of 20100H2 and

l0OHz.In the first case it r""ould be virt'.rally irnpossible to

separate the two frequencies, but even a simple RC filter
performs adrnirably in the second case. Even if the sum

zrnd difl'erence frequencies are well separated,the circuit
of Figure 9 offers better noise irnmunity, and is ntlt
bothered b),harmonics (the simple rnultiplier wili only
work u,ell with good clean sine waves).

AM Demodulation
The'synchrodyne'AM detector outlined in Figure 11 is

the ultimate in high petlormance AM demodulation,

OEMODULATED
OUTPUT

FigJl HiEh Ouality PLL AM detector

offering vast improvements in linearity over conven-

tionaI diocle detectors.
f'he PLL generates a squarewave reference phase

locked to the carrierfrequency. The optional inverter is a

device which has a gain of either *1 or -l depending

upon the control signal, u,hich in this case acts as a syn-

chronons rectifier as described in ( 1) (I make no apology

for referencing my own article so much: somebody has

to.)

Conclusions
Hopefully, this article will have provided an insight into
some of the more popular applications of the PLL.I have

avoided detailed circuit diagrams and design equations

in this overview because specific details depend upon

which of the many PLL or PLl, based ICs is used. Hol'l'
ever, there is a mini-project accompanying this article
based around the popular 4016 PLL from the 4000
series CMOS family which includes a detailed explana-

tion of the design process.
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Fig.l Basic circuit of the pLL

by Mark Robinson

he digital frequency meter (DFM) works by
counting the number of cycles of the test fre_

_quency 
that arrive during a known period (called

the qate time).If the gate time is made precisely
one second thenthecountwill giveadirectreadinginHz.

The problemwith this though, is that no matterhow
precise the gate time (and ovenised crystals can be very
precise) the reading can only be accurate to +1H2. At
lMHzthis amounts to anerrorof only lppm,butat lkHz
it's up to 0.1% and at lHz you might as well not bother.

The obvious solutionis to countforlonger: counting
for 10 seconds gives a resolution of 0.1H2,100 seconds
gives 0.01H2 resolution and so on. There,s limits to how
far we can take this though, to get}.lo/oat 1 Hz would take
nearly t7 minutes and even the most saintly wouldn,t
have the patience to wait for 1ppm. Few commerc.ial
DFMs have a date time longer than 100 seconds, and
most stop at 10 seconds.

This is where this project comes in. What it does is
multipl cy by 10 or 100, increasing the
DFMs 100 times without needing
lengthy circuit is also useful when

ies on oscilloscopes, since it
the low timebase speeds, with

Presentation
The presentation of this project will be different to the

at since folow up the
For this e will be spent
esign ph s on construc_

tion details.Althoughno pCB layoutis given the circuitis
not too difficult to construct on stripboard, or even on

breadboard as and when it is required.

Design Procedure
046 PLL,

ffil;ll
buffer the

filtbroutput. With a gVpowersupplytheVCO 
can reach

about 1MHz, although the 74HC version can manage
15MHz.

The basic circuit we are going to use is shown in
Figure 1, all we need to do is decide what the component
values are going to be.

to make is ofthe [ttle to be Iy_ing than IkHz, to
set the maximum output frequency to about 10kHz This
would give maximum input frequencies of lkHz on the
x10 range and 100H2 on the x100 range, Ideallythe low
end should go down to DC.

Looking at the data sheet tells us that the VCO fre_
quency range is determined by the following equations;

fr,,:1,/(RoCr)

Missing out Ro al s low as possible,
andthenR. 100k usanf.u"ofabout
72kHz.

, 
A capture range this large introduces a couple of

problems. First, all frequencies below 6kHz have at least
ge, which rules out
e agood ideato use
can,t be sure of the
ipple could cause

$6;
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trouble for the DFM. The second problem is that we have

to be careful about stability, and apole-zero filter is preJty

much essential.With that in mind,let's nowturn to thefil-
ter design. What we want from the filter is a long time con-

stant to reduce jitter and noise sensitivity. However, since

the device is designed to replace the 10 second gate time,
a time constant (and hence settling time) longer than this
rather defeats the object. A compromise of 4 seconds was

used in the final design.

Circuit description
The complete circuit diagram of the DFM range exten-

der is shown in Figure 2. IC1 amplifies the input ten

times, and biases the input to lCZa to half rail. An AC
coupled amplifier is used, but the large capacitors ensure

a cutoff frequency of less than 1 Hz. The input impedance

is about 500k.
After shapingby the schmitt trigger IC2a the signal is

applied to the PLL, whose operation has been described
previously, R6, R7 and C3 are the filter components and

R8, C4 select the VCO range. The multiplied output
appears on pin 4.

prefer to build it on breadboard as required, or dedicated

LF people could build itinto an existingDFM.Whatever
construction method you use., rememberthatthe CMOS
chips are static sensitive and take the usual precautions.

Testing is simple enough, connect the unit to your

DFM or'scope and apply a frequency of about 100H2 to
the input. Check that the frequency is multiplied by 10

and 100.
If there's no response first check that a signal is

reaching IC3 pin 14, if not check the input amplifier and

ICz.If that's OK., temporarily disconnect pin 9 of IC3
from the filter and connect it to the wiper of a potbetween
0v and 9v. Check that as the pot is tumed a variable fre-
quencybetween 0 and l2kHzis generated onpin 4.If not,
check the circuit around IC3 for mistakes or poor joints.

Check also that a divided frequency is available on pin 3,

suspect IC4 if this is not the case. If the circuit seems

sound, you may have despatched one of the chips with
static. If this is the case, replace the duff device and

remind yourself to be more careful next time.

Finally ensure that LEDl is lit when a frequency in
range is applied (up to lkHz on the x10 range, or 100H2

-
.U
ts,fr
F\

.-

--
L^.J

-
-

F3
1M0

0v

e7
33k

0v

R8
1mk 15 R12

470R

I c2
3n3 0v

0v
\ LED1\ LOCK

o1

Fig.2 Circuit diagram of the PLL LF range extender

IC4 is a dual decade counter which is used to divide
the output by either 10 or 100, depending upon the set-

ting of SW 1. The third position of SW1 is used to remove

the power and bypass the circuit.
Pin 1 of the 4046 is labelled the'phase pulses'out-

put, and provides a waveform whose mark-space ratio
depends on howfarthe look is out of lock.Internally, this

signal is used to control the type II phase detector, but the

desigrers thought it useful enough to bring it out to a pin
of its own. In our case, the signal is averaged by R9, C5

and used to drive an'in lock'indicator, LED1.

Construction and Testing
As mentioned earlier, I don't intend to present detailed

construction information for this project. The circuit is

relatively straight forward, and can be easily built onto
stripboard, The occasional user of low frequencies may

on the x100 range), but extinguished when the input is
removed, or taken out of range.

Conclusion
The aim ofPLL article and project has been to show that
designing around PLLs is not difficult, and can solve

some tricky circuit problems. If you're into decoding sig-

nal transmissions (modems, FSK, RTTY, CW and so on)
then PLLs are a godsend.

There are books filled with terrifying maths about
PLLs, and some desigrers will frown on the cut and try
method, insisting that the maths is essential. Admittedly,
for high performance applications cut and try might not
be good enough, but for less critical circuits (particularly
when using the 4046) perfectly good results can be

obtained as long as you're careful.
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TRIGGER BOARO
FLASH BOAFD

FigI Block diagram of flash unit

An indispensible flosh unit
for photography by

Edwatd Barrow
n most flash units the range of control available
by the user is minimal, with usually only two
power settings catered for. All other control is
automatic and access to information about the

work in synchronism. This speed is usually a 601h. 125th
or 250th of a second at the maximum, which is too slow
for high speed photography.

This two-board project covers the area that lies out-
side of the domain of commercial flash units. A Xenon
tube produces the light output with three basic switch_
able power settings. But to broaden the range ofcontrol a
thyristor is also used to switch the power to the tube off.
Using mains power fast recycle times can be obtained
and so fast powerful strobes obtained.

A sep been built tube.
Firstly it al tube to be be byrepeatedly his allows to be
recorded on one exposure. The number offlashes can be
set orjust leftto free run. Ofcourse thefrequency ofthese
flashes is presettable.

Thisboarda powera
tion of the flash. rations
2ps, l0ps, l00ps, f which
Alternativelyafeedback arrangement canbe used to turn
off the Xenon tube after I of its light power has gone.
This is useful as it is the remaining ,,/. that accounts for the

longest part of the flash, usually called afterglow, and by
removing this a clean fast flash is obtained.

No direct interfacing is required with the camera as
this is a stand alone project. Usually the camera,s shutter

picture showing the passage of time.

Theory
A full block diagram, Figure 1, has been included to ease
this section along. The key to this circuit is understanding
the workings of Xenon tubes. In the main these tend to be

to prevent reaction with the internal wires as the combi_
nation ofhigh currents and temperatures make gases par_
ticularly reactive.

There are three connecting wires to the tube each
with its dedicated t'"""i:l#:";fft,jnnection is the

ive metal such
metal acts as an electron donor, and as we know when
metals react they donate electrons so the more reactive
the metal the better it is at donating. Barium is used in
preference to more reactive metals such as Sodium and
Potassium as it has a much higher boiling point and so its

Fr
L)frl
-
,-'
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lower volatility keeps it on the cathode where it should be

and not on the walls of the tube. More will be said about

the function of electrons in the process of light produc-
tion later.

The other connection at the end of the tube is the
anode which is just a piece of wire. The middle wire is
attached to the outside, secondary anode. This is usually
just a flat piece of metal wrapped around the outside of
the tube near the anode and cathode.

To operate the tube firstly a primary high voltage
source must be present across the anode and the cathode

(-), this is usuallyin the range of 300 to 400 voltsfor small

Xenon tubes. This voltage in itself is not great enough to
cause breakdown of the tube under normal conditions. A
much higher one, around 3000 volts would be required

to do this. Nothingwill happen until the secondary anode
is momentarily raised about 4000 volts above the
cathode. This trigger pulse causes the resistance of the
tube to fallto about 1 ohm and aflash oflightis then pro-
duced.

The actual mechanism that produces the pulse of
tight is an avalanche one. When the secondary anode is

triggered with a high voltage, the Xenon gas inside the
tube is momentarilyionised. This is particularly stressful

for an inert gas whose electron structure rnakes it
extremely stable, and unwilling to forego any of its elec-
trons.It's the generation of these ions that allows conduc-
tion across the tube, starting the avalanche process. Elec-
trons from the cathode especially the electron donors

collide with other Xenon atoms stripping them of some

of their electrons. The movement of both the ions and

their electrons across the tube conveys charge and gener-

ates an electric current. Once started the primary voltage
source provides the main power to continue the process

ofstripingofelectrons.The current causes thegas to glow

by a simple heating process, rather like a tungsten fila-
ment bulb. The difference being that the specific heat

capacity of the gas in this tube is very small and the cur-
rent flowing through it very great, so the gas heats up and

cools very quickly. A series of curves have been drawn in
Figure 3 which show the voltage, current and light output
for a typical tube.

The primary voltage source in most circumstances is

a capacitor charged up to around 400 volts. Thus the
energy transfer is fixed at)/2Cy2. But more importantly
the impedance of the voltage source is very low, and so

very high momentary currents are obtainable. It is the
level of the current that determines the output power and
duration of the flash. With a resistance of 1 ohm when
conducting, currents can be as high as 400,4 are

demanded, something which conventional power sup-
plies could not achieve.

As a result, very careful consideration is required
when choosing capacitors. In particular attention must
be paid to the value of the capacitor's series inductance.
As odd as this may seem most capacitors have some

series inductance, and some have quite large amounts
due to the shape of theirdesign.The worstof these are the
ones that are rolled up in a can, this means all electrolytic
and some polyester capacitors. Unfortunately electroly-
tics are the only capacitors that can deliver large capacit-
ance with low volume especially at high voltages. The
only other way is to parallel lots of smaller layered poly-
ester capacitors. As we all know if we try to change the
currentfl owing through an inductor, the inductor does all
in its power to resist this by altering the voltage at its ter-
minals. So when we suddenly call upon the capacitor to
generate current the inductance attempts to stop this
raise in current and thus causes a sense of inertia in the
performance of the capacitor. In simple terms the rise
and fall times of the capacitor will be slow, causing low
light output and long afterglow. The representations in
Figure 4 showthis pointfor a charged capacitorwhen the
switch is closed.

VOLTAGE ACBOSS TUBE

LIGHT OUTPUT

.3 Current, voltage and light output char
tube

The rise time can be increased by using a smaller
capacitor, which will give you a smaller flash" Or using a
layered capacitor. The problem of afterglow is easily
remedied bythe use of athyristorto discharge thecapaci-
tor after the bulk of the power has been drained from the
capacitor.

A trigger transformer is used to generate the
required 4000V pulse using a small amount of the pri-
mary voltage as a source. A thyristor is used to switch the

- v
-
,fr
i-\.v
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-
-

7"2-S,\POS]TIVE IONS
MOVING /
TOWARDS
CATHODE

METAL PLATE ON
THE INSIDE WITH
ELECTRON DONEB

METAL RINGS
AROUND THE
OUTSIDE

PRIMARY SECONDARY CATHOOE -
ANODE + ANODE ++(400v) (400v)

Fig.2 Xenon Flash Tube detail
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transformer on electronically, allowing smaller voltages
to control the switching process.

The overall power source is the mains which is
bridge rectified and used to charge the capacitor.

The strobing operation was built around a ten stage
Johnson counter. A timing diagram has been included to
explain its workings (Figure 5). Suppose we start when
the power has just been switched on. At this point all the
counters outputs are low, thus the diode D1 will be
reversed biased and so it can be left out of the equation.
The input of the invertor IC4a will also be low thus its
output will be high. With this combination the NOR gate

swtTcH

COLLAPSIilG
MAGNETIC FIELD

CAUSES A
REVERSE EMF

SERIES
INDUCTANCE

+

CAPAClTOR
THAT IS
CHARGED

Fig.4 High voltage discharge arrangement

created outof an ORgate IC5d and an invertorlC4bwill
have one of its inputs low while the other will be high, so
its output will be low. As the invertor IC4a is configured
as a simple feedback oscillator eventually its output will
start oscillating. The frequency of this will be dependant
on the variable resistor RV1 and the capacitor C5. The
NOR gate will pass on these pulses until n have been
generated. Then On will go high, permanently forcing the
output of the NOR gate low. Also the diode D 1 will now
be forward biased and pull the oscillator,s input high,
hence stoppingoscillation.Nowthe output of the oscilla-
tor is low.

This state of affairs would remain until a reset pulse
is sent to the memory reset pin of the counter. Then On
will be driven low and immediately the output of the
NOR will be forced high (as both its inputs are now low).
After n pulses the stationary state will arise again until
another reset pulse occurs. The NOR gate output gener-
ates the strobe pulses.

Memory reset pulses are generated by either a push
switch or an external signal which are both ORed and
then pulse converted. Please note that the free-run oper-
ation is achieved by inverting the output of the former
OR gate before pulse conversion and using this as an On
output. So for example when this mode is selected, and
the switch SW1 is pressed the clock oscillator will be
enabled and stopped when it is released.

To obtain accurate timing of the flash duration a
monostable was used, a full timing diagram from start to
finish was included in Figure 7. This is triggered by either
the strobe clock generated above, or the push switch/
external source combination generated by the OR gate

IC5b. After triggering, this monostable produces a single
pulse of a duration set by a timing resistor and capacitor.
The output is used firstly to trigger the Xenon tube, but
moreimportantlyitis used to turn offthetube aftertheset
time. This is done by inverting the signal and pulse con-
verting it. Thus a pulse is generated after the mono-
stable's output returns low after the set time period. This
pulse is used to trigger the thyristor that grounds the pri-
mary storage capacitor on the flash tube board.

If the alternative mode is selected, again the Xenon
tubeis triggered by eitherofthe combinations selectedby
SW3. But the tube is now turned off after two-thirds the
primary storage capacitors energy is expended. This is
easily done using a comparator to monitor the voltage
across the capacitor in question. The comparator,s posi-
tive input is a fixed representation of a third of the full
charge level, while the negative one is a representation of
the actual state of the capacitor. So normally before trig-
gering, the output of the comparator is low (the positive
beingless than the negative). Butwhen the Xenon tube is
triggered the negative input voltage starts falling until it
reaches the third way level then the output of the com-
parator will switch to high. It is this output that is pulse
converted and used to trigger the thyristor to turn off the
Xenon tube. Again a full timing diagram is included this
time in Figure 7.

INPUT OR INVERTEF

OUTPUT OF INVEHTER

INPUT TO COUNTER

Fig.5 Timing waveforms

Construction
The tracks on the flash board were made using quite
heavy copper due to the high voltages and currents
involved. When soldering use lots of solder to give good
contacts. Do not under any circumstances omit the fuse
from the mains circuit. This is very important as this
board is running directly off the mains and this is your
only form of isolation. Common sense prevails when
mounting the components. The small ones like resistors
go in first then thyristors and the transformer, finally the
external components.

The bridge rectifier BR2 should be a high voltage
high current variety, eg W004. Use wire wound resistors
forR22 and R23, 2wattvaieties should be sufficient as
the currents are not constant but only instantaneous. As
the storage capacitors were large they were mounted
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AFTER PULSE
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Fig.6 Timing diagrams for thyristor

applies; only work with one hand behind your
back, using well insulated probes. This means

you cannot set up a circuit through your body by
holding both a high voltage line and ground at

the same time. Secondly the storage capacitors,
do exactly what they say and store charge, even

after the power has been switched off. Before
you start poking around make sure there is no
residual charge, the best way is to touch a screw

driver across the two terminals, if it is charged

you should see a spark. All in all, this board is
very simple, not much can to go wrong, except
the thyristors being reverse connected. Or the
electrolytics have their polarities back to front.

When ready select a storage capacitor and
switch on the power to see if there is about 350
volts DC across it. If you do not have a high volt-
age meter, then check the Vz\RY line. It should
read 3.5 volts. Next momentarily touch a 12 volt
supply line across the trigger line and the ground
line. The Xenon tube should flash at fulI power.
Do the same for the other two storage capaci-
tors. Each one should give a different flash
intensity depending on the size of its capacit-
ance.

If you have problems switch off the power,
di scharge the capacitor then start looking. If you
find that the tube flashes only once after power-
ing up, then you may have chosen a thyristor
with a small holding current. What is happening

is that after the first triggering R29 is providing enough
current to keep the thyristor in its conducting state, so it
never switches off and allows C17 to recharge. The
easiest solution is to use a more powerful thyristor, as this
also increases the holding current.

No draconian measures are required for the second

board as it is a low voltage one. Firstly check the power

external to the board and heavy wire used for connection
to the board and the switch. Don't be tempted to use very
large value capacitors as these will shorten the life of your
Xenon tube and may even destroy it on the first go.

Check that you have wired the trigger transformer
the right way round, ie the thick wire is the primary and

the thin the secondary. Any-mistakes here and you will
have to foot the bill for a new one. Thyristors have defi-
nite polarities and must be put in the rightway orelse they

don't work, so stop, think and consult your data book.
When it comes to mounting the Xenon tube some

fore-thought is needed especially when choosing a suit-

able box. In the prototype I mounted a mirror behind the

tube so as to obtain the maximum amount of light on the

subject. This is important to bear in mind if you are using

the smallest capacitor setting which doesn't give out
much light anyway. The mirror I used was convex, with a
short focal length. This is useful for macro photography
as it allows the light to be focused on one small spot. It is
also useful to fit a piece of frosted plastic over the tube to
act as a diffuser.

The second board is more standard. Again resistors

and small bits first, then larger bits. I used IC sockets on

this board which is useful when using CMOS ICs, which
you should handle with the usual caution. The regulated
power supply is included on this board and is quite

simple. An external transformer was used to step down
the mains.

Testing
Before I start I must warn you to exercise extreme caution
when testing the flash board. You are dealing with some

high voltages and so the old rule from the days of valves

INPUT TO
MONOSTABLE

OUTPUT OF
MONOSTABLE

/ FtxED T|ME OF PULSES 

-

Fig.7 Logic pulse shaping and current through tube



supply is supplying power to the correct parts of the cir-
cuit. Test the oscillator is workingby selecting the freerun
mode, and pressing SW5. Monitor pin 13 on IC1, when
its pressed it should start pulsing, with the frequency
dependant on VR L.If you are havingproblems check that
both R4 and R.5 are in place, as these tie the OR gate's
inputs low. Also the polarity of D1 may be wrong.

Still monitoringpin 13, select a setnumberof pulses
from SW1, and press SW5. Problems here could arise
from a reset pulse not getting through to the memory reset
pin, pin 15. An oscilloscope should alertyou of anyprob-
lems here.

To test the monostable again select freerun on SW1
and strobe on SW3. Monitor pin 3 on IC2 with an oscil-
loscope whiie pressing SW5. You shoulC see a series of

tain the light output of each setting before the unit is used
seriously, Remember you can use the aperture to
increase or decrease the light getting to the film, even
though the shutter is left open.

To use the strobe, firstly set the speed to record the
movement and then the number of flashes. Try not to
overkill on the speed or the number ofthe flashes used on
one exposure as this leads to the burning out of the pic-
ture in any region where there is no movement.If you are
using the strobe on a humanfigure then it is best to use the
fuIl power setting with the flash duration set to 10ms.
High speeds are not necessary as movements are not so
fast.

THYRISTOR TUFN OFF
HEBE EVEN IF GATE IS

NO LONGER TRIGGERED

Fig.8 Thyristor characteristic

HOWITWORKS
0n the flash board a simple power supplywas made using a bridge rectifier
to convert the mains to a DC voltage. Because the source is the mains, its

and f 00th of a second. This means the storage
y take rge as it needs to waitforat leastone peak,

n min re choosing the speed 0f strobing and the
stora use. A resi to prevent large cur-
rents the unit is the strobe facility is
used power sett imits the cunentto a

maximum of 2A.

Another isolating resistor, 823, is used to again limit cunents in the lat-
ter part of th A. There is a ree citors. I

useda4{1-3) witchtosble tor, softhe
switchusedi astoreduce res switch.
Thisis important as it isthe ability of the capacitorto provide cunent quickly

and in large quantities. This ensures iast bright flashes.

The thyristor used to end the flash (TH1) ly of the high
power variety, handling around 10A RMS, Being n handle even

higher instantaneous cunents, so discharging should be no

these varieties a

ors remain in the

alls below what is

ch devices). As t
mains, the powerwaveform looks like Figure8,sothethyristorshouldturn it
self off when the mains power cycle falls to zero.

The trigger transformer used runs on about 200V so a voltage divider
was used to dropthesupplytothis level. This charges a capacitorClTwhich
holds the necessary charge to trigger the tube. The other end of the capaci-
.toristied to ground via the primaryof thetriggertransformerAnothersimi-
lar thyristor is used to trigger the tube. This is done by the thyristor ground-

ing the positively charged end of the capacitor (C17), thus causing a sudden
current t0 flow from the other end of the capacitor through the primary of
the transformer. The result in the secondary is a pulse of about 4000V

A voltage divider with a ratio of 1.3:100 was used to generate a usable
signal to tell the state of the storage capacitor (VARY line), this feeds the
negative input of the comparator. A second voltage divider with a ratio of
f100 with also a smoothing capacitor generates the fixed half charge signal
(FIXED line) for the positive input of the comparator.

Turning to the second board, there are two ways of triggering this cir-

fine pulses whose width
varies with the resistor
selected by SW2. Also
check the output of
IC5c. It should also be a
series of pulses all of the
same width.

The comparator
can only be tested by
connection to the flash
board. After connection
select one step with SW3
and change the mode on

SW4. Then observe pin 7 on IC3 while pressing SW5.
Every time the Xenon tube flashes, the output line should
go high, turning on the thyristor. Also LED 2 should flash
on. If there are any problems look at the VARy and
FIXED input lines, they should preform to their names.
Again check that IC5c's output is a series of fixed width
pulses..,

In Use
Before jumping feet first and wasting a roll of film, stop
and think whatyou are actuallytryingto achieve.Thefirst
thing is to select which storage capacitor to use. Here are
some points to bear in mind;
The distance of the subject away from you. The further
away it is the more power you need. Remember that light
obeys an inverse square law, ie ifyou double the distance
you get a quarter of thelight. So don'ttryto getflashfilled
pictures of the moon.
The smaller capacitors will give high speed flashes with
faster recovery times, but less light.
If you want to use the low power setting for high speed
photography, then remember to use high speed film to
compensate for the low amount of light, try something
greater than 400ASA.

The usual way to use this unit is to set up the camera
in a dark room and while leaving the shutter open trigger-
ingthefl ash. This is easily done by puttingthe camera in B
setting, now the camera's shutteris open when the shutter
button is depressed. I use a cable release to do this while
the camera is mounted on a tripod. Most cable releases
have a lock facility, so you don't have to keep your finger
on the button.

The disadvant you have to
6y-pass the camera flying blind
so to speak. So some experimenting is needed to ascer-

If you are going to use the unit for macro work try
using a convex mirror as mentioned before to focus the
light on the subject.I also mounttheuniton a smalltripod
when doing this as this allows accurate setting up and
good control of the positioningof the flash unit. Exercise
some common sense and do not point the unit in the
direction of the lens as you will either get silhouettes or a
blank white print. Keep the unit on the same side as the
camera so it only picks up reflected light.
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FigIO Power supply for flash tube

t

,c3
'100F

TO OTHER
BOARD

R3
10k

Fig.9 Xenon flash triggering circuit

cuit. Using the switch SW5 which is debbunced firstly, oran external digital

source via the input line. Both ofthese feed an 0R gate, There is an oscillator

built around the invertor lC4a has been designed to operate within a fre-

quency range from 30Hz to around 1Hz, and is set by RV1. This sets the fre-

quency of strobirlg.

The monostable was built using the CM0S version of everybody's

favourite timer chip, the 555. After receiving atrigger pulse on pin 2the out-

put, pin 3, goes high for the preset period of time. Here the timing capacitor

(C9) is fixed and its the resistor value that is variable, here selected by SW2.

Each of the values have been chosen to give the flash durations mentioned

before in the specifications,

The comparator used to monitorthe storage capacitor has some added

positive feedback to ensure clean, fastswitching. Also notethat its output is

an open collector and so needs a pull up resistorfor normal working. Before

connection to the thyrlstor on the other board the output ofthe comparator

was pulse converted by C11, 819, The time constant for this combination

was chosen so asto generate a pulse of 20mswidth. Thisshould be enough

to allowthe thyristor to discharge the storage capacitor.The pulse convertor

was buflered by a spare 0R gate lC5c beforea final buffering by a transistor

to raisethe outputcurrentswitchingtoaround 20mAforthethyristors. Note

thatthe outputtothetriggerthyristorwasalso buffered bythesame means.

The spare comparator on the 1M393 was used to display the state of

the storage capacitor. lt uses the VARY line to illuminate a LED when the

capacito/s charge falls below half its peak value.

This board is driven by a small mains 12V power supply. A 1A regulntor

being used to stabilise the smoothed output of the rectifier BR1.

NOTE:
lCt =lo17
lC2 = |CM7555P
lC3 = LM393
lC4 = lo106
tcs = 4071
REG1 = 7812
ol,2 -- Bcl09c
Dl = 1t{914
LEOI = SmmRED LED
BRl = W@5 1A RECNHER
BR2 = W04 4(X)V RECTIFIEF
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CAPACITORS. TR1=2V6VATRANSFORMER

C1,2=220pELEC TR2=4000VXENONTUBE

C3=100p ELEC

C4,8=100n P0LY

C5=6p8 TANT

C6=10n P0LY

C7=1 p TANT

C9=4n7 P0LY

C10=2p2 TANT

C11=470n P0LY

C12=22n P0LY 350 V0LTS

C13=1 p5 P0LY 400 V0LTS

C14=22p ELEC 350 V0LTS

C15=100p ELEC 350 V0LTS

C15=4p7 TANT

C17=390p P0LY

SEMICONDUCTORS

01,2 BC109C

D2=5mm RED LED

IC1=4017 10 STAGE JOHNSON

COUNTER

IC2=IC[47555P CMOS 555 TIMER

CHIP

IC3=1M393 DUAL COMPARATOR

IC4=40106 HEX SCHMITT

INVERTORS

IC5=4071 OUAD OR GATES

BR1=WOOs 1 RECTIFIER

BR2=WO4 4OOV RECTIFIER

TH1=1OA THYRISTOR

TH2=1OA THYRISTOR

REG 1 =7812 +12 VOLT BEGULATOR

MISCELLANEOUS

FUSE 1= 5A Fuse

SW1=10 WAY ROTARY SWITCH

SW2=5 WAY ROTARY SWITCH

SW3=SPDT MINIATURE TOGGLE

SW4=SPDT MINIATURE TOGGLE

SW5=PUSH T0 MAkE SWITCH nOn L0CklNG

SW6=DPDT MINIATURE TOGGLE

sw7=4(1 -3WAY) RoTARY SWTTCH

Fig.l1 Component overlay of Xenon tube supply

I

I

BUYLINES

TO LED1tr0

ilE
$_i

e@ls

FROM SW4a
TO SW4a
TO SWAa

VARY ON OTHER BOARD
FIXED ON OTHER BOARD

o1
02
o3
04
o5

TO SW'l 06
07
o8
o9

FREE RUN

TO STOP ON OTHER BOARD
TO TRIG ON OTHER BOAFO

TO SW4a
FFOM SW4a
TO SWra

TO 12V AC

Fig.12 Component overlay of main board
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lfs time for detailed
powe r suPply construction

from Mike Meechan.

astmonth's issue, on the cover of this very respect-
able magazine, revealed all.

What? No, not us, silly. The AutoMate 20.
The most comprehensive mixer project ever pub-

lished in an electronics magazine.
To briefly recap. So far, in the preceeding two parts

of the saga, we've covered noise in the microphone pre-
amplifier stages, choice of methods of amplification
open to us, pros and cons of both, and which of the two
will be included in this particular design and why. In last
month's instalment, we discussed the power supply unit,
the features and performance which should be expected
of it when it is to be used in a pro-audio, high quality
application, the importance of conservative design, pro-

tection circuitry mains safety and good regulation.
This month, we move onto the more constructional

aspects of the design. I know that in part 1 I was most
emphatic in stating and then reiterating at choice
moments throughoutthe textthatit would be wisernotto
attempt ANY construction until all of the main parts had
first been published. Although we will, in fact, discuss at
some length the intricacies of the mechanics of the con_
struction of thePowerSupplyUnit,this sound advice still
holds true and at present, no construction should be
attempted. As a way of explanation, I should mention
that the text and diagrams of the AutoMate series in its
entirety will occupy some one hundred pages or so.
Thirty or so pages of this total are of a constructional or
unit calibrating/setting-up nature which, even to the
most deviant of our readers -the type who would wish
the whole article in a single issue -would prove some_
what daunting and definitely off-putting. It is more logi_
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cal to adopt this more structured
approach and to discuss the con-
struction of each module as it is
presented.Itwill also provide some much-
needed comic relief from the ardours of a text
based purely on theory and circuit analysis.

Power Supply Constructon
The boards, heatsinks, transformer mountings and com-
ponent placings have all been optimised to fit into a 2U
high rack mounting case. The particular one that I used

was custom-designed (ad-man speak for home-made!)
and so was absolutely perfect as far as intemal and exter-
nal width and depth dimensions were concerned. Com-
mercially-produced cases may need some dimensional
fine-tuning and trimming. For everything to fit as neatly
and compactly as in the photgraphed prototype but so

long as the case is no smaller than that specified, there
should be no problems in fitting all of the components
and wiring into the casing in a secure and workmanlike
manner. Refer to Figures 1,2 and 3 for the dimensional
details.

Keeping The Right Connections
It is an unfortunate by-product ofhigh power or high cur-
rent design that, for reasons of cooling, heatsinking, or
simply because of the sheer physical size or bulk of the
components use in this type of circuitry -toroidal trans-
formers, massive smoothing capacitors, rectifiers and
other power semiconductors - some of the necessary

circuitry must be mounted off-board, perhaps on the

chassis or on dedicated
heatsinks and connected to the mother-
board using flying leads. I strive whenever possible
within my designs to both minimise the number of differ-
ent PCB's which must be interconnected -damn, I've let
slip yet another trade secret -and furthermore, to reduce
as much as possible the components which are mounted
remotely from the PCB. In this way, at least one source of
error (qv interconnection wiring error) is eradicated as

much as humanly possible. It also means that circuit per-
formance is standardised and the unit should perform as

per the specification sheet, being independent of the
vagaries introduced because of inductance of an uncon-
trolled sort or instability caused by the constructor using
non-conformist or downright bad-practise interwiring
techniques which the designer is unable either to antici-
pate or eliminate.

The Author Is Led Astray
What I am trying to say is that the proliferation of very
high power components intrinsic to this design has

meant, sadly, that I have had to deviate from this ideal
philosophy and specify that many parts of the circuit are

mounted either within the chassis but off-board or on
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heatsiriks which are bolted to the outside of the rack-
mountingcasing. The pass and crowbar transistors alone

-14 it all -with their three connections each account
for some 42 connections. There are also 17 connections
on each of the PCB's as well as fuseholders, capacitors,
bridge rectifiers etc. It is easy to see that the wiring loom
very quickly and very easily becomescomplicated with
much scope for errorduringits creation, errors which are
very messy and expensive to correct and will obviate the
need for another flex of your flexible friend.

In the multitude of projects which I have built over
the years,I have produced many quite complicated inter-
connecting cableforms and I think quite reasonably, and
modestly, of course, that I might consider myself to be
somewhat above beginner level in this field. I was there-
fore somewhat shocked and humbled to find that even I,
as the designet was very quickly becoming thoroughly
confused when using my time-honoured method of
interconnecting different boards (using a preformed,
colour-coded loom with enough tail length to ensure a
neat termination). The primary source of confusion was
caused by the fact that I almost immediately exhausted
my stock of different-coloured wire and therefore had to
have two or more different functions sharing identical
colours. (Thicker gauge wire is produced in a much more
limited range of colours then its thinner gauge counter-
part and it is quite probable that I had at my disposal a
much more varied selection than might be available to
the average home constructor).

Consequently, I was forced to adopt a new and as it
transpired, infinitely more satisfactory method. Within
reason, colour-coding was still used but the new
approach to the problem entailed working through the
interconnections on the netlist on a one-by-one point to
point wiring basis rather than try to untangle and
decipher a preformed loom as before. Each wire fol-
lowed a parallel path to those on a similar route, or with
similar source or destination components and pCB,s,
and only once the connectionwas proven to operate cor-
rectly and satisfactorily could it then be cable-tied to
others. This may seem like old hat to those of you who
already utilize this technique, but to myself and others
who had not, it is a revelation.

All of the PCB's should be constructed first accord-
ing to the overlays of Figures 4, 5 and 6. Components
should be mounted in the prescribed fashion which is
according to size, resistors (except the high-powered
types) mounted first, then zeners, IC sockets, capacitors
etc. Having said this, though, capacitors C2O 3, 20 4, 3O3,
304 and 107 should all be left to one side and not sol-
dered to the appropriate boards at this time. The reason
forthiswillbe discussed whenthe time comesforus to set
up and calibrate the boards. The emitter-ballasting resis-
tors are mounted some distance from the pCB surface so
that cooling air may circulate around the resistor bodies.
The heatsinks (which are 1.1" C/W and more than adequ-
ate for the purpose) house all of the power semiconduc-
tors (and the high power current-sensing resistor for the
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foldback limiting circuitry which is mountecl on the

reverse side ie inside of the case). T'hey are drilled using
either the diagrams or a TO3 drilling template -a TO3
mica washer does the trick nicely - as a constructional
guide. Use heatsink paste (Thermasil or equivalent) and
mica washers and ensure that insulation betrveen all tran-
sistor lead s, casings and heatsink i s absolute -be wary of
burrs caused during the drilling operation which can
puncture the washers and cause shorts which are both
difficult to see and therefore difficult to track down and

rectify.. The heatsinks are secured to the sides of the cas-
ing using M3 mounting hardware as per the photograph
and diagrams. This particular type of heatsink is actually
manufactured in a size exactly twice that which we
require and must therefore be cut carefully in half using a

hacksaw. Again, your friendly, local sheetmetal supplier
will most likely have a power hacksaw which will make a

much neater job with minimal wastage -the two parts
must be identical in size -and with none of the blood,
sweat and tears associated with a task of this nature when
it is carried out using the relevant handtools. They will
probablydo this for the price of a round of beers,butwith
the price of ale fast approaching the two pound mark, it
works out somewhat more expensive than a similar exer-
cise carried outduringthe course of the Nightfighter pro-
ject! Once more, if I haven't already made myself quite
clearon the subject, the complexity of theunit means that
one and only one board c,/w ancillary components

trimrned to length, passed through the chassis leadout
holes (which should be grommeted to prevent chafing)
and then carefully re-soldered to the appropriate termi-
nals. The use of TO3 transistor-mounting sockets makes
for a very professional- looking semiconductor installa-
tion. It also means that any blown semiconductors -
perish the thought -can easilybe removed and replaced.
If you do use these (Parts Number and associated sup-
plier in the Parts List) be warned that they are manufac-
tured from a thermosetting plastic such as Bakelite or
phenolic and as such are somewhatbrittle and intolerant
of any serious deformations of shape. I found this to my
cost(38p) whenl tried to tightenone which wasnotquite
parallel to the surface ofthe heatsink and it shattered into
so many pieces! Be warned!

I have made provision on the PCB for the Iargel
heavy current carrying solder pads to be of a size suclr

they they can be drilled out to accomodate M2 screws.
These are bolted to the board and then soldered under-
neath. In this way, the wires carrying the large currents
can be terminated with M2 solder tags which provide a

much better arrangement for connecting these heavy-
duty wires than mere I mm terminal pins. ( As a point of
interest, if there exists out there any manufacturers/dis-
tributors of heavier duty terminal pins than those just
mentioned, could they please make themselves kn own to
me as I will have definite need of such items in a later pro-
ject). However, because of their size, the solder tags will
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Fig.4 Precision +17,-17V Bipolar PSU component overlay

should be built and tested at a time.It really is to court dis-
aster to bol t everything togetl.rer and th en h ope th at it will
work first time when power is applied. Shroud all pins
and adhere to the recommendecl wire gauge when mak-
ing all interconnections and colour coding of the wires.
This will be shown in Figurc 7 next month. The intercon-
nection table -netlist -of Figure 8 aids the construction
immensely as I have already said. The temptation to use

thinnergauge wire mustbe resisted at all costs as itwould
compromise the overall performance of the whole unit.
On the first constructional 'pass', use wire of a longer
length than at first seems necessary as the boards must
firstbebench-tested before theleads are de-soldered and
the PCB's fitted into the chassis. Theflyingleads are then

be very close to one another with the obvious potential
for damaging sl'rort circuits and so the solder tags, too,
should be sleeved and a check made for isolation
between each of the neighbouring connections. Be wary
of dryjoints when tinning or soldering the 2.5mm lvires -
the jointis onlyto be assumed to be properlymadetvhen
the heat conducted through the plastic insulation of the
wire is just too much to bear on human flesh! A wooden
clothes peg or other non-conducting gripping irnple-
mentwill be found to be an invaluable friend at moments
like these. Double check all of these connections very
thoroughly as none of the high power semiconductors or
the smooothing capacitors will take very kindly to wrong
polarity voltages being applied to them and any mistakes
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will prove both catastrophic and expensive -power sup-
ply units of this size and capacity self-destruct, Mission
Impossible-style, with greht panache, fervour and an
abundance of costly and spectroscopic pyrotechnics!
Both the primary and secondary flying leads from the
transformers are terminated in different ways. With both
sets of wires, any enamel must first be scraped carefully
from the wire. The primary wires connect to a shrouded
and enclosed terminal block which distributes all of the
mains voltages inside the unit. This method of mains dis-
tribution within the unitis in accordance with recent rec-
ommendations which state that TWO deliberate oper-
ations - which require the use of tools - should be
nece$sary before any surfaces containing mains energy
hazards are exposed. The secondaryleads mustbe termi-
nated with sleeved l/4" Lucar style spade receptacles
which then plug directly onto the Bridge Rectifiers (or
onto the PCB in the instance of the 48V power supply).

Adhere rigidly to the wiring layout provided as it is
proven to be stable and hum-free -others may not and
any serious deviation is atthe individual's peril. I used the
expensive EP series of connectors, which are manufac-
tured specifically for high current audio (normally loud-
speaker connections) and bear some resemblance to
XLR types, being latching and almost indestructible.
These aren't mandatory requirements but they provide a
secure and fail-safe means of power connection but all of
this great spec. is at the expense -no pun intended -ofquite appreciable extra cost. Two, four-way chassis-
mounting conaectors facilitate connection to the mixing
console, a male and a female being used so that no errors
may occur through mis-plugging of the corresponding
connectors. The female type is used for the connector
which carries the 48V supply -this means that the pin
carrying this higher voltage connection cannot inadver-
tentlybe touched. Other connectors may be used but be
wary of using those which will create a rear panel popu-
lated with more plugs than a typical Terry Wogan show!
The Neutrik "Spaekon" is a good second choice,
although, as it is intended for high power speaker con-
nections, is manufactured only in single sex chassis
mounting and free versions.

Prior to connecting the unregulated supply to any of
the boards, ensure that all is well concerning the transfor-
mer/rectifier/ smoothing capacitor section with respect
to correct polarities etc. This advice cannot be over-
emphasised.

The sound pressure level re adingof a22,000 p capa-
citor explodingbecause ithas been connected round the
wrong way has to be heard to be believed! Toilet paper
sales rise in proportion to the size of this SpL reading.

Apply power and check for the presence of approxi-
mately *22Y on C201 and -22v on C207. Disconnect
power and go and make a coffee while the smoothing
capacitors discharge completely. The charge stored on
these is sufficient, in a short circuit load condition (solde-
ring iron inadvertently touched between the two termi-
nals) to weld said implement or a medium-sized screw-
driver across the terminals.

Once this has occurred, then and only then should
any connections be made to the PCB to be tested. Solder
the plus and minus connections to the board, as men-
tioned previously, and the 0V connection too. At this
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point in the proceedings, no other connections are

necessary. Re-apply mains power and check for the
presence of *6.2V on pin 3 of the IC socket of IC20l,
+22YDC on pin 7 of this socket and 0V on pin 4. Also
check for -22VDC on pin 4 of IC socket2o2 and for 0V
on pin 4. If all is well in these respects, switch off power
and wait, as before, for the capacitors to discharge. Insert
both of the error amplifier IC's, respecting correct orien-
tation, and connect one MJ11016 NPN pass transistor
and one MJ11015 PNP pass transistor. These need notbe
fitted to sockets as they will be used throughout the test-
ing of each of the three power supply PCB's. Again,
ensure that the base, emitter and collector connections
do notbecometransposedor thatNPNandPNP arecon-
nected to the wrong supplies. The attached pinout table

lists all of thePCB connections and rigourous and careful
heed should be paid to this. Iinally, makethe connec-
tions to the high power finned and heatsink-encapsu-
lated foldback limiting sense resistors,R2l2 aodR224.

Now, reapply mains power and if eyebrows remain
intact and unscorched, and there are no smells of buming
or evidence of semiconductor misadventure, check the
voltage on pin 8 of the board. If all is well. it should lie
somewhere in the region of 10- 18V and again, if a 'scope
is available, there should be no visible signs of ripple on
the waveform. Pin 10 should also be producing a regu-
lated output voltage of equal and opposite (negative)
magrritude - because of the tracking function - and
again, there should be no discernible evidence of ripple.

With a proper trimming tool or a very fine bladed
screwdriver, adjust multi-turn preset PR101 until the
output voltage on pin 8 is exactly 17.00V The negative

rail outputted on pin 10 should have tracked this adjust-
ment exactly and should of course be - 17.00V

Power can now be disconnected and after the discre-
tionary capacitor-discharging time has elapsed, capaci-
tors C203, 204,212, 107 and 108 and which were
omitted on the first constructional'pass' at the board can

now be inserted. They were not included first time round
because of the time-lag effect which they produce
between mechanical adjustment of the voltage-setting
trimmer pot and evidence of the movement having any

electrical effect on the output voltage. During prototyp-
ing and whilst they were fitted to the PCR when adjust-

ments had still to be done, I found it almost impossiUle to
set the output voltage to the correct value because the
overdamped response meant that it hunted too slowly
around the mean value for it ever to become correctable,
You may be wondering why they were fitted at all. Their
inclusion in the circuitry enabled me to squeeze yet
anotherfew dB's of noise and hum rejectionfrom the out-
put. The only slightly unfortunate consequence of their
existence is the fact that this time{ag effect is apparent
under normal operating conditions after the mains
power to the unit has been initialised. In simple terms,
'this means that the outputs take some tens of seconds to
stabilise to the full 17V output.If this is a problem in any

applications, I am presently developing a relay circuit
which will only enable the output sockets once ALL of
the rails are at their correct nominal values. The by-pro-
duct effect of this is, of course, that if ANY of the rails
should fail, for whatever reason, all supply voltages are

disconnected from the desk. I guess this is no bad thing in
just about every conceivable circumstance, but it does

introduce extra cost, complexity and another auxilliary
item which can fail.

As you might have guessed, all of the above instruc-
tions refer to the bipolar audio or switching boards. I do
not intend to go into any great detail aboutthe procedure
to be followed in the testing and setting up of the 5Vl48V
board. The 5Vboard uses circuitryidentical in just about
all aspects to the *17V board. Substitute 10V for the
unregulated voltage figure, *3.1V for the precision ref-
erence voltage and *5V for the output. The setting ofthe
*48V supply simply entails adjusting RV101 for an out-
put of 48V

Last month, when I explained the circuit operation,
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Fis.8a NETLIST 1

5V TOGIC/4OV PHANTOM . BOARD CONNECTIONS

Pin Designation

A Unreg 9V DC input

B 0103 Drive output

- 520b1 (8R102 0/P ve)

- 519b (R112 output)

Wiring Route

520b (8R102,+connection)

0103 base connection

C 0ver voltage sense 0/P drive 0106 base connection

D 0ver voltage sense l/P 501 (EP4 way chassis socket Pin 3)

519a (R112 current limiting sense resistor

r/P)

F Non connected

G 0'103 emitter 0/P 0103 emitter connection

H Feedback voltage l/P 5l9b {R112 current limiting sense resistor

0/P)

527 (star earth)

516b (45-0-45-0/5OVA trans{ormer

secondary)

510a (48V phantom fueseholder), 5l0b-507

pin 1,510b-506 (LED PSU monitor board

audio, Pin V)

506 (LED PSU monitor board audio, Pin 21)

516b (45-0-45-0/50VA tra nsf ormer

secondary)

525a {15,000p, C105 smoothing cap, +ve

pin)

507 (chassis plug Pin 3)

527 {star earth)

- 517a {Toroid 3 primary) 518 (mains terminal block)

- 517b(Toroid3secondary) 520a(BR102l/P)

- 520b (BR102 0/P tve) 525a (C1051 smoothing cap positive) - 514

(LED PSU monitor switching pin)

527 ($ar earth)

513a (5v logic fueseholder l/P) - 513b-501

(switching socket, Pin 3) 513b-514 (LED

PSU monitor switching pin)

- 516a(Toroid2primary) 518(mainsterminalblock)
*0ther 

connnections - Toroid 2, 3 electrostatic screen connection to 535

{chassis earth)

Note: 5**a is an input, 5**b is an output, a and b are positive and negative

connections to bridges and capacitors etc.
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2 0203,0204 base Drive 0/P 0203 base connection,0204 base

Fis.8b NET LIST 2
AUDt0 +/-/+V pRECtSl0N pSU (part No505l

Pin Designation

1 Unreg +llv ![ inpul

Wiring Route

503a (+22y 36 rl,rouded terminal block)

connection

0207 base connection

507 (4 way audio chassis plug, Pin 4)

502a (R212 current limiting resistor in)

0204 emitter connection

0203 emitter connection

502b (R212 current limiting resistor out)

also; 502b-508a (+17V audio fuseholder l/
P);508b (fuse 0/P)-507 (chassis plug-pin

1) 508b (fuse 0/P) - 5006 (audio red PSU

monitor board, pin T)

527 (star earth)

504b (R224 current limiting resistor out)

also; 504b-509a (-17V audio fueseholder

l/P);509b (fuse 0/P)-507 (chassis plug

pin) - 509b (fuse 0/P - 506 (audio LED

PSU monitor board, pin U)

0209 emitter connection

0210 emitter connection

504a (R224 cunent limiting resistor in)

507 (4 way audio chasis plug; pin 1)

0212 base connection

0209 base connection,0210 base

connection

503b (-22V DC shrouded terminal block)

503a (+Z2y 96 16rruded terminal block)

503a (+22y p6 rl,rouded terminal block)

503b (-22V DC shrounded terminal block)

503b (-22V DC shrounded terminal block'

507 (4 way audio chassis plug, pin 4)

527 $tar earth)

507 (4 way audio chassis plug, pin 1)

527 (star earth)

518 (mains shrouded terminal block)

521 (8R 201+bridge l/P)

522 (BR 202-bridge l/P)

523a (C201+ve) - 503a (+22y 96 rtrrorOr,
terminal block - 506 {audio LED PSU

monitor board - pin X);532a {C201+ve) - +

22V DC switching shrouded terminal

block - gwitcing LED PSU monitor board
-pin T)

527 $tar earth)

527 $tar earth)

527 (star earth)

524b (C207 -ve)-503b {-22V DC audio

shrouded terminal block) 514 $witching
LED PSU monitor board pin U)

527 (star earth)

527 $tar earth)

535 (chassis earth)

3 0207 over voltage base 0/P
4 +overvoltage sense l/P

5 +sense resistor send

6 0204 emitter return

7 0203 emitter return

8 +sense resistor return

90v
10 -sense resistor return

11 0209 emitter return

12 0210 emitter return

13 -sense resistor send

14 - overvoltage sense l/P
15 0212 overvotage base 0/P
16 0209,0210basedrive0/P

17 Unreg - 22V DC input

- 0203collector

- 0204collector

- 0209collector

- 0210collector

- 0207 collector

- 0207 emitter

- 0212 collector

- 0212 emitter

- 526a (toriod 201 prim)

- 526b (toriod 201 secJ)

- 526b1 (toriod 201 sec,2)

- 521b(BR201+ve0/P)

- 521b(BR201 -ve0/P)

- 523b(C201-ve0/P)

- 522b(8R202+ve0/P)

- 522b1(BR202-ve0/P)

- 522b(BR201 +ve0/P)

- 524a (C207 +ve 0/P)

- Toriod 201 electrostatic

screen

It was somewhat remise of me not to include the
otherparts of the specification of the powersupplywhich
are equally important to the overall performance of the
system.I also neglected to detail sone of the otherfactors
and considerations whichhave to beunderstood before a
workable high performance design can be realised in
practise. Only in this way can it be seen just how good the
comparative performance of the pSU really is when
placed alongside units of a similar genre.

As a slight aside - and probably because up to a
point, I seethepowersupplyunit onlyas a smallbutnon-
etheless necessary and important part of the mixer pro-
ject -it was only when someone mentioned to me that
with some slight modification, the unit could be con-
figured as a stand-alone laboratory standard pSU and
featured as a project in its own right that I realised two
things.

1 Just how rnuch time and effort I actually put into
the design and construction

2 tlow good the design was.
With this in mind, I think th at some slight indulgence

is permissible, and so to conclude this month's partof the
series, I shall explain by way of a tutorial some of the

I mentioned that the unit had a quite exemplary noise
performance. This is of great importance but it should
not be forgotten that any well-designed audio circuitry
should have theinbuiltcapabilityto operate in such a way
that the noise and performance in many other aspects is
as independant as possible of supply line fluctuations,
noise etc although it is obvious that to eradicate these
components, too, from the supply rails can only be
advantageous. Modern IC's and circuit designs alleviate
many of the problems which used to occur in discrete
component designs of yore since the power supply rejec-
tion ratios of these discrete configurations were much
worse by an order of magnitude.

Fig.8c NET LIST 3
swtTcHtNG +/-UV pREC|St0N pSU (parr N0534)

B 0303, 0304 base Drive 0/P 0303 base connection, 0304 base

connection

C 0307 + overvoltage base 0/P 0307 base connection
D + overvoltage sense l/P 501 (4 way switching chassis socket - pin

4)

K

L

M

N

0
P

+ sense resistor send 531a (8312 current limiting resistor in)

0304 emitter return 0304 emitter connection

0303 emitter return 0303 emitter connection
+ sense resistor return 531b (R312+current limiting resistor out);

also 531 b-511a (+17V switching

fuesehotder l/p); 511b (fuse 0/p) - 501

{chassis SKT-l) E11b (fuse 0/p) - 514

(switching LED pSU monitor board, pin X)0V 527(starearth)
- sense resistor return 533b (R324-current limiting resistor out)

also; 533b-512a (-17V switching

fusehotder t/p); 512b (fuse t/p) - 501

(chassis S pin 1);512b (fuse 0/p)-514
(switching LED pSU monitor board, pinl

0309emitterreturn 030gemitterconnection
0310 emitter return 0310 emitter connection
-sense resislor send 533a (R324 cunent limiting resistor in)

-overvoltage sense l/P 501 (4 way switching chassis socket; pin

1)

0312 overvoltage base 0/P 0312 base connection

0309,0310 base drive 0/P 0309 base connection, 03]0 base

connection

- 0312 collector 501 (4 way switching chassis skt - pin 1)

- 03'12 emitter 527 gtar earth)

MISCELTANEOUS CONNECTIONS

528a (mains fuseholder);528b (fuse out) - 518a

(mains terminal block)

529b (mains in, neutral) 518b (mains terminal block, neutral)
529c (mains in, earth) 535 (chassis earth)

506, pin WlN (0V PSU mon) 527 (star earth)

514, pin W(0V PSU mon) 527 (starearth)

530a (ground liftswitch) 527 ($arearth)
530b (ground liftswitch) 535 (chassis earth)
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important terms and specifications which have to be

understood when striving to design a good specification.
We'll look at the specs and how they can be determined
mathematically and then gradually work up through the
various types of regulator in order of increasing com-
plexity, until the last desigrwill produce ripple rejection,
Iine and load regulationand noisefigures around those of
the AutoMate supply. In this way, it will become more
readily apparent to the read'er some of the features of
design which both increase cost and expenditure.

Aha! Money, you say. A very important criteria in
this design and itkeeps comingbackto us again and again

like a bad pennyl With the power supply, I was more
aware than ever of this aspect and the fact that the deter-
mining factor, I think, in whether audio enthusiasts and
musicians will wish at the end of this series to build their
own AutoMate mixer will depend on cost in comparison
to ready-builtunits.If we canquickly return to something
which I said in part 1, there seems recently to have been a

disheartening trend in the major pro-audio commercial
sector to produce, much to my personal dismay, an ever-

increasing number of budget-priced mixing desks. These
come complete with a bewidering array of good features

(limited mute and automation facilities among them)
and are ideally suited to those among the musical frater-
nity who like to retain as much of their hard-earned cash

as possible. Whether this is because of the global reces-

sion of the past few years is open to conjecture -cynics
may speculate that the only way in which the manufac-
turers' of consumer luxuries can shift the goods in the
present-day financial climate is to produce equipment
which is excellent value for money. Personally, I'm
inclined to believe that it is not out of some well-inten-
tioned (but misguided) philantropic urge that they do
this!

It does, however, serve as a timely reminder that the
designs offered within this journal must compete suc-

cessfully with similar commercial designs. It should be

said, though, that we don't start this commercial race on
an equal footing -hark back to my meanderings about
bulk-buyingetal inPart 1. Bearinginmind thatthe author
of the article does actuallywant some of you out there to
build the machine, I think it appropriate that in the places

where economies CAN be made without adversely
affecting perfoflnance, I mention the fact.

The power supply is a good case in point and an

excellent place to start. (It is for this reason that I shall go

on to explain the processes involved in the design of
PSU's, since this will then provide the building blocks for
anybody wishing to make economies to start by con-
structing their own desigr).I have to state at this juncture

@

- NOTE: HEATSINK TO BE
CUT ALONG THIS LINE

Fig.9 PSU Heatsink drilling details

Rs (SUPPLY SOURCE RESISTAIiICE)

FOF CORRECT OPERATIoN VCE > 3V

EOUATTON (1) Atz = AVs

FI
USING DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE FOR ZENEH I'IODE AVO,

EQUATTON (2) AVo = tY7= NlZ'
EOUATTON (3) aVe = aV6 Zp

R1

EOUATION (4) AVlx = lqul Runce

EOUATION (5) AVtr = lqwl Ru Zo
R1

EOUATION (6) Vro = Vrr ZD

R1

EOUATION A

LINE REGUHTION = (dVM FOR 110% Vs CHAiIGE) xtfl!%)
vor

EOUANON B

Voq
EOUATION C

RIPPLE REJECTION = 20 LOG [Vrs^rre]

(Vrs = SUPPLY RIPPLE)
(Vro = OUTPUT RIPPLE)

Fig.10 Circuit model 1 Simple voltage follower regulator

LOAD REGULATPN = (AVffi FOF Alqf,ax) ) x10O%
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that, yes, the mixer -in its smallest form, of course -will
operate adequately well usingaTS/79 series monolithic
regulator-centred PSU so long as a wary eye is kept on
current consumption of the unit. For those wishing to
save a not insubstantial amount of the old folding stuff,
and who know outright from the onset of construction
that they will never wish to upgrade the unit beyond say,
eight module capacity, this MIGHT be the way to go.
Smaller, less expensive capacitors and less hefty toroi-
dals could also be used in this instance. As a purist, but a
purist ofthe pragmatic sort, I cannot advocate or endorse
such an approach so early in the proceedings since it
impairs the performance of a large console with one
simple action, and in one fell swoop to boot. In later
issues, it will become more apparent to the reader that I

have had to go to some quite extraordinary lengths to
squeeze the last dB into the noise spec or crosstalk spec
or any number of other measurable parameters of audio
fidelity and so, quite frankly, it seems a shame to forego a
truly revelationary audio experience by penny-pinching
in the area of the PSU. I might qualify this sweeping state-
mentby sayingthatl am not so longin the tooth thatl can-
not remember fretting in the local shop, anxious that my
meagre f 30 wouldn't be enough to pay for the miserable
Iittle bag of assorted passive components being offered to
me! It also depends on whether or not the mixer is to be
used in atotallyanalogue environment.If itis judged that
some sort of digital recording or playback equipment
may at sometimebe connected to the console, (and thisis
somewhat surprisingly the case, with increased amateur
usage of CD and DAI for mastering processes), it is as
wellto rememberthatthis domainis rathergood atshow-
ing up any deficiencies in analogue circuitry. These defi-
ciencies, otherwise masked by the inherentlynoisierper-
formance of outboard analogue equipment, become

glaringly and embarrassingly obvious when subjected to
a stream of digits. I mentioned this aspect in the ,.Intro-

duction to Audio Mixers" series some months ago.
Anyway, without further ado, and as the Orientals

say in my native Scotland, "Read on Macduff!

DIY PSU
A perfect voltage regulator should output a voltage which
remains absolutely corrstant, with no ripple, regardlees of
both supply -input -voltage and load current fluctua-
tions. Real regulators always exhibit some output ripple
so a measure of the performance of the circuit is given by
three measurements which we can make on the circuit -
these three defined parameters are line regulation, load
regulation and ripple rejection.

Equationslto3show
these definitions as mathemati-
cal relationships of input and
output voltage. More explicitly,
the figure derived from E,qua-
tion 1 for line regulation, Vout
defines as a quantity the fluctu-
ation in output voltage which
occurs as a consequence of a
specified amount of fluctation

-normally +l0o/"- on the sup-
ply voltage, V,". It is bxpressed
as a percentage of normal DC
output (V",). Load regularion
is the inherent ability of the

regulator to maintain a constant output voltage regard-
less of changes in load current (I,."0). The load current
change is from zeroto the full rated output current capa-
bility of the circuit and load regulation (V.,,) is expressed
as a percentage of the normal output voltage.

Ripple rejection is a measure of the ratio between
the amount of ripple present on the input to the regulator
and the attenuated version of the ripple which is superim-
posed on the output.Itis typicallyquoted intheform of x
dB's of ripple rejection.

Straight From The Drawing Board
Figure 10 shows the very simplest regulator circuit. The
inclusion of C1 across the output terminals helps to
improve the current sourcing capability of the circuit
under transient load conditions and it is typically of a
value in the order of 50-100p.

The voltage follower configuration means that Vo,,
will remain as close to the voltage, V,, present at the non-
inverting terminal of the error amplifier.

t

i
I

Hrr
LJ
F"v*-!ffi

EOUATION (7) VF3 = VZ

EOUATION (8) Vo = Vz (R2 + R3)

R3
EOUATION (9) -\vo = lvz ZD R2 + R3

Rl R3

LINE REGULATION, LOAD REGULATION
ANO RIPPLE REJECTION CALCULATEO AS
PER FIXED OUTPUT REGULATOR

POTENTIAL DIVIDER R2 ANO R3 MAKES VOU? > VN

Fig.ll Circuit model 2 Regulator with adjustable output

o1 l1

RI

lt2

>82

lnr

>R3

+
cl

! zor

EOUATION (10) Avour = AVN R2 + R3 + R4

MR3
EOUATION (11) Vul = (Vour- Vz)

EOUATTON (12) rB = tL

hr:

Fig.12 Circuit model 3 precision voltage regulator
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Zeter atrrertt fluctuation I, must first be calculated.
The current must fluctuate because V changes as V,n

changes. Differences in the zener output voltage mean

that there must also be correspondingchanges inV"u,.I,is
calculated from Equation 1. Next we must calculate V"
using the spec. figure for the zener dynamic impedance

and Equations 2 and 3.

Line regulation can then be calculated for a IO"h

change in V,n.

Calculating the load regulation requires that we

know the value of the sorce resistance of the rectifying

and smoothing network feeding the circuit. We can then
calculate using Equations 4 and 5 the drop in V', when
the load current changes from zero to I max.

SubstitutingV" due to the change in load current into
Equation B yields the load regulation value. We are now
able to calculate ripple by substituting V,n with V. and
V",, with Vro in Equation 2. These values then plugged

into Equation C gives the ripple rejection. I.\
\ 1,,,2

.,:i##i

R201,215

R202,203

R205

R206-209,218121

R210,223

R211,222

R212,224

R213

R21|4,225

R215,226

R216,217

RV201

PARTSLIST
pl17V PRECISI0N PoWER SUPPLY

RESIST0RS (All iwatt, 1% unless othennrise statedl

1k8

470R

u0k
Rl5WWirewound

1k5

15k

0R33 25W High Power Heatsinked

220k

1k0

1k5

10k

10k vertical multiturn preset

CAPACITORS

c201,207

(Common to both t17V Precision

PSU's) 22,000p,56V Cerafine Audio Grade

C202,208 (Common as stated

above)

c203,204,209

c205,210

c206,211

SEMICONDUCTORS

1c201,202

0201,205,206

4202,208,211

0203,204,205

u09,210,212

D202,203,204,205

2D201,202

7D203,204

1ED201,203,204,20s,206

LED202

Electrolytic

(MAPLIN Pan No, FA20W)

100n polyester

100p,25V electrolytic

470n polyester

4i0p,25V electrolytic

TLO71

BC549C

BC559C

MJ11016

MJil015

1N4003
'1 N821 Precision Zeners

(RS Components Part N0.283-097)

16V 1W3 Zener

0,2'Yellow LED

0l'Green LED

MISCELLANEOUS

T201

2 off llC/W Heatsinks

8R201,202 (Common to both lUV
precision PSU's) 25A,400V High power Bridge

Rectifier

500VA 15-0-15-0 Toroidal

Transformer (Newmarket

Translormers Tel 0638 662989 for

details)

{RS Components Part N0.401-807 6

off T03 transistor sockets, covers)

(Farnell PartNos. 170-030, 170-131 1mm,2.5mm connecting wire of various

colours, 4BA screws, M3 mounting hardware (nuts, bolts, washers,

threaded spacers), M2 nuts, bolts and solder tags, insulating sleeves, cable

ties,20mm panel mounting fuseholders, PCB's (2 off t17V Precision Power

Supply type for audio and switching, 1 off LED PSU Monitor type and

double all quantities ol components in semiconductor, capacitor and

resistor sections).

PARTSLIST
5V LOGIC SUPPLY/48V PHANTOM POWER SUPPLY

RESISTORS

R101;r04

R102

R103

R105,106107;r15

R108

R109

R110,111

R112

R113

R114

R116

R117,118

BV1O1

RV102.

CAPACITORS

c101

c102

c103,107,108

c104

c105106

c109

c110

SEMICONDUCTORS

1c101

tc102

0101,104,105

0102

0103,106

D101;102,103

2D101

2D102103

BR1O1

BR1O2

1ED101102;103105

LED 104

MISCELLANEOUS

5K1

tk8

240R

470R

820R

56k

0R1 5WWirewound

0R5 25W High Power Heatsinked

33k

4k3

330R

10k

500R vertical multiturn preset

10k vertical multiturn preset

4700p 63V electrolytic (RS Part No,

10&265)

100n Polyester

100p 63V electrolytic

100p 63V electrolytic

6800p 25V electrolytic (RS Part No.

105-688)

470p 25V electrolytic

470n Polyester

LM31iT

TLO71

BC549C

BC559C

MJ1'1016

tN4002

45V 1W3 Zener

1 N821 Precision Zener (RS Part No.

283-097)

6A, 200V Bridge Rectifier

25A,200V High Power Bridge

0.2'Yellow LED

0l'Green LED

T2 (Newmarket Transformers 45-0-45-0 50VA Toroidal), T3(Newmarket

Transformers 9-0-9-0 50VA Toroidal), M2 nuts bolts and solder tags M3

mounting hardware, 1 and 2.5mm connecting wire of various colours 3 off

5x20mm panel mounting fuseholders and insulating boots, 1 off 48V

Phantom Power Supply/SV Logic PCB and I off LED PSU Monitor PCB, l.lC/

W Heatsinks, Veropins, cable ties, T03 transistor sockets and covers, BS

Components 9,9C/W finned heatsink (Part No. 401-964),

MISCELLANEOUS TO COMPLETE THE POWER SUPPLY UNIT

IEC Mains filter (RS Part No. 210263), IEC lnsulating boot, 3 way and 4 way

shrouded terminal block (RS Part Nos.424-563 and 425-869), 5x20mm

panel mounting fuseholder and insulating boot, 2U rack mounting case, 4

Way EP Style connectors, RS Components (Chassis Plug 460-31J Free plug

460-250, Chassis Socket 460-288, Free Socket 450-222)
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Figure 11 expands on this simple regulator circuit of
Figure 10 to give an adjustable output voltage. In this cir-
cuit, V must always equal V,, the op-amp output moving
to oppose any changes which would alter this condition.
Design using equations 8 and 9. 9 shows that just as the
zener voltage is amplified by the network comprised of
(R2 lR3)//R3 to calculate V"u,, so any fluctuations in the
zener voltage must be multiplied by this same factor.

Figure 12 shows a configuration which closely
approiimates the AutoMate PSU circuitry. We have
already demonstrated thatvariations in the zener output
voltage have a verymarked and hence detrimental effect
on the output voltage. Feeding the zener network from
the regulated rather than the unregulated voltage means
that input voltage variations have little or no effect on the
zenervoltage since as we have already seen, thesefluctua-
tions are attenuated before reachingthe zener (according
to Equation 10). Points to note include the fact that the
op-amp output must remain at a more positive potential
thanV.,,. This is made possible bypowering the op-amp
from the higher, unregulated input voltage.

Design is as for the simple voltage regulator circuit
of Fig 10, save for the fact that V is now Vo,, -V" rather
than V," - V.. Equation L 2 show the parameters necessary
to calculate Q1 base current.

Any of these circuits may be protected by adding a

foldback limiting network. In calculating the potential
divider and sense resistor values, remember that in a
short circuitload condition, Vo", is zero. We design so that
V in a short circuit situation is of such a value that e2 is
biased on. Equations 13 to 15 show the procedure. R
must first be calculated for the short circuit current, I
which is desired. Next, determine the values for the
potential divider resistor values, chosen so that there is
necessary voltage across R8 to give the desired ratio of
I^* to Isc.

Next month we rewiew the long-awaited return to
the input stage circuitry with a lengthy (and hopefully
illuminating) discussion on grounding, together with
Figure 7 the interconnection diagram which could not
appear this month owing to lack of space.
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tN sHoFT C|RCUTT S]TUATION, Vu = o

EOUATION (13) ... V6q(rp1 = tsq x R6

DURING NORMAL OPERATING COND]TIONS, WHEN IL = hU
EOUATION (14) VF6 = Vour x Rg

FOB DARLINGTON ,-- - 
l.

coNNEcIoN, '".- h_, h.-

F8+R9
FOF 02 TO TURN ON, VF6 MUST EQUAL

EOUATION (15) lqsrxl B6 = Vsg + V66

AT ELEVATED TEMPERATUFES, VBE: O.sV ... VR.: 0.5v

;. lqrul R6 = 0.5V + 0.5V

AS ls R : 0.5V lqaqy = 2lsq

lF V66 = 1y 111511 lquu1 = 0.5V + 1V tqaqy = 3t5e

Fig.13 Possible enhancements to basic regulator model- Foldback current limiting/Darlington output stage
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Digital Timebase Gorrector - Simplified Block Diagram

Digit; in studios
A View ol the Futurc by

JqmesArcher
npartone ofthis series we discussed howthe coming
of the digital video recorder has revolutionised stu-
dio operating techniques by allowing programme
makers to create images from many different gener-

ations of recordings, without the build up of noise and
distortions that would occur with any analogue recor-
ding machine. In- other studio areas too, digital tech-
niquesiave been used formany years, primarilybecause
they allow the programme makers to do things that are
very dlfficult or even impossible to achieve by normal
analogue means. Until recent times, however, each piece
of digital processing equipment was used for aparticular
purpose, and operated quite separately from any other
pieces of digital equipment; since the signal path was
essentially analogue, the analogue signals at the input of
eachpiece of digitalprocessingequipmenthad to be con-
verted into digital form and then, after undergoing the
digital processing, had to undergo yet another conver-
sion,from digitalbackto analogue.Aswe mentioned ear-
lier in the series, repeatedly passing signals through
'codec' stages can degrade the signal quality.

The Time Base Corrector (TBC)
One of the first pieces of digital studio equipment to be
used regularly was the time base corrector (TBC), a digi-
tal store of from 3-16 television lines, which was vitally
important in making the analogue helical scan videotape
recorderinto the universal studio tool that ithasbecome.
Since television sigrals require extremely close timing
specifications to be adhered to, videorecorder mechan-
isms are subject to enormously stringent requirements if
these timings are to be achieved. In essence, all videore-
corders make use of electronics to compensate for the
unavoidable mechanical tolerance errors inherent in the
operation of such machines. Small variations in the
speed of the tape and of the head rotation, due to mech-

anical tolerance limitations, might merely cause annoy-
ing'wow'and'flutter'on an audio recordeq buton avide-
orecorder could render television pictures unwatchable
as the synchronisation mistimings cause picture breakup
and jitter. A timebase corrector reads a few lines of the
picture at a time into a digital store, and subsequently
reads the information out of the store at a time which is
precisely determined by the accurate synchronisation
signals used throughout the rest of the studio. How much
memory is actually needed to overcome the various tim-
ing errors that can occur will depend upon the acfual
setup used. Timebase correctors can also include ,dro-

pout compensators', which are again based around stores
which are capable of holding several lines of a television

COST TREND OF A
'B1T'OF STORAGE

A HALVING

PROJECTED COST OF A
FIELD STORE - 4Mbits

l9B3 84 a5 '06 ' 87 'oa ' eg '.tggo' gt ' gz ' gg' 94 
.95

YEAR

Fig.2 The reduction in semiconductor store costs,
year by year.
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picture. Should a dropout occur, where the playback

head does not deliver a particular part of a picture, per-
haps because a particle of oxide has momentarily lifted
the tape from the head, the previous television line that
has been stored is read out again, so filling in the'hole'
that the dropout would otherwise have made in the pic-
ture. In practice, more sophisticated techniques are used,

based on interpolation between several stored lines, to
more effectively replace the missing parts of the picture.

In the early days of digital technology the cost of the
actual storage was high, so that it made a significant dif-
ference to the cost of a TBC whether three lines or 16

lines of storage were provided, but as storage costs fell
because semiconductor manufacturers managed to
squeeze more and more bits on to individual chips, it
became realistic to build equipment which could store
one ormore complete television pictureframes, the digi-
tal frame store.

The synchroniser
Ever since television broadcasters began to bring
together signals from several sources to assemble a com-
plete television programme in the studio, there have been

problems in ensuring that the timing of the individual
source pictures remained within tolerance. Just imagine
the problems involved in combining pictures from sev-

eral outside broadcast sources with pictures generated in
the studio - a discrepancy of only a few microseconds
between the various picture timings would inevitably
lead to the viewer seeing the picture break up every time
that a switch to a different non synchronous source was

made,which could be dozens of times duringthe average

Saturday afternoon sports programme.
Before the advent of frame stores, complex arrange-

mentswere required,which allowed the masteroscillator
in the studio to be locked to the synchronising signals

incoming from the remote source, a process known-as
'gen{ocking'; life became enormously complex for the

studio engineers when gen{ocking was used to syn-

chronise more than a couple of sources. An alternative
system called 'Naflock' was used with multiple remote
programme sources, whereby the timing of the incoming
signals was compared with that of the studio synchroni-
sation pulse generators, and correction signals were sent

from the studio along telephone lines to the remote sites,

where the timing of the synchronising signals was

adjusted to precisely match that of the studio sigrals. The
digital frame store overcomes all these problems and

makes life very much easier. In essence, digital frame
stores can be used to hold one or more frames of the
incoming picture signals from the various sources, and

these pictures can be read out of the store whenever
required, at a time which is controlled by the synchroni-
singpulses from the studio master oscillator.All the sour-
ces are therefore automatically re-timed so that they are

fully synchronous, and this use of the digital frame store

led to its beingcalled a'synchroniser'. As well as the main
memory store, the synchroniser consists of processing

circuitryto cope with the incomingvideo and synchroni-
sing signals, needed to determine the manner in which
the incoming signals are written to the store. The output
from the store is controlled by the reference synchronisa-
tion sigrals, typically from the studio master oscillator.
Note that the output from a synchroniser will be delayed
with respect to the input, since we are effectively asking
the equipment to store the picture frame until the time is
appropriate for it to be displayed, which is when the syn-
chronising pulses are synchronous with those of the stu-

dio output. Passing a picture through several synchroni-
zers, which could happen as video signals are distributed
around a national network of studios, as happens in the

SYNC SIGNALS
CONTROLLING
INFORMATION

READ INTO
STOBE

vtDEo ouT

Fig.3 The digital synchroniser

STORE

UK Channel Three system, could lead to these delays

buildingup so much thatthe pictures are no longerin'lip-
sync' with the sound, and the broadcasters have to take
care to ensure that appropriate steps are taken to avoid
this. Digital audio delay units are available from several

manufacturqrs which can delay up to eight channels of
digital audio and any associated time code signals, to
match the video delay in the system. The delay can be
adjusted in terms of fields, milliseconds, or samples, and
many units can cope with the various digital audio samp-
ling frequencies that are normally used in broadcasting,
48kHz, 44.lkHz, and 32kHz.

Digital Video Effects
The basic storage components of the synchroniser can

howeverbeused forother purposes, and itis the structure
uponwhich all digital video effects equipmentisbuilt.As
a simple example, once apictureframehasbeen digitised
and stored, the output ofthe store could easily be used to
provide a freeze frame effect, and with the application of
various complex computer based processing techniques
awide range ofdifferent effects can beproduced, albeitat
a much increased equipment cost.

The frame store is essentially a computer store,

using digital random access memory (DRAM) to pro-
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vide millions of individual storage boxes, with one box
for each picture element.( There could be a box for the
luminance value of each picture element and another for
the colour or chrominance value.) The process of scan-
ning a television picture along a line and line by line
would be equivalent to counting along the individual
boxes of the store. We would have no problem in under-
standing that the ones and noughts in a computer mem-
ory could be shuffled about as required, could be added

to, subtracted
from, or multi-
plied by a par-
ticular factor,
and so it is clear
that once the
numbers repre-
senting the
characteristics
of each element
of a picture
have been
placed in their
proper posl-
tions in the
frame store, we
need not
necessarily
read them out
of the store in
the same order
as we placed
them in the
store, which
occurs when
using the frame
store as a syn-
chroniser.

Simple Special Effects
Reversals
Ifwe decide to read out from the store in the reverse order
to that in which the values of the picture elements were
inserted into the store alongeach line, then we will obtain
a simple'special effect'-the picture would be reversed
horizontally. Similarly, if we reverse the orderin which we
count out the lines made up from the elements of the
store, we will obtain another special effect -the picture
will be reversed vertically.
Picture Shifts
Just as it would be possible to add a fixed number to each
of thevalues in a computer store,we can add afixed offset
to each ofthe addresses in ourframe store,resultinginthe
picture being shifted, horizontally, or vertically, or in
both directions, as we choose. This forms the basis of a
whole range of other special effects.
Changing the picture size
In essence we could make the picture emerging from the
frame store smaller than the one which went in simply by
increasing the speed of the horizontal and vertical
counters which control the readout from the store. We
could make the picture bigger by simply slowing down
the counters. Unfortunately, real life is not so simple and
we must carry out other processes as well. When we

reduce the picture size by speeding up the counters we
are making the picture pixels physically smaller on the
screen. So being scanned in a shorter time, the signals will
effectively be at a higher frequency than they were origin-
ally.

Readers will remember from the sampling theory
explained in the first part ofthis series that digital signals
must normally be sampled at a rate of at least twice the
highest frequency contained in the signal, the so-called
Nyquist criterion. The digital signal we are dealing with
has already been sampled at a frequency appropriate to a

elements occuring during a
ce we have speeded up the
ut from the store we will now

where the Nyquist criterion i
e no longer sampling at twice
result is known as aliasing,

where the excessively high frequencies are converted
into lower frequencies, which show up as objectionable
patterns on the picture. To prevent this, we must, filter the
video signal to remove all components that would end up
above the Nyquistfrequency before we attemptto reduce
the size of the picturefromthe store. Anyothergeometric
transformations or translations of the image will simi-
Iarly need appr ering to be applied to the sig-
nal, and digital ch generally consist of strings
of fairly simple ay circuits, adders and multi-
pliers, can be designed so that they can rapidly change
their characteristics to suit the nature ofthe signal to be
processed. The necessary changes must take place within
approximatelyone sample period if distortions are notto
be noticeable. The characteristics ofthe available filters,
such as their bandwidth and the amount of physical dis_
placement or offset which will be provided, may be
stored in 'look-up tables'to minimise the calculations
required for each effect. It is worth noting that the con-
struction of suitable filters using ry
would be extremely difficult, becaus nt
that the filters must be able to change their characteristics
ve aynotseem avery
of digitaltechnology
in t to be extremely i

We have seen that the frame storage part of the DVE
equipment needs some form of complex controller in
order to provide the multiplicity of video effects that are
nowadays required by even the least imagingtive of pro_
gramme directors, and since the frame store is effectively
a computer store, it seems logical that the control should
be specially written computer programs or algorithms,
operating in microprocessor chips. The picture stored in
the frame store can then be addressed pixel by pixel, and
the control programme can calculate the new position
(i.e.the address in theframe store) of everypixelwhen the
necessary mathematical operations have been carried
out on the picture, whether the aim is to wrap the picture
around a 'Coke' can, or to perform an electronic zoom in
which atinypart of the original picture is magnified to fill
the screen. If the amount of zoom or magnification is
excessive, the resultingpicture will be of lowerresolution

excessively
up the gaps
e the digital
trolled. the

3 CYCLES IN 3t SECONDS

SHOWING HOW SCANNING
THE ELEMENTS OF A LINE
IN A SHORTER TIME
EFFECTIVELY INCREASES
THE FREQUENCY OF THE
SIGNAL WHICH IS BEING
PROCESSED

DIAGBAM SHOWS A
COMPRESSION OF 3:2

3 CYCLES IN 2t SECONDS

Fig.4 Showing how scanning the eli:ments of a line
in a shorter time. i.e. by speeding up the
counters. the frequency of the signal is
effectively increased.
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equipment can be considered as completely transparent
when no special effects are being called for; the picture
can be compared and accurately registered with the orig-
inal source picture having passed through a digital video
effects machine.

Some other digital effects are obtained by straigtit
manipulation of the signal as it is converted from anal-
ogue to digital form. As an example, if an insufficient
number of quantising levels is used to represent the orig-
inal analogue signal, 'contour lines' can be seen between
areas of picture of differing brightness. When this hap-
pens accidentally, the effect is usually called 'contouring',
but when the effect is wanted, and is deliberately sought
by the producel it is usually called 'posterisation', after
the photographic technique thatprovides abroadly simi-
lar effect. Other electronic effects are 'solarisation',
where the number of bits used to describe the colour sig-

nals is deliberately reduced, and 'pixelisation', in which
groups of contiguous picture elements are replaced by
rectangles of uniform brightness and colour. Digltal
video effects machines offer a wide range of other special
effects, some of which could, with difficulty, be achieved
by analogue means, but their digital implementation is
generally far more satisfactory and results in better
quality pictures. Some effects are self expanatory such as

the 'swinging gate', 'flips' and 'tumbles'. Other typical
effects are:

Spotlighteffect -a special effectinwhich onepart of the
picture, often circular in shape, is made much brighter
than the rest.

Negative efrect -the normal image signal is replaced by
another signal such that the instantaneous levels of the
luminance signal are inverted symmetrically about a

median grey level.
Complementary picture effect -the effect on a colour
picture where colours are replaced by their complemen-
tary colours, i.e. those whose chrominance vectors are
180' out of phase on the PAL vector diagram.
Smoothing -the effect on an image in which the neigh-
bouring values of the lurninance sigral are replaced by a

single value. The same process may be carried out for
chrominance signals.
Inset, or picture in picture -the effect where one or more
small digital pictures or parts of pictures of predefined
shapes are displayed inset into the main picture, and can
be moved around at will. This effect is very difficult to
achieve by analogue means, because it is hard to maintain
the synchronisation of each of the different pictures.
Borderelfect-a special effectinwhich onlythe edges of
a televised object are highlighted.
Outline effect - an effect in which only the edges of a

televised object are reproduced.

Routing and Distribution of Digital
Signals
We saw in the first part of this series that in studios we are
likely to have to deal with two different kinds of digital
signals, component digital, where we need to treat lumin-
ance and colour difference signals separately, and com-
posite digital, where we are dealing with digitised PAL

FRAME
STORE
(DRAM CONTAINING

INFORMATION
ABOUT ALL PIXELS)

VIDEO OUT

Fig.5 A simple Digital Video Effects generator

Scrolling -images appear to move, one after the other,
sideways across the screen, or to roll smoothly upwards
and downwards.
Mirror elfect -the television screen is divided, so that:
partof the screen carries animagewhich is a symmetrical
copy of the image appearing on the other part.
Teletrack - a special effect in which the successive
images of a moving object, a tennis ball, for example, are
highlighted, and the path traced by the object appears
superimposed upon the picture.

signals in which the colour and luminance can be carried
together simply along one wire.

Just as CCIR recommendation 601 specifies the
sampling standard for digital compohent video, an asso-
ciated world standard, CCIRrecommendation656,spe-
cifies the interface standard which is to be used for inter-
connecting equipments which use digital component si g-

nals.It specifies thatthe luminance and colourdifference
components should be routed in parallel, in byte-wide
form, that is eight bits at a time for each component, plus

I
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clock signals, the luminance and chrominance compo-
nents being interleaved by time division multiplexing.
The bits of the digital code word that are used to describe
the digital signals are transmitted in parallel bj, means of
eight pairs ofconductors, and each carries a multiplexed
stream of each of the component signals Cb, y, Cr, y, in
turn. The eight pairs also carry hncillary data that is time
multiplexed into the stream of data during the video
blanking intervals, and a ninth pair of cables carries syn-
chronous clock signals at27MHz. To connect all these
signals 25 pin D-connectors are used, and the wiring
between the various pieces of equipment in a studio is
therefore very bulky and inconvenient, and the length of
the multicore or twisted ribbon cables that can be used is
restricted.

In a typical high quality studio post-production area
there will be several different types of component digital
equipment, including digital effects generators, a digital
vision switcher, a digital graphics or paintbox unit, and
perhaps three digital videotape recorders. Imagine the
complexity of interconnecting a system something like
that shown in Figure 7 when 25-way cabting is used to
interconnect equilment using the three component sig-
nals, and remember that it is not unknown for the bulky
cable connectors to be pulled out of their sockets, or for
some of the connections to be less than perfect, a situ-
ation that leaves the maintenance man in something of a
quandary if he believes the old adage that digital signals
either work or don't! In an analogue PAL environment
vision switchers and studio routing switchers have the
relatively simply task of switching single co-ax cables
between various sources, but it soon becomes clear that
trying to do the same with 25 way cables and connectors
is farfrom simple -evelh a plugin'patch-panel, is difficult
to build and maintain, and multiple pole switching units
are horrendous in their complexity. If interconnections
are too long, which effectively means more than a few
tens of metres, timing differences can occur between the
different data bits making up the parallel signal strands,
due to cable propagation errors, with the result that the
different bits of the data stream do not arrive at the next

piece of equipment at the same time. If interconnections
longer than about 50 metres are to be used, equalisation
can compensate for such delays, so that the data will be
received correctly, andlhe standard includes a suitable
equalisation curve.

Serial Distribution
When CCIR recommendations 601 and 656 were being
drawn up, the disadvantages of multi-wire parallel dis-
tribution and the advantages that a single wire serial sys-
tem would give were well understood, and an 8 bit paral-
lel to 9 bit serial strategy was actually worked out, but the
data rate of around 250Mbit/s that was needed made it

quite difficultto build practical equipment atreasonable
costwith thetechnology available atthe time (19g3).The
multiplexed data stream of 8 bitwords is thus transmiited
over a single channel in serial form as a series of 9-bit
transmission words, and in orderto make recoveryof this
data easier at the receiver, the data stream is subjected to
additional coding and spectral shaping before trans-
mission. Although some serial digital equipment was
made to suit this standard, and arrangements were made
for the signals to be carried either over 75 ohm coaxial

Fig.7 Simple digital studio interconnections

CENTRAL
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WIRING FOR::s-PIN 'D'CONNECTORS USED FOR
PARALLEL DIGITAL COMPONENT SIGNALS

Fig.6 Wiring for 25 pin D connectors used
for parallel digital components signal
i ntercon nect io n s

PIN
NUMBER

SIGNAL PIN
NUMBEF

SIGNAL

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
t1
l2
t3

CLOCK A
SYSTEM GROUND
DATA 7A (MSA)
DATA 6A
DATA 5A
DATA 4A
DATA 34
DATA 2A
OATA 1A
DATA OA
SPARE A-A
SPARE B-A
CABLE SHIELD

14
15
'15

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24,:

CLOCK B
SYSTEM GROUND
DATA 78
DATA 68
DATA 58
DATA 48
DATA 38
DATA 28
OATA'IB
OATA OB
SPARE A.B
SPANE B.B
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Fig.8 Equalisation characteristic curve for parallel data
(CCIR recommendation 655)

cal inter-studio multi-input/output switcher would have
taken up a small room!

Serial distribution only reallybecame practicable in
about 1990, when Sony and other manufacturers per-
fected the design of a single chip which can take in an
8/10 bit parallel digital data stream consisting of the
video data and embedded ancillary information, and
convert it to an extremely high speed serial digital bit-
stream. The maximum bit rate involved is obtained from;
13.5MHz luminance sampling rate
16.75MH2 B-Y sampling rate
16.75ilIH2 R-Y sampling rate
i.e.27MHz total sampling rate times 10 bits per sample,
which gives a total of 2'70 Million bits per second,
270Mbitls. There is also the option ofusingthe serialiser
for digital composite (PAL) signals, in which state it:
operates at 177Mbit/s. The data is actually scrambled as

it is serialised, to provide a better energy distribution
throughout the spectrum, so that data 'peaks' which
could cause interference, are smoothed out, and so that
the decoding equipment in the eventual de-serialiser will
have a better chance of recovering the data clock signals.

The output from the serialiser chip is suitable
for direct transmission over very short distan-
ces, such as between boards in individual
switcher boxes, for example, but another chip
is required to feed these signals around the
studio coax cables, this second chip acting as

both a line driver amplifier and simple dis-
tribution amplifier.

A complementary de-serialiser chip is
also available, which takes in the scrambled
serial data that comes along a coaxial cable,
and from this it recovers the necessary clock
timing and data synchronisation signals,
which allow the data to be descrambled and
decoded into parallel form.

data is to be decoded with the minimum of errors. Fore-
seeing this problem, the desigrers of the Sony chips built
in cable equaliser circuitry that can correct both the high
frequency and low frequency responses of a typical
studio distribution circuit.

cable or fibre optic cables, it was never really supported
by manufacturers. This should come as no surprise when
I tell you that a single serialiser/de-serialiser took up
about afourinch high section ofa 19 inch standard equip-
ment rack, which meant that the racks required for a typi-

CABLE CAN BE
>30O metrss

PARALLEL
DATA
OUTPUTS

AUXILIARY
DATA

[nMECODE
aND AUOrO)

Fig.9 The basic elements of a serial/parallel interface system

ARouting Switcher On A Chip
In addition to designing and building chips for the digital
serial interface, Sony have developed a chip which can
act as the central element of a routing switcher for these
digital serial signals, so thatequipment in different studio
areas can easily be inter-
connected. A single cross-
point chip provides 16

sources and 16 destina-
tions, requiring 256 cross-
points, and four of these

remarkable chips can be
arranged on a printed cir-
cuitboard to make a 32 by
32 routing switcher. Sev-
eral such cards can be
stacked to give 256 inputs
ar.d 256 outputs, provid-
ing a switcher with exten-
sive capabilities in the
absolute minimum of
physical space.

a
F
fr
F
lo
N

Fig.10 Routing switch matrixes in chip
form (Sony Broadcastl
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Audio As Well!
In any television broadcast environmentit will be necess-
ary to deal with audio signals as well as video, and the
Sony serial digital interface and its associated chipset has
enough capacity to carry not only a single channel of
video, which canbe composite forthe D-2 recorder stan-
dard or component for the D-1 recorder standard, but
also channels of high quality digital audio and some Ver-
tical Interval Time Code (VITC) signals which enable
individual fields to be identified for automatic computer
editing. Provided that the studio is only ever dealingwith
audio and video signals which are married together, as
would be the case in a typical modern playout centre, the
serial digital system has enormous advantages; all video
and audio signals can be carried on a single co-axial cable
and can be switched with ease; a truly marvellous
example of the advantages that the digital approach can
bring. This very simple arrangement cannot be used for
more creative studio areas where audio and video signals
need to be treated separately, and so there is a standard
format for digital audio signals that has been defined by
theAmericanAudio EngineeringSociety (AES) and the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU). This AES/EBU
specification defines a balanced signal format rather like
the RS422 standard that computer buffs will be familiar
with. The audio is sampled at 48kHz, and a single cable
can then be used to carry a serial digital data stream that
carries left and right hand audio channels (20 bits) plus 4
auxiliary bits, synchronising information, and channel
status information.

Distributing audio around studios as a serial digital
data stream also provides the somewhat unexpected
advantage that it is no longer possible to interchange left
and right hand audio channels by wrong cable connec-
tions, which happened more frequently with analogue
systems than many studio operators would Iike to admit!
Now that digital recorders and players are readily avail-
able, signals can be distributed in digital form throughout
the studio centre.

No systemisperfectand once we getawayfrom anal-
ogue audio signals and use a serial digital data stream,
some Dew problems do occur with audio signals that we
have not had to worry about before. Although the specifi-
cation for the serial data stream has taken care of any

relative timing errors, the digital signals will all need to
use a standard master timing clock if glitches or clicks are
to be avoided when switching between different sources,
and special arrangements will need to be made to deal
with the timing of audio signals coming from external
sources. Effectively, the move to digital distribution
means that we must take similar steps to those that we
have always needed to synchronise television pictures,
and re-synchronising and re-clocking are processes that
are used to cope with digital audio signals from sources
external to the studio centre.

Digital Telecine Machines
In spite ofall the talk that goes on about electronic video
recording replacing film, there is still a great deal of tele-
vision programme material originated on film, and the
amount actually seems to be increasing as new formats
like'super-16' can easilyprovide widescreenpicturesfor
the latest generation of 16:9 aspect ratio receivers. For
many years the standard means of converting images on
film to video signals has been to use a'flying spot' telecine
machine, where the film is moved continuously past a
specially bright cathode ray tube displaying a bright ras-
ter pattern. The light from the raster passes through the
film and colour separation equipment, before landing on
photoelectric detectors which register the amount of red,
green, and blue light from the film at any instant. In order
to provide an interlaced picture fornormal transmission,
the rasteris made to move veryquickly about the cathode
ray tube, jumping to one position to scan the first field,
and then moving rapidly to another position, where it
scans the frame again to provide the second video field -
the so-called'hoppingpatch' technique. This type of tele-
cine works very well, but requires very precise mechan-
ical and optical alignment if perfect pictures are to be
obtained, and for this reason the introduction of digital
techniques to telecines has proved a boon.

The latest telecines have replaced the cathode ray
tube and its complex scanning arrangements with a lamp
which provides a thin slit of light across the width of the
film. A row, sometimes two rows, of charge coupled
device image sensors or photo detectors, are placed
across the film path, so that as the film is moved through
the machine the picture is automatically scanned a line at



a time, the outputs from each of the sensors, typically
1024 in each of the rows, beingread sequentiallyvia shift
register circuitry into a frame store. Notice that the film is
not being scanned in an interlaced manner, but sequen-
tially, line by line, for all the 575 lines that make up the
picture. The interlaced picture that is required by the nor-
mal TV system is then generated by reading alternate
lines from the frame store. Strictly speaking, each of the
charge coupled devices that make up the line array is an
analogue device, the amount of charge which it contains
being directly analogous to the amount of light passing
through any particular pixel of the film image onto the
sensor. The signals from the line sensors are then con-
verted to digital form before being processed in a whole
series of digital adders and multipliers to ensure that the
contrast, gamma, and colour of the resulting images are
correct. Although the actual picture signals from such a
telecine need to be coded using only the standard eight
bits per sample used in CCIR recommendation 601, in
order to avoid mathematical rounding errors and to
achieve the necessary accuracy, 11-bits per sample are
used for much of the internal processing, with up

to 13 bits per sample being used for some of the critical
colour masking and gamma correction stages. Lumin-
ance and chrominance information from each line of the
picture is digitised separately and stored, and it is then
possible to produce'freezeframe'effects from the store,
and to provide pictures at different speeds from slow-
motion to fast forward and reverse. The digital images
can be stretched and compressed to provide displays
from different aspect ratio films, including the very wide
aspect ratio'Cinemascope' type, and the variable speeds
which canbe produced allowtheproducerto speed up or
slow a film in order to fill a particular programme slot.
Incredibly, viewers will not notice changes of a few per-
centin the runningspeed of thefilm, aslongas the pitch of
the audio is corrected so that the viewer's ears cannot
detect the change.

Digital Cameras -Not Yet!
There is no device more essentially analogue than a tele-
vision camera, since its basic purpose is to provide elec-
tronic signals which are analogous to the amount of light
falling on each part of the image which is to be trans-
mitted, but digital control of the complex circuitry that
modern cameras contain has made themfareasierto line

up and adjust than they used to be. Once adjustments can
be made digitally it is a short step to putting those digital
adjustments under the control of a microprocessor, and
many modern cameras can now automatically align
themselves and adjust their grey scales and colour balan-
ces to match those of other similar cameras in the studio.
These tasks would traditionally take up several hours of
the working day of a skilled studio technician, and digital
control of cameras has gone a long way towards improv-
ing the efficiency of many studio centres.

Although wehave said thatthe outputfrom a camera
tube is bound to be analogue, the coming of charge
coupled device (CCD) image sensors has enabled
camera manufacturers to adopt digital techniques, rather
like those used in the telecine machines that we discussed
in the previous section. The major difference is that the
CCD image sensors used in cameras consist of not just
one line of CCDs, but of a whole twodimensional rectan-
gular array of such devices, upon which the complete
image may be focused, and the really clever part is that all
the elements, perhaps as many as half a million, are
manufactured as part of a single silicon chip.

Whilst there are several different techniques used in
such cameras, each havingits own advantages, one ofthe
simplest to understand is the 'frame transfer' device,
originally marketed by RCA. The first thing to norice is
that the chip has to have a relatively large area in order to
have the image from the camera optics focused upon it,
and this leads to difficulties in manufacture. The smallest
blemish occurring in the silicon during the production of
the chip will give rise to permanent marks on the pictures
produced from such a chip, and so the manufacturing
yield of such chips will necessarily be low, making broad-
cast quality chips expensive. This may well be counter-
acted, however, by the many advantages that chips have
overvacuum-tubes; they are smaller, lighter, more robust,
and resistant to shock and vibration, as well as requiring
much less power, especially since there are no heater sup-
plies needed,'and no complex scanning coils to be driven
with heavy currents.

The image is focused on the top part of the frame
transfer chip, so that each of the many thousands of ele-
ments making up the chip surface area takes up a charge
which depends upon the brightness ofthe particular pic-
ture element or pixel. The bottom half of the frame trans-
ferchip is keptin darkness, and duringthe vertical blank-
ing interval, between the 'scanning' of each field, all the
charges from the CCDs in the imaging area are rapidly
transferred to the lower part, which acts as a storage area.
Each individual CCD element in the imaging area not
only stores the charge resulting from its own particular
pixel, butmust also act as an analogue shift register, trans-
ferring the charges from the cells above it through to the
storage area. During the time duringwhich the transfer of
the charges is taking place from the imaging area to the
storage area no light must be allowed to reach the chip, or'the amounts of charge describing the image will be
changed. To ensure that the chip is kept in darkness dur-
ing the switching period a special shuttering mechanism
has to be incorporated into the imager.

The signals are read out from the storage area via a
shift registeq and the resulting signals can then be pro-
cessed digitally. Other designs of CCD image sensor use
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FigI2 Principles of a CCD camera image sensor chip
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storage areas positioned next to each photosensitive area
of the chip. This means that the area of the chip which is
available to receive light is smaller than with the frame
transfer device, so that the sensitivity of the chip at low
light levels is worse. Makers of this type of chip, usually
known as interline transfer chips, claim that this disad-
vantage can be more than counteracted because of the
fact that the photosensitive elements do not have to act as

their own storage elements as well, which makes for far
more efficient charge transfer.

The simplest CCD cameras have a single light sen-
sor chip, with colour being obtained by a clever arrange-
ment of colour stripe filters and digital processing, but
such arrangements cannotproduce the quality orthe sen-
sitivity required of a broadcast camera, so that most
broadcast cameras utilise three separate CCD image
sensors, for the Red, Green and Blue components of the
image which are obtained from conventional optical
dichroic mirrors or prisms.

Other Digital Studio Tools
The introduction of digits to studios has brought with it
the capability to provide excellent quality graphics sys-
tems, which can digitally produce everything from TV
companylogos to on-screen clocks, which although they
appear to have analogue displays, complete with moving
seconds hands, produce the effect in a completely digital
manner. The wide range of digital electronic paintboxes
that are now available have given creative directors the
chance to obtain an unlimited number of graphics
effects, and this equipment can be used to 'paint' com-
pletely electronic pictures which have no equivalent in
the real world. Although there were electronic caption
generators Iongbefore digital television days, digital cap-
tion generators can provide a vast range ofdifferent col-
ours and typefaces which can be shaded, shadowed, or
filled from any other digitat signal source, and the quality
of the digitallyproduced images is superb,beingvirtually
noise free and with crisp well-defined colours.

Digital still-image stores have now become a useful toolr
in almost all newsrooms. A stitl frame can be captured
from any source, and stored on a computer hard disk for

virtually instant recall at any time in the future. In the
'olden days' of television, all of ten years ago, studios
would have stocks ofthousands of 35mm photographic
slides, which had to loaded by hand into the slide trays
that were then placed in the automatic, but very electro-
mechanical slide scanners of the day. These days hun-
dreds of 'digital slides' can be stored on hard disk, with
thousands more being stored on computerback-up tapes
for easy access.

The introduction of digital optical disks has pro-
vided considerable advances in still store technology,
simply because a single optical disk can store, typically,
up to 1600 PAL images, or a corresponding number of
component digital pictures, and autochanging ,juke-

boxes' can allow 50 disks to be accessed rapidly, allowing
any one of 80,000 or more still images to be retrieved
quickly. Optical discs are slower than standard magnetic
hard discs when it comes to retrieving pictures, but
powerfu I menu-driven search and database management
software allows for fast keyword searches and wildcard
searches which can identify a wanted disc from several
thousands within about 3 seconds, which is adequate for
the requirements of most studios. This type of optical
disk, known as a WORM (Write Once, Read Many
times) has a very large capacity, but as the name suggests,

A modern camera using CCD chips

once images have been recorded the disk cannot be over-
written with new images, only added to. Another type of
disc is also available, the MO (Magneto-Optical) design,
and although this does allow for images to be erased and
re-recorded, the capacity of such discs is currently
limited to about 400 images.

For the very fastest access to still images, completely
solid-state 'RAM disks' can be used, consisting of semi-
conductor random access memory stores which have
enough memory to store a few tens of pictures, each of
which can be accessed within milliseconds. Cost is the
only real limitation to this technology, and moststill store
systems offer a combination of different storage tech-
niques to match the requirements of the customer.

Digital slide-storage units frequently offer the oper-
ator a'Polyphoto'display, on which she can see perhaps
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SOUND CABRIER
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I
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Fig. 13 Baseband spectrum of UK TV system l, showing limited
space for an extra sound signal
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fifty small pictures on a screen at once, instantly selecting
the one that is needed for transmission at the press of a
button or by touching the appropriate part of the screen
with alightpen.In additionto the advantages of makingit
much easier to find any particular still picture, rather than
havingto sort tediouslythrough a slide library, the'digital
slides' do not suffer from dust, and they cannot be finger-
marked! Optional extras to the digital slide files offer the
capability of being able to edit the digital pictures, per-
haps to remove anuglygasholderfrom thebackground of
the picture, or even to electronically touch up the faded
highlights of an ageing blonde superstar.

many picture monitors for quality checking purposes as
you do when monitoring an analogue signal chain.

Studio output -its all change back to
analogue!
We have been discussing all-digital studios with digital
processing and routing ofdigital audio and digital video
signals, but until we reach a time when we can actually
transmit signals digitally over air, and we shall see in a
future article that this is likely to be some years away, the
final stage in the studio processing is usually to convert
the digital pictures back into analogue form, so that they

can be coded as analogue PAL
signals for transmission over our
television networkS. Iong dis-
tance distribution of television
signals between studio centres,
however, orbetween studios and
distant transmitting stations, can
now be done digitally, usually
using links provided by the vari-
ous telecoms authorities, usually
known as PTIs, that operate at
data rates of between 34Mbit/s
and 140Mbit/s. Since 1986 a

group of expertsfromthe CMTT,
a standardisation body that spe-
cialises in long distance televi-
sion transmission problems, has
been developing a computer
program, or algorithm, to reduce
the bit rate required for the dis-Monitoring Digital pictures.

In the analogue world, television signals can easil,v be
mt.rnitored at various points along the prorramme chain,
subjective assessments of picture qualitl'being made on a
picture monitor and objective measurements taken by
means of an analogue waveform monitor and appropri-
ately calibrated graticules. It is not possible to plug a pic-
ture monitor into a digital bitstream, (we1l. if r ou do you,
will not see much of a picture!) so every tlme * e need to
know what pictures are like in our digital studio we must
tap offsome of the digital bitstream and feed it to a digrtal
to analogue convertor, the output then being connected
to a standard analogue picture monitor. Kits are now
available to provide analogue studio monitors with inter-
faces for serial andlor parallel digital connections, and
these work well and are simple to fit. alrhough they do
cost several hundred pounds.

The cost of adding digital/analogue convertor kits
to all monitors can make the idea prohibitive, but there
are now personal computer based adaptors available,
which provide a cheaper method of monitoring the digi-
tal pictures. These usually consist of plug-in boards for
PC compatible machines, and special computer based
test equipment also allows quantitative measurements to
be taken on the digital signals. In practice, however, the
difficultyin actuallybeing able to look at digital pictures
for monitoring purposes is not as important as it might
seem,becausethe complete digital signal chaininthe stu-
dio is far less likely to give rise to errors affecting the
picture quality than would be the case in an analogue
environment, so you just do not need anything like as

tribution of television signals digitised in accordance
with CCIR Recommendation 601 from the initial
2l6Mbit/s down to 34Mbit/s, which is one of the lower
levels of the digital distribution hierarchy used by Euro-
pean PTTs. The lower the bit rate, the cheaper it is to send
the pictures, but the more difficult it is to maintain the
picture quality. The need to reduce the bit rate from over
200Mbit/s to 34Mbit/s represents a reduction factor of
about 6, and the task has by no means proved straightfor-
ward. Early attempts utilised systematic techniques
which introduced distortion on many different types of
picture, and the later work has concentrated on coding
techniques based on the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT). Although this technique will be described more
fully in the later section on digital transmission, its
essence is that the differences between successive picture
frames are calculated, but since it would involve too
much data to do this for each individual picture element,
blocks of picture elements, typically 16 by 16, must be
used. The DCT then ma$ematically transforms each
block of pixels into blocks ilf mathematical coefficients,
and the bit-rate can be significantly reduced. Early
implementations of the technique were oniy good
enough for telephone videoconferencing, because the
blocks making up the picture could be fairly obvious, but
further work in broadcast research laboratories showed
that the techniques were not too complex for use with
standard 625-lirc TV pictures, and the CMTT group
agreed that this was the path to take, and their work has
shown that good rESukE can be achieved at 34Mbit/s,
although some small disttxlions can be noted on certain
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critical picture material. This 34Mbit/s system, which is
currently going through the European ETSI standardis-
ation process, is primarily for use over inter-studio con-
tribution links.

When digital picture transmission does eventually
become economically feasible, our pictures will be able
to stayin digitalformfrom the studio source right through
to the receiver, and most of the analogue to digital and
digital to analogue conversion that is necessary these
days will become completely superfluous, leading to
even better picture quality.

In the meantime, it is important to remember that
each time a television signal passes through a 'codec', that
is the equipment which performs the analogue to digital
and digital to analogue conversion, its quality will be
slightly degraded. Good studio technique, therefore,
consists of maintaining the picture in digital form for as

long as possible, and in component form where this is
possible, only making the conversion to analogue and to
composite form when all picture editing and post-pro-
duction has been completed.

Digital recording - more advantages
Yet another advantage of the change to digits in studios,
an incidental one, it might seem, but one that is actually
having significant effects on the desigr of studios, is the
miniaturisation of recorders and editors that is currently
taking place. The new digital half-inch format recorders
that are currently being installed in many studio centres
take up only afraction ofthe space oftheir one-inch ana-

logue predecessors. The amount of space required to
store the vast libraries of tape that soon build up in any
studio centre is so much reduced in the new formats that
it is rumoured that some studios are being driven to use
digital record.ers by the demands of their ever-present
accountants, who realise that if the amount of space
required to store tapes can be reduced, so can the bills for
running the place!

Just as the compact digital audio disc revolutionised
the way in which we listen to sound, new techniques of
recording moving pictures onto digital optical discs
promise to eventually replace the digital tape recorder
altogether. As was mentioned when we looked at still-
stores,Digital optical discs ofseveral types are now avail-
able, some of which can be recorded only once, whilst
others are erasable as well. There are still some snags,
such as the limited data transfer rates that can currently
be achieved, and those currently on the market do not
record pictures of full broadcast quality bandwidth,
either for luminance or chrominance, but the conveni-
ence of disc recording, with the 'randomaccess, to any
part of the disc that no tape system can ever give, could
promise abrightfuture fordigitalvideo discs, inboth stu-
dio and home.

Solid state recorders.
We saw earlier that solid state memories, commonly
called 'RAM disks' can be used for still stores. The falling
cost of this type of semiconductor storage is beginningto
make it possible to store moving images, so that an all
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solid state video recorderwith no moving parts is theore-
tically possible. Several such devices are on the market,
but their operating time is generally measured in sec-
onds, which restricts their usefulness to postproduction
and editingsuites,whererepeated edits can bemadewith
no loss ofvideo quality. The cost of such storage, and the
size of the computers containingit, cloes mean, however,
that it is likely to be many, many years before we could
contemplate a solid state video recorder with a playing
time of 90 minutes! Nothing seems to be impossible in
our digital world, though, and some of the new bit- rate
reduction and image compression techniques that are
being studied could conceivably lead to the solid-state
video 'Walkman' as we get into the next centur1,. J151
think ofthe advantages ofhaving such a device with no
moving parts, for both manufacturers and consumers.

pigi{a_l sou^nd transmission - alongside
the video signal.
At the present time, digital television sound signals.
which require much lower data rates than their accom-
panying vision signals, are actually sent around the
country hidden in the line synchronising signals of the
analogue TV video waveform, a process called 'sound in
syncs', and the comingof the NICAM digital sound trans-
mission system enables audio signals to stav in disrtal
form from studios right through to our homes. u hich has
transformed the quality of TV sound that rre can no\\.
recerve.

Although digital sound signals require loser dara
rates than digital video signals, the banduidth arailable
for television signals in the UK was decided upon long
before any ideas of transmitting digital audio rvere
thought of, and so there would not be room ro squeeze in
a digtal stereo sound signal if it were coded in the same
wayasthe soundon acompactaudio disc. The dras ingof
thebaseband television spectrum sho\\ s that there is I,ery
little space available between the existine mono sound
channel and the start ofthe nert r-ision channel. and so
some means had to be found of reducin s rhe amount of
data required to represent the tuo channel,s of a stereo
sound signal, so that the resultins sisnal could be fitted
into the limited spectrum space ar ailabJe

Two channels of digital audio coded ro compact disc
standards would require a data rate of something over
1.4Mbit/s, since the CD samplin_erate is -1-1.1kH2, and l6
bits per sample are used.

44.lkHz x 16bits per sample : :U5.6kbit/s per
channel for two channels data rate : 705.6 x 2 :
1.411Mbit/s.

Using any practical modulation technique it is not
possible to fit this amount of data into the existing TV
channel spectrum, and so a means of bit rate reduction
and a matching modulation svstem rvere developed,
initially by the BBC, the overall svsrem being called
NICAM -Near Instantaneous Companding and Multi-
pleing. Although the keen TV salesman tries to sell the
NICAM receiver as giving'CD-euality' sound, in fact
the need to restrict the bandrvidth of the audio signal
does give rise to some loss of quality when compared with
CD, but this will be noticeable only by ,golden- eared,
purists, and the truth is that the NICAM system provides
excellent quality stereo sound which is only marginally

worse than that available from your CDs. The NICAM
coding system manages to use a significantly lower data
rate than CD,728 Kbit/s compared with 1.411Mbit/s, by
adopting a number of different techniques.

By restrictin g the highest audi o frequen cy to I -5kHz,
rvhich most people find very acceptable, it is possible to
reduce the sampling rate used to only 32kHz, rather than
rhe 44.7kHz of CDs (remember that the Nyquist samp-
ling theorem tells us that the minimum sampling fre-
quency must be greater than twice the highest frequency
contained in the original waveform). The number of bits
per sample, which effectively means the number of indi-
vidual audio levels that can be coded, is also reduced to
14, compared with the 16 used for CD. Even these reduc-
tions do nothowever reduce the bit rate enough to fit into
the available bandwidth, and an 'audio masking, tech-
nique is used to effect a significantfurtherreductionin bit
rate. Audio masking is a well-known psychoacoustic
effect in which when you listen to a loud sound, any other
quieter sounds in the same or adjacent frequency bands
become inaudible. Since these signals are inaudible,
there is no point in wasting data bits by coding them, and
so the remaining data bits can be used to describe more
accurately the sounds that will be heard.

Prior to transmission of the NICAM sound signal
the original 14- bit samptes are reduced to l0 bits, the 10
bits being selected from the original 14 according to the
level of the audio signal. For low level sounds only the 1 0
least significant bits of the 14 are transmitted, since the
remaining bits, the most significant bits, would not be
used because the signal is not loud enough to require
them. When loud sounds are transmitted, only the 10
most significant bits are transmitted, the iernaining bits,
which would have described only lowlevel sounds,
being omitted. You never get something for nothing in
engineering, however, and this technique does result in
some increase in noise, but if everythingis done properly
this noise will be masked by the audio. When your
receivertries to decode theincomingdata stream itneeds
to be told which bits were missed from the original 14,
and so eachgroup of coded samples is accompanied bya
'range coding word'which enables the receiver to set the
ten bits which it receives within the correct part of the
complete 14 bit scale.

As with most digital signals, the NICAM data is very
rugged and well protected against errors as it passes over
the path between transmitter and receiver. The author
has received excellent NICAM digital audio signals from
the London Crystal Palace transmitter at locations in
western Hampshire atwhich satisfactory reception of the
pictures from the same transmitter was impossible - a
good example of the benefits that digital transmission
can bring.

'Spare capaqty' in the NICAM signal
Only 704 kbit/s of the available 728kbit/s are actually
used for carrying audio signals, and even when the
necessary 'overhead' for control and protection of the
NICAM data has been included, there are still about
11kbit/s of'spare capacity' available for other purposes,
even whilst the stereo audio is being transmitted in the
main data block. Some TV companies are currently usiug
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these 11kbit/s to carry in-house talkback channels
between studio centres and outside broadcast units,
others are looking atthe practicability ofsending encryp-
tion control words in this space, which could be used to
de-scramble previouSly scrambled audio signals at indi-
vidual receivers making use of a subscription television
network. Modern sound coding and data compression
techniques might even make it possible to use the
11kbit/s to carry a third digital audio channel along with
the two main stereo channels, and although the audio
quality of such a system is likely to be fairly limited,
research work is currently being carried out to determine
the feasibility of providing an 'audio description' channel
which would assist partially sighted viewers to improve
their understanding of what is happening on the screen.

Judging by somd of the obscure plays which I have been

watching on TV recently, we could all perhaps make good
use of such a'helper' channell
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5.25" 360k Dtsks (10)..........€2.00 RLL HDD......... ........,.......8127.50
Cautant RLl50/1 PSU........€14.50 Prtnters ................... From €42.50

HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS!
STOCK CONTINUALLY UPDATED

Please ask about ribbon prices, htgh quality, Iow cost

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS
YOUR COMPUTING REQUIREMENT

M^It LVERN (0864) 569059

BUILD YOUR OWN RECORDING
AND PA EQUIPMENT
_ AND SAVE HUNDREDS OF POUNDS!

Genuine professionai qu6lity studio equipment in kit form
(wrth cases, optional rackmount).

al) controls for level,
d. lnsert points and
065 o PAMA,TETRIC

VALVE DISTORTION BOX ei 9 o Dt BOX f.18 Four f.49
MIXER: 4 chan 099 6 chan E12O I chan 0.t 40
ALSO: Poweramps, splitters, balanced mic dmps, etc . . . .

For complete catalogue call: 081 808 7323

DM30I

!1;nc'
dlgll mm
FEATUnES P@kd Dmm with
l2mm disploy ACr/DC votls,

lo l0omDsq lo loompi
5 Diode tesl
W inshucltons

or."f10.95

Tt3400
3l rongo 3'/2 di0lt mm
wllh 25mm Lorce DlsDloY
FEATURES 4fuDoii|once.,
rong6 AC/DC volls AC/DC
curml lo 20 omDs 6 tesElonce

tesl
0r

tdONLY

f39.gs llx postetc e2 00
PGI lEe wion yd Bly lht

This superb transmission line kit by
Richard McDonald utilises a Volt
8M.22O.218 Bass Mid Unit and a
25 DT 5l Metal Dome Tweeter.

These two units are intergrated
with a high qualily bi-wired passive
crossover incorporating air cored
inductors and polypropylene
capacitors

The kit is available in three forms

The baslc kit which contains just the
drive units and kit crossovers.

The p/us kit as above but includes
acoustilux, wacoustic panels, gold
plated binding posts, griil studs,
grill fabric, internal wiring and a
set of spikes

The total kit as above but includes
flat pack cabinets accurately
machined from 18mm M.D.F.

Dimensions 1A24 x 274 x 37'mm

Basic Kit E27A.(n
Plus Kit t329.M
Total Kit gttig.M

Wilmslow
WAudio&

DIY Speaker catalogue e1 50
post free (export tg 50)

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 4 demonstration rooms available.

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: (0565) 650605
Fax: (0565) 650080

1pl1 T","pnone creor caro ltltr-lllasll orders welcome t-al

Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers,
power supplies, communications, disk drives, multimeters.
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, component
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers.
CANONZOOMLENSC.II,IOUNTVillT1T.1O2I!IM T95 AVOCZ45l5LCBCOMPONEN]COI,IPARATOB T75
SONYHVC2O1OPCOLOURCAMERA 895 AMLrIICALEAITANCESWITHWEIGHTS 169

Many valuable items at knock-down-prices.
SCBLEAOPTFEl915SILVERPLID5OYOREFLS 12 (INGSHILLNS154OlSV4OAPSUCASED 

T295
WAYNE KERB 8A200+ADS] DISP ST0RE f99E HP 6t68, 610C, 626A, 620A SIG GENS r3s EA

HONEYWELT 612 HUII,IIDII//IEI\4P RECOHOERS T95 TEKTRONIX 7403N, DR, 7DO1 LOGIC ANAL 1595
TEK5L4N1000HzsPEcT ANAL5110l!l/t EIc t7s0 Osclll0sc0pEsOUALTRACES,6TATE FromEti0
slEl\4ENsnclOl22PENOHARTRE00RDER t395 MARc0NlTt230oAiilflltu00METER520MHz t24i
RUSHRT2ENCUWSTRIPPER2S.4SAWG T195 ROEIN4l12PHASEEARTHLOOPTESTEfl I75
BIISH SDF4+VAR SPEED CONT 9-29AWG tgS B0BIN i402 OtGlTAt BCCB (EICB) TESTEH t7S
DATAI-ABDL9I2TRANS|ENTRECoRDER e195 B&Tt_ABoVENSt2xt3(4 |NTEBNAL210"C fl95
BBC-B&MASTEHCoMPUTERSFRoM FromE139 REDP0|NT6E-1 H/S|NKS1.s"CAV.(oTyp0A) t1.50
FARNELL E350 Pstl's 0-350V 100mA 6 3V's 169 STAG pp4t EPB0M PB0GRAMMEH t49S
I4ARCONI IF23OO FM/A[' MODULAIION IIIEIER 1195 MABCONI TF233O WAVE ANALYSER T15O
IEKTRONIX 834 PBOG DATACOMI/S TESTER T395 COHU 301 O,sOOV OC VOLTAGE STD. INT BET 1125
VABIABLE oUTPUI PSU! HV & LV trom C35 LEADER LB0.9C ALTGNMENT SC0PE 1249
TEK[B0N|)(52052lAPALV/SCoPES Fromt4TS StcNALGENEBAToRSAFT02tGHz From!1S

LIST AvAILABtE, BUT 1000's 0F U1{USTED BARGAIilS F0B CALLERS
OUALITY ETECTROTIIC EOUIPiIEI{T BOUGHT. ATt PRICE EXC. OF P&P AI{D UAT

fddr€r Spedol lnatrumeffi Oflor - f,,hilo ttod6 to,
etor I rongo wtn co$ 0/600v.
925.95 UK post €tc 92.0O.
luy Im I
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PCBFoils
"+

'+
Acoustix Bridge Amp Foil and overlay
Power Anip featured in February'92

+
Acoustix Bridge Amp Foil and overlay

Pre-amp featured in February'92

+

+.

0o
MIDI Switch er March 1992
Fig.2 -Pins 00A of both 4 bit latches to
IC7-9 should read 5 not 6. R20 the 3k3
SIL should be R28
Fig.3 -IC7,8,9,10 pins 19 should be 13
Fig.5 - Bottom left corner. The con-
nections from left to right should be:
Pins l and Z:OUTBx4.Pin 3:OUT
A1 Pin 4 :OUT A2 Pin 5 :OUT ,{3
Pin 6 :OUT,{4
Addition to Buylines: (QL37S) is the
substitute with no IC holder. The
thumbwheel switch is fromMaplin (cat
no. JK36P)
Mains Switched Timer Febrttary 1992
Fig.1 On IC5,D3 goes to pin 5 notpin 1

Fig.2 Pin 1 and pin 15 pulses should
line up with lle edge of pin 3 pulse.
Fig.4 IC13 inputs are pins 1,2,8 not
l,2,3.the connection line P from SW3
should go to the R40/pin 1 line. The
line Q from SW4 should go to the R41/
pin 9line.
Fig.6 Diode D5 is reversed.
On the topside counter driver ground
plane on page 61, the clearance gap for
C 10 to *12V is missing on this foil only.
This is placed directly above the top left
hand pin of IC13 (pin 1a).

?
o

c0
llnRTECH SYSTEITS
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Chip Stereo Amplffier

Scanner for Audio
generatol

Xenon Flash board

ETI JUNE 1992

Xenon Flash trigger board

73



ECT IITDEX 1972.1992
MISCELLANEOUS
Alcohometer (redction timer)
Allez Cat pest scarer
Autocompass
Autolume light operated switch
Automatic plant waterer
Automatic plant waterer
Barometer, digital (ETl Digibaro) part 1

Bar code lock 
Pafi2

Bat detector
Bell Boy
Battery Eliminators,two
Bike speedometer
Bike Speedometer
Bikebell (First Class)
Bicycle Battery dynamo standby
Bicycle Rev Rider

Errata
Big Digits display timer
Bleeper
Boiler controller
Buzby Meter (telephone call meter)
Coin Collector (metal locator)
Combo-lock
Compass, automatic
constant current generator circuits
Data logger
DC-DC Converter, 12V-55V 2A
Desoldering made simple
Digital barometer (ETl Digibaro) part 1

Digita'l display

pafi2
Errata

Mth Yr Pg
Dec 1981 79
Feb 1982 89
Jun 1983 20
Nov 1974 28
Aug 1978 61

Mar 1990 42
Feb 1986 26
Mar 1986 50
Jul 1988 22
May 1992 42
Jul 1988 48
May 1972 30
Jun 1975 23
May 1988 20
Oct 1988 32
Jun 1988 38
Jan 1989 32
Mar 1989 57
Oct 1987 30
Jun 1989 49
Sep 1987 47
Apr 1985 34
Jul 1973 20
Apr 1988 36
Jun 1983 20
May 1991 40
Feb 1985 45
Apr 1986 19
Aug 1972 61

Feb 1986 26
Mar 1986 50
Oct 1986 63
Oct 1975 15
Nov 1975 77
Jan 1979 35
Aug 1986 41

Jul 1988 48
Apr 1989 30
Oct 1982 29
Dec 1980 60
Sep 1989 49
Oct 1989 50
Feb 1977 50
Dec 1988 38
Feb 1975 46
Mar 1977 56
Sep 1980 69
Mar 1988 34
Sep 1984 53
Dec 1982 25
Jul 1973 30
Mar 1992 42
Apr 1992 52
Oct 1973 66
Feb 1988 40
Oct 1982 29
Dec 1988 28
Aug 1978 61

Oct 1981 56
Jan 1991 58
May 1991 58
Jun 1987 40
Jun 1976 26
Apr 1978 33
Feb 1987 35

paft2
Geiger counter (pocket)
Hear-and-tell unit
Hearing Aid

Errata
Heating management system
Helping hand

(RNID competiton winner)
Homes for ohms

(resistor storage system)
lnduction balance metal locator
lnduction balance metal locator
lnduction loop, portable
lnfrared remote control
lnfraswitch
lnf ra-red remote control,

ETI lR60 part 1

paft2
lntelligent call meter (telephone) part 1

Mth Yr

Mar 1987
Sep 1991
Oct 1974
Jan 1989
May 1989
Dec 1987

May 1978

Jan 1973
Feb 1977
Feb 1978
Jul 1983
May 1981
Dec 1990

May 1980 33
Jun 1980 73
Aug 1986 36
Oct 1986 53
Nov 1986 53
Dec 1986 54
Mar 1987 63
Feb 1989 32
Mar 1989 38
Apr 1989 43
May 1986 28
Feb 1988 36
Mar '1987 63
Dec 1974 32
Jan 1975 70
Aug 1989 49
Jul 1982 30
Aug 1982 39
Sep 1982 9
Apr 1989 35
Nov 1984 69
May 1985 43
Mar 1974 34
Mar 1978 26
Jun 1981 45
Nov 1977 41

Nov 1980 81
Mar 1981 52
Nov 1974 28
May 1975 48
Apr 1984 53
May 1984 37
Sep 1986 42
Jan 1988 52
Oct 1988 56
Nov 1984 66
Jun 1979 46

Mar 1986 33
Oct 1982 53
Nov 1982 68
Jul 1973 20
Mar 1980 78
Apr 1980 9
Jun 1980 11

Feb 1977 33
Feb 1978 32
Sep 1989 42
May 1986 28

Pg

39
48
24
33
61

25

16

47
33
32
52
51

52

pafi2
part 3
part 4
Errata
part 1

part2
part 3

lntelligent plotter

lntercom switchless
Kitchen scales, digital

lntercom for noisy environments
lntercom for telephones
lntercom (Microlight intercom) Errata
lntercom (Using the 1M380)

Errata

part 1

paft2
Errata

Errata
Digital display module
Digital panel meter
Doorbell Counter
Doorbell digital
Doorbell, electronic (Free PCB project)
Doorbell, musical
Doorbell programmable (Polybell)
Software for Polybell
Doorbell, two tone (Short Circuit)
Dopler speed gun
Drill speed controller
Drill speed controller
Drill speed controller
Drum Flash
Dry cell charger
Earth leakage circuit breaker
Earth resistivity meter
Earth charge recorder part 1

part 2
Easy way to make PC boards
Electric fencer
Electronic doorbell (free PCB project)
Electronic Thermostat
ETI wet plant waterer
FM mains remote control
Five-in-one remote sensing switch
Frequency plotter
Flame simulator
Garden watering systems
Gas monitor
Geiger ratemeter and counter part 1

Kinetotie
Knite Light
Large digit scoreboard
Laser, low-cost
LCD panel meter
LED Jewellery
LED pendant
Light activated switch
Light activated switch module
Light operated switch (Autolume)
Low battery warning
Mains-borne remote control part 1

part2
Mains conditioner
Mains conditioner

Errata
Mains failure alarm (ETl Vogonoff)
Mains seeker
Memo minder - slotted opt-switch

(Free PCB project)
Message panel
Message panel interface
Metal locator
Metal locator

Errata
Errata

Metal locator, induction balance
Metal locator, induction balance
Metal locator, twin loop
Microlight intercom

ETI JI.]NE 1992



E rrata
Microwave oven leakage detector

Errata
Mini-drill speed controller
Modulated LASER transmitter
Modulated LASER opto-receiver
Motor speed controller

Errata
E rrata

Musical doorbell
NiCad battery charger
NiCad charger
NiCad charger/regenerator
Nuclear stratagy simulator
Noiseiess power switch
Optical communications ci rcu its
Opto-switch, slotted (ETl Memo

Minder free PCB project)
Panel meter, digital
Panel meter, LCD
Perpetual pendulum
Pest control (Allez Cat)

Pet scaring ultrasonic horn
Plant waterer
Polystyrene cutter
Pond level controller
Portable induction loop
Power supply, switch mode par.: '

oat 2

Programmable logic evaluation boarc
Proximity switch
Radiation monitor (geiger rate rnete.

and counter) caa :

ca*. 2

Rain alarm
Rain alarm
Reaction timer (Alcohometerl
Regulator, switch mode, 5V 1A

Regulator, discrete com ponent
Remote-controlied powe r switbh
Remote control, FM mains
RS232 Relay Board
Schmitt trigger with variable hysteresis

(Free PCB Design Competitionr
Scoreboard, large digit
Serial logic scope
Slide controller
Soil moisture indicator

E rrata
Soil moisture indicator
Soldering iron controller
Speech synthesiser (RS232)

Speed gun Doppler
Stethoscope for engineers
Super selective music filter
Super Siren
Switch mode power supply

Switching regulator, 5V 1A
Switching regulator, 5V 10A
Tape/slider synchroniser
Tape/slide synchroniser
Tape/slide synchroniser
Telephone alarm

Telephone extension bell
Errata

Telephone lntercom
Telephone lndicator
Thermostat electronic
Torch finder
Touch switch
Touch switch

Errata
Touch switch (Free PCB project)
Touch switch, TTL-level

(Free PCB project)
Transatlantic time zone corrector
Trigger happy

(Free PCB.Design Competition)
Troglograph VLF cave communication

system part 1

paft2
Two battery savers
Twonky- MPU musical box
Two-tone door bell (short circuit)
Typewriter interface

Errata
Typewriter interface for the BBC
UFO detector
Ultrasonic switch
Ultrasonic Horn
Utiliboard breadboarding system
Valentine badge
Variable hysteresis Schmitt trigger

(Free PCB design competition)
Vertical speed indicator (Vario) part 1

35 part2
39 Errata
62 VLF cave communication system
35 (ETl Troglograph) part 1

79 pafiz
40 Vogonoff mains failure alarm
46 Voltage reference circuits
90 Watchdog power saver
56 Wind speed indicator
36

Mth Yr

Mar 1987
Nov 1979
Dec 1979
Jun 1981

May 1991

June 1991

Jul 1979
Nov 1979
Dec 1979
Dec 1980
May 1974
Aug 1979

Sep 1983
July 1987
Mar 1981

Jun 1976

Mar'1986
Aug 1986
Mar 1978
Nov 1984
Feb 1982
Feb 1989
Mar 1990
Jul 1982
May 1992
Jul 1983
Jun 1983
Jul 1983
Mar 1986
Oct 1978

Feb 1987
Mar 1987
Apr 1978
Dec 1979
Dec 1981
Nov 1985
Dec 1991
May 1981

Oct 1981
Jul 1989

Oct 1986
May 1985
Nov 1989
Sep 1990
Aug 1977
Sep 1977
Jul 1979
May 1981
Jan 1988
Dec 1988
Mar 1981

Apr 1984
Mar 1990
Jun 1983
Jul 1983
Nov 1985
Apr 1976
Jun 1972
Feb 1979
Dec 1989
Jul 1987
Oct 1978
Nov 1981
Apr 1985
Aug 1986
Oct 1986
Nov 1986
Dec 1986
Mar 1987

Pg

63
85
13

89
30
29
47
13

13

60
52
29
27
28
13
68

33
41

26
77
89
38
42
73
37
52
35
83
37
75

Mth Yr Pg

Jun 1990 16

Sep 1990 62
Feb 1988 36
Mar 1989 36
Dec 1988 28
Jul 1978 31

May 1976 14
Dec 1979 93
Jan 1980 11

Oct 1982 30

Apr 1986 42
Apr 1988 40

Oct 1986 26

Jun 1986 38
Jul 1986 50
May '1972 30
Feb 1979 79
Feb 1977 50
Oct 1983 21

Mar 1984 25
Aug 1985 41

Jul 1978 63
Feb 1978 62
Feb 1989 38
Nov 1975 58
Mar 1990 54

Jun 1986 38
Jul 1986 50
Nov 1984 66
Apr 1991 38
Oct 1977 10
Apr 1979 85

,-
,Lt.il
:Hffi

Oct 1986 26
Apr 1984 19
May 1984 57
Dec 1984 71

23
29
79
78
16
55
38

part'1
paft 2

26
43
46
29
19

8
67
24
39
38
63
39
40
35
83
40
55
48
27
57
44
65
78
34
36
53
53
54
63

Oct 1980
Dec 1980
Nov 1976
Jul 1979
Nov 1979
Dec 1979
Apr 1980
Aug 1983
May 1979
Jun 1979
Aug 1979
May 1980

May 1982
Nov 1979
Dec 1979
Feb 1980
Apr 1978

Apr 1982
Jul 1977
Dec 1981
Jun 1981
Jan 1974
May 1975
Apr 1992

15

13

16
47
13
13

29
61

61

87
13

52
79
42
86
17

23

Telephone bell extender
Telephone bell shifter/extender
Telephone call meter (Buzby Meter)
Telephone call meter, intelligent part 1

parl2
part 3
Part 4
Errata

MODEL CONTROL
FM radio control

Errata
Model train controller
Motor speed controller

Errata
Errata

Radio control servo failsafe
Radio control servo failsafe
Radio control system part 1

part2
Errata

Servotester
Slot car controller
The Beast model train controller part 1

paft2
Errata

White-line follower

MOTORING
Accurate voltage monitor
Alarm alarm
Alcohometer
Antenna extender
Anti-theft auto alarm
Auto Amp - car audio booster
Auto car-light control
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Automatic battery charger
Automatic car theft alarm
Autowipe
Battery charger
Battery charger, smart
Battery indicator
Bodywork checker
Brake light warning
Breakdown beacon
Car alarm

Car alarm
Car alarm
Car alarm

Car alarm
Caravan lights checker

(Reader's Design)
Car immobiliser
Car security device
Combined tacho-dwell
Courtesy light extender

Mth Yr

Apr 1980
Aug 1972
Jan 1986
Nov 1973
Jul 1981
Jul 1979
Dec 1981
Oct 1972
Sep 1976
Mar 1975

Errata Jul 1975
Dec 1978
Nov 1981
Oct 1983

Errata Nov 1983
Aug 1987

Apr 1981
May 1979
Apr 1980
Jan 1987
Feb 1975
Apr 1975
Jan 1979
Sep 1973
May 1978
Apr 1975
May 1975
Aug 1975
Mar 1981
Apr 1975
Jan 1983
Sep 1979
Mar 1979
Dec 1972
Mar 1975
Sep 1974
Jan 1988
Aug 1988
Jan 1981
Feb 1979
Mar 1982
Aug 1987
Feb 1975
Sep 1979
Jan 1982
Jan 1977
Aug 1987
Aug 1987
Aug 1973
Dec 1977
Sep 1979
Jul 1981
Aug 1987
Jan 1987
Jul 1917
Sep 1977
Jan 1979
Apr 1991
Feb 1979
Dec 1974
May 1975
Apr 1973
Sep 1979
Jan 1986

Pg

39 Accentuatedmetronome
50 Accentuated beat metronome
50 Activator (aural exciter)
64
85 Audio phaser
92 Audio visual metronome
54 Autochord rhythm generator
44
52 Automate 20 mixing desk
24
68 Better Flanger, the
16
94 Black hole choraliser
66
96 Bomb drop sound effect
40 Bongobox

Mth Yr Pg

Feb 1978 17

June 1979 21

Jan 1986 30
Errata Jul 1986 56

Dec 1976 29
Nov 1972 47

part 1 Nov 1978 56
pafi2 Dec 1978 80
part 1 Apr 1992 22
paft2 May 1992 17

Jan 1987 47
Errata Mar 1987 63

May 1980 90
Errata Sep 1980 1 1

Apr 1982 50
Dec 1986 43
Aug 1977 24

Apr 1985 57
May 1978 57
Jul 1978 7
Jan 1984 33
Nov 1985 48
Jun 1986 55
May 1980 92
Sep 1980 11

Mar 1985 22
Jul 1985 27
Oct 1978 17

Feb 1989 26
Dec 1985 46
Jun 1986 29
Nov 1985 58
Jun 1986 55
Apr 1985 57
Dec 1984 16
Jan 1985 62
Feb 1985 24
Aug 1985 62
Nov 1985 63
Jan 1986 47
Feb 1986 42
Mar 1986 44
Jun 1986 48
Jul 1986 44
Mar 1985 15
Jul 1985 27
Dec 1985 46
Sep 1985 43
Apr 1981 75
Dec 1985 41

Dec 1986 43
Nov 1985 58
Jun 1986 55
Jun 1980 84
Aug 1980 13
May 1984 62
Aug 1984 66
Nov 1983 36
Apr 1984 62
Sep 1990 52
Oct 1984 18

Aug 1977 24
Jun 1990 40
Jan 1984 33
Jan 1987 47
Mar 1987 63
Jul 1991 47
Apr 1977 48
Oct 1980 53
Sep 1982 57

Errata

Errata
Digital tachometer
Electronic ignition
Electronic ignition
Electronic ignition system part 1

pafi2
Errata

Engineer's Stethoscope
Flip flop flasher
Fuel gauge
Fuel level monitor
Headlight delay
Headlight reminder
Headlight reminder
lgnition timing light
ln car'power supply

Errata
LED tachometer
Light activated tachomneter
Lightvrnmd
Knight raider
Meter beater
Overspeed alarm
Parking meter timer
Patch detector (Short Circuit)
Rear wiper alarm
Reminder light
Revealer - body filler detector
Rev monitor/counter
Screen heater controller
Smart battery charger
Sonic rev counter
Tacho/dwell, combined
Tachometer

Errata
Tachometer, digital
Tachometer; digital
Tachometer; light activated
Tacho timing-light
Trafficator flasher
Turn indicator cancellor
Warning indicator monitoring System
Wiper delay, automatic

100

89
50
62
51

7'l
23
36
41

10

23
69
63
42
46
53
27
48
34
18
36
63
49
50
73
46
28
79
29
33
44
36
58
37
89
85
38
62
32
I

23
58
50
18

46
70
23
50

Bongos, electronic
CCD delay line effects board

(for the Sonneti Combo)
CCD phaser

Chorus/flanger
Chorus unit

Errata
Chorus unit (ETl Black Hole)

Errata
Combo amplifiet ETI Sonnet

Errata
Complex sound generator (Minisynth)
Com preesor/ Lim iter/gate
Compression gate, direct inject
CV adaptorfor MlDl oontrollers
Cymbalsynth

Errata
Delay line, CCD
Delay line, digital

Digital sound sampler

Digital VCO

Errata
Direct inject compression gate
Direct injection box
Drum machine
Drum sequencer for the Spectrum
Drum synthesiser for the

Commodore 64 (Bongo Box)
Drum synthesiser (Cymbal Synth)

Errata
Drum synthesiser, ETI Staccato

Errata
Drum synthesiser midi

Errata
Drum synthesiser, mini

Errata
Entertainer, The (hi{i thru FM radio)
Ezeko spring-line reverberation unit
Electronic bongos (Short Circuit)
Fecko Box
Flanger/chorus unit
Flanger, the Better

Errata
Foot-tapper guitar control
Fuzz box (Short Circuit)
Fuzzlsustain box

Errata

part 1

paft2
part 3
Errata
part 1

pafi2
part 3
paft4
part 5

part 6

MUSIC AND EFFECTS
1024-note composer

(synthesiser sequencer)

L6

May 1981
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Guitar attack delay unit
Guitar effects unit

Errata
Guitar effects supply and pre-amp
Guitar note expander
Guitar tuner

Errata
E rrata

Guitar tuner
Gunshot sound effect
Hand-clap synthesiser
Hi-fi power meter

How to MlDl a Piano

Hyper-fuzz
Metronome, accentuated
Metronome, accentuated beat
Metronome and beat counter

(ETl Rhyth ROM)
Errata

Metronome, audio visual
Metronome (Free PCB project)
Metronome (Short Circuit)
Midi drum synth

E r rata

MlDl interface for the BBC two
channel

MlDl-to-CV converter
Mini drum synthesiser

MlDl mapper
MlDl master keyboard

MlDl Patchbay

Errata

pa,'1 1

pan2
part 3

E rrata
MlDl Programmer
MlDl switcher
Minisynth (complex sound generatorr
Multi-option siren
Musical box
Music box, MPU (ETl Twonky)
Music board for the ZX81 part 1

pari 2

E r rata

Music processor
E rrata

New sound for your guitar
Noise gate
Noise generator
Noise gate with compressor and Dl box
Organ, ETI Victory

Pg

30 Simple echo unit (ETl Ezeko)

97 Sonneti combo amplifier
9 Errata

43 Sonneti CCD delay line effects board
95 Sorcerer string synthesiser part 1

41 parl2
9 part 3

11 Sound bender (ring modulator)
41 Sounnd effects 1: bomb drop
89 Sound effects 2: steam train and whistle
68 Sound effects 3: phaser/explosion
33 Sound effects 4: gunshot
29 Sound sampler, digital part 1

26 part2
63 part 3

43 part 4
17 part 5

21 part 6

SpecDrum sequencer
Steam train and whistle sound effect
String Thing (Transcendent DPX) part 1

part 1

part 2

Errata

Pg

18
22
27
57
36
48
32
88
50

118
63
89
63
47
42
44

4
44
41

118
18

62
35
64
53
57
42
32
54
41

84
20
24
40
44
54
24
52
58
48
68
87
77
au

27

78

79

59

62
15

88

Mth Yr

Jun 1973
Apr 1979
Jun 1979

Dec 1989
Apr 1981
Jan 1982
Mar 1982
May 1982
May 1989
May 1982
Aug 1981

May 1987
Jun 1987
Jun 1989
Aug 1989

Oct 1987
Feb 1978
Jun 1979

Nov 1985
Jun 1986
Nov 1972
Nov 1980
May 1977
May 1984
Aug 1984

Apr 1987 42
Jun 1986 29
Nov 1983 36
Apr 1984 62
Oct 1989 53
May 1987 27
Jun 1987 33
Jul 1987 40
Jul 1989 41

Nov 1989 60
Mar 1989 31

Mar 1992 16

Oct 1978 17

Jan 1981 22
Apr 1981 50
Feb 1979 79
Apr 1983 16
May 1983 54
Jun 1983 15

Nov 1981 38
May 1982 11

Jun 1973 30
Jul 1985 38
Dec 1979 67
Dec 1985 46
Feb 1983 19

Mar 1983 36
Apr 1983 56
May 1983 67
Dec 1976 41

Dec 1976 29
May 1978 57
May 1982 63
Jun 1981 24
Aug 1982 28
Sep 1982 16
Oct 1988 34
Jul 1979 36
Apr 1982 101

Dec 1974 46
Oct 1984 18
Nov 1985 33
Jun 1986 55

Dec 1985 41

Sustain fuzz box

Synthesiser, ETI 3600

Mth Yr

Oct 1985
Mar 1985
Jul 1985
Apr 1985
Aug 1985
Sep 1985
Oct 1985
Oct 1981
Apr 1982
Apr 1982
May '1982

May 1982
Nov 1985
Jan 1986
Feb 1986
Mar 1986
Jun 1986
Jul 1986
Dec 1985
Apr 1982
Aug 1979
Sep 1979
Oct 1979
Nov 1979
Oct 1980
Sep 1982
May 1975
Jun 1975
Jul 1975
Oct 1975
Jan 1976
Jan 1974
Feb 1974
Mar 1974
Apr 1974
May 1974
Jun 1974
Jul 1974
Aug 1974
Sep 1974
Aug 1981
Dec 1980
Jan 1981
Feb 1981
Mar 1981

Aug 1980

Oct 1980

Apr 1981

1 980
1 980

1980

1 980
1980
1 980

Jul 1980
May 198'l
Aug 1985
Sep 1985
Oct 1985
Jul 1978
Aug 1978
Jan 1979
Dec 1976
Jul 1978
Aug 1978

33
55
47
56
39
62
66

part2
part 3

part 4

Errata
part 1

parl2
part 3
part 4
Errata
part 1

part2
part 3

part 4
part 5

part 6
part 7
part I
part I

part 1

part2
part 3
paft 4

part 1

paft 2

part 3

part 4

Synthesiser, ETI 4600

Synthesiser, hand clap
Synthesiser, polyphonic

Synthesiser Project 80 -
Dual VCA

Synthesiser, Project 80 -
monitor amplifier

Synthesiser, Project 80 -
noise generator

Syntheslser, Pro.iect 80 -
PSU, VCO and VCLFO

Errata
Synthesiser, Project 80 -

VC envelope shaper
Synthesiser, Project 80 -

VC envelope shaper
Synthesiser, Project 80 - VCF

Synthesiser, Project 80 - VCM
Syntheiser, Project 80 -

VC state varable filter
Synthesiser sequencer
Synthesiser, string (ETl Sorcerer) part 1

paft2
part 3

Synthesiser, Transcendent 2000 part 1

part 2
Temperature stabllising log converter
Touch organ
Transcendent 2000 syntheslser part 1

parl2

Feb
Mar

Sep
May
Mar

Organ, touch
Phaser
Phaser, CCD
Phaser/expiosion sound effect
Phase/waa unit
Playmate guitar effects amplifier part 1

part 2

Peak programme meter
Polyphonic keyboard controller
Reverberation unit, solid state
Reverberation unit, spring line
Reverberation unit, spring line
Rhythm Chip, the (ETl Rhyth ROM)

Errata
Sequencer for drum syntnesisers

using the Spectrum

93
20
87

84
36
36
48
32
38
45
62
41

38
45
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Mth Yr

Transcendent DPX
string synthesiser part 1 Aug 1979

paft2 Sep 1979
part 3 Oct 1979
patt{ Nov 1979

Transcendent Polysynth part 1 Dec 1980
pafi2 Jan 1981
part 3 Feb 1981
pafi4 Mar 1981

Tuning fork: Feb 1980
Twonky - MPU musical bo Feb 1979
Victory organ part 1 Feb 1983

paft2 Mar 1983
part 3 Apr 1983
part 4 May 1983

Vocoder part 1 Sep 1980
part2 Oct 1980
Errata Apr 1981

Voltage controlled digital oscillator Mar 1985
Errata Jul 1985

Waa - phase unit Jun 1981
Waa-waa unit Jun 1976
Waveform multiplier (chorus) Jan 1983

FM stereo tuner

Digital PWM interface for the
robot motor controller
ETI Mobile 2 Robot

Motor lnterface
Motor speed control for robots
Proximity detector
Robot arm

Robot motor controller

Servo arm interface

SECURITY
Alarm alarm
Alarm anti-theft
Alarm burgler buster

Alarm extender
Alarm footstep intruder
Alarm, Freeze
Alarm for house
Alarm, gas
Alarm low voltage

Alarm module

Alarm mains failure
Alarm mains failure
Alarm, passive inf ra-red

Alarm smoke
Alarm, System (EASI)

Alarm, ZX-based
Anti-theft auto alarm
Automatic car-theft alarm
Automatic light switch
Automatic porch light
Bansheee siren unit
Bug Locator
Bug Spotter

39
35
40
36
50
62
46
42
54
78
46
57
63
70
97
30
70
38
41

11

44
71

71
E1

48
46
44

part 1

pafi2

part 1

patt 2
part 1

paft2
part 3
part 1

pafi2

part 1

paft2

Errata

Errata

Errata

part 1

paft2
part 3

part 1

paft2

Errata

Errata

PHOTOGRAPHIC
Automatic contrast meter

Camera controller trigger
Ultrasonic
Darkroom timer

lnfra-red
Electronic flash trigger
Enlarger exposure meter
Enlarger timer
Exposure meter
Flashsequencer
Flash sequencer

Flash trigger
Flash trigger
Flash trigger
Photographic process timer
Photo process controller
Phototimer
Printimer 1l-3 minute timer

Process timer
Shutter timer
Slave flash
Sound/light flash trigger
Sound operated flash

RADIO
80m direct conversion receiver

Aerial matcher for SW receivers
Antenna controller
Air band converter
AM/FM radio

Chipmonk FM/AM radio

Crystal calibrator
Digital radio dial
Digitally tuned radio

Apr 1982
Errata Jul 1982

Apr 1989
May 1989
Jun 1990

Errata Aug 1990
Jul 1989
Jun 1975
Nov 1985
Oct 1981
Feb 1976
Aug 1981
Jul 1983

Errata Aug 1983
Dec 1979
Oct 1980
Jul 1983
Aug 1972
Feb 1987
Sep 1975
Nov 1974

Errata Dec 1974
Jan 1980
Feb 1978
May 1972
Aug 1976
May '1972

May 1986 40
Jun 1986 44
Apr 1974 31

Jun 1981 78
Dec 1979 76
Nov 1984 21

Jul 1985 27
Jun 1978 79
Jul 1978 7
Mar 1981 39
Jan 1979 49
Mar 1989 49

Pg

18
62
35
64
87
77
32
27
89
79
19
36
56
67
58
40

8
16
27
24
16
71

Headphone radio, AM
Low distortion stereo decoder
Marker generator
On chip radio
R4X Long Wave receiver
Radio Calibrator
BF attenuator
RF power meter
Speech compressor
Star Trek radio
Tic-Tac radio
Twenty metre receiver

Errata
Twenty metre receiver (SSB)
Two metre power amplifier
Two metre VMOS power amplifier
Versatile grid dip oscillator

ROBOTICS

part 1

parl2

Mth Yr Pg

Feb 1987 46
Mar 1987 34
Aug 1976 34
Feb 1987 46
May 1976 25
Jan 1973 16
Oct 1990 58
Apr 1991 52
Sep 1976 62
Oct 1978 30
Oct 1979 47
May 1978 62
Nov 1975 35
Jan 1990 54
Nov 1990 61

Mar 1991 21

Sep 1976 19

Feb 1980 27
Aug 1975 34

Jun 1982 66
Aug 1982 82
Sep 1982 25
Ju! 1986 34
Jul 1982 59
Jun 1982 69
Sep 1981 50
Oct 1981 43
Mar 1982 61

Apr 1982 94
May 1982 34
Oct 1982 69
Dec 1982 77

Jul 1977 29
Feb 1991 21

Nov 1988 38
Dec 1988 46
Nov 1983 39
Jul 1990 18
Oct 1991 14
Jun 1987 43
Mar 1988 21

Jan 1990 46
May 1990 60
Mar 1983 63
Aug 1983 70
Dec 1989 54
Oct 1991 42
Jan 1988 47
Oct 1988 56
Nov 1989 40
Apr 1989 22
May 1989 54
Jun 1989 41

Dec 1983 31

Jan 1974 16

Aug 1972 00
May 1984 19
Jul 1980 71

Sep 1984 35
Dec 1989 46
Jun 1990 48
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Burglar alarm system

Burglar Buster Alarm

Burglar proof your home
Car alarm

Car alarm
Car alarm

Car Alarm
Car security device
CMOS burglar alarm
CMOS house alarm
Combination lock
Digital code lock
Document saver
Ecolight
Electronic combination lock
Home security system
lnfant guard
lnfra-lock
lnfra-red intruder alarm
lnfra-red intruder alarm
lnfra-red intruder Alarm

lnfra-red alarm (passive)

lntruderbeam
Logic lock

Movement Detector
Phone lock and logger
Porch light
Proximity switch
Radar intruder alarm
Second line of defence,

the simple house alarm
Telephone Alarm
Ultrasonic burglar alarm
Warlock alarm system
Warning Bleeper
Watchdog home security system
ZX-based alarm

Aerial Amp for travellers
Aerial Amp for TV
CCTV camera
Colour board for the Ace

mirocomputer

Digital framestore

Electron RGB buffer
Low cost f rame store

Low cost VDU intertace

RGB Auto dissolve

RGB conversion of TV
RGB-com posite converter
Teletext decoder

Errata

Errata

part 1

paft2
Test card and

test pattern generator part 1

paft2
Test card generator Update
TV chessgame part 1

paft2
TV games unit
TV sound tuner
TV sound tuner
UHF aerial preamplifier
VDU interface (System 68) part 1

part2
Vector graphic display
Videograph - TV audio display
Video Vandal

Errata

Differential temperature switch module
Digital thermometer
Economical heater controller

Errata
Freezer alarm
Heater controller
Heat/light controller (Free PCB project)
Heat pen -

temperature probe for DVMs
Errata

lmmersible heater
Micropower thermal alarm
Seven-input thermocouple meter
Temperature alarm
Temperature alarm
Temperature alarm (free PCB project)
Temperature controller
Temperature controllers, three
Temperature controller

Errata
part 1

paft2
28 Temperature meter
54 Temperature meter
46 Temperature meter

add-on for voltmeters
41 Temperature sensor circuits
69 Thermometer
61 max/min memory thermometer
44 Errata

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTAND
CONTROL

Mar 1981
Oct 1977
May 1982
Jul 1982
Dec 1977
Mar 1980
Oct 1982

Jun 1985 48
Mar 1986 60
Jun 1983 65
Oct 1981 68
Dec 1973 23
Nov 1974 25
Mar 1977 53
Apr 1986 44
Nov 1984 63
Mar 1975 18

Aug 1990 26
Nov'1990 61

Jun 1991 46
Jul 1991 42
Aug 1974 30
Jul 1978 21

May 1976 49
Jun 1991 43

Apr 1983 70
Jul 1983 20
Mar 1981 51

Dec 1978 31

Temperature controller

Under temperature switch module
Wine temperature meter

Mth Yr Pg

Apr 1977 57

Errata Jun 1977 9
part 1 Nov 1988 38
partz Dec 1988 46

Jul 1974 30
Mar 1975 24

Errata Jul 1975 68
Dec 1978 16

Oct 1983 66
Errata Nov 1983 96

Aug 1987 40
Apr 1980 50
Apr 1975 51

Jan 1978 16
Mar 1981 74
Nov 1991 50
Oct 1991 42
..iul 1984 55
Mar 1975 46
Aug 19d1 18

Jan 1982 80
\ov 1990 22
Jul 1972 54
Feb 1981 62

o.- ' ..iul 1984 61

pz-2 Aug 1984 59

E"z:e ;ul 1986 56
Jan 1988 47

Er-a-.a Oct 1988 56
Oct 1989 44

par:' Jun 1982 79
ae.1 2 Jul 1 982 39
E'r,-la Nov 1982 75

Sep '1989 32
May 1990 26
Feb 1978 28
Oct 1978 75
Aug 1975 21

Nov 1985 60
Jul 1987 44
Aug 1980 86
Jul 1984 35
Jun 1989 49
Aug 1981 18
Dec 1983 31

Mth Yr Pg

Oct 1976 30
Jan 1988 58
Oct 1988 56
Oct 1988 40
Jan 1987 32
Jul 1979 20
Aug 1979 41

Dec 1991 48
Jan 1992 52
May 1992 29
Oct 1978 48
Nov 1978 M
May 1977 12
Sep 1980 73
Dec 1981 37
Aug 1973 34
Jun 1977 33
Jul 1977 54
..lan 1984 19
Apr 1979 27
Nov 1984 50
Jul 1985 27

49
20
22

35
30
67
25

TELEVISION AND
VIDEO

Sep 1988
Jul 1989
Dec 1977

Apr 1984
Errata May 1984
part 1 Dec 1984
paft2 Jan 1985
part 3 Feb 1985
part 4 Mar 1985
part 5 Apr 1985

Oct 1988
part 1 Sep 1986
paft2 Oct 1986
part 3 Nov 1986
part 1 Aug 1976
paft2 Sep 1976
part 3 Oct 1976

55
59
48
40
36
48
43
56
10
30
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ELECTRONICS

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 60p per word (+VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Seml dlsplay: (mlnimum 2.scms)
815.00 per slngle column centimetre (+vAD Pef
Electromart 824.00 per lnsenion (+VAT) inSertiOn

Ri
Ail
Ad ons
pri

TURN YOUB SURPLUS
TBANSISTOHS. ICS ETC INTO CASH

immediate settlement.
We also welcome the opportunity

to quote for complete factory
clearance.
Contact:

COLES.HARDING & CO.
103 South Brink

Wisbech, Cambs. PE14 0RJ
BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY

ESTABLISHED OVEH 15 YEARS

Tel:0945 584180
Fax:0945 475216

TO GET WHAT
YOU WANT -PI-ACE AN AD

!N ETI
TEL: 0442 66551

EE
x
X
E
X

MAILELECTRONICS <tr
UNIT 6 FORBES COURT

BILLINGTON ROAD
BURNLEY, LANCS, BBI I 5IJB

Telephone / Fu: 0282 26670
Vat No 562 7m2 6l

WE BUY ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAU
ELECIRONIC PRODUCTS FOR'CASH'

ICI, DIODES, TRANSISTORS, CAPS,
CABLE, COMPUTER SCRAP

"FACTORY CLEARANCE"
LET US QUOTE

CALUFAX ANDY NOW!!
oN 0282 26670

FALCON ELECTBONICS
(Dept ETI) Tabor House, Mulbarton,

Nodolk NR14 8JT 10il8178272
(Protrl6toE: Fdon Acou6he Ld)

KET
S LID.

9 FIVE ACRES, HARLOW, ESSEX CMl S 6UX. TEIIFAX: 0279 419302

TOROIDAL & TAMINATED
TRANSFORMER

MANUFACTURERS
Veqy competitive produclion run + moil order service

Phone: C. llesley for immediote quote Tel: 0279 419302.

CATALOGUE El.(X) + 25p P&P

4xB inciEs P 40 e 68
&12 rnm 4537
12112 ncB lr0 ffi
Spd.lffi.
Comp[er qrad€ @aciG whh $w tmimb 3mt mv

JPG ELECTRONICS
2&m ChfrEh Hd Chderfldd S 2BX

tucdis (M(@6)211ro ethwtume
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ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 pOects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

INTERESTING demonstrations,
talks, discussion, refreshment
answered. Regional meetings.
Magazine by post. Electronic
Organ Constructers Society. 08'l
902 3390. 87 Oakington Manor
Drive, Wembley, Middlesex.

PC PERIPHERAL Electronic and
control software undertaken to
your requirements. Tel. 0243
830564.

CALL US TO
ADVERTISE ON:

0442 66551

HEATHKIT UK educational
products, distributors - service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Cedar
House, 12 lsbourne Way, Broad-
way Road, Winchcombe, Chelten-
ham, Glos. Tel 0242 602402.

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range sensitive electret

gh quality PCB ,

EB complete kit
embled and ready

to use 89.95 post free. Access/
Visa orders telephone 021-411
1821. Cheques/POs to: Ouantek
Electronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 3
Houldey Road, West Heath
Birmingham 831 3HL. For details
on this and other kits. Shop now
open - callers welcome.

KITS. VHF/FM Microtransmitter,
15x25mm, €5.95, built €9.95.
"Stinger" Shocker, uses PP3!,
€12.99, built €19.99. Loads of
plans, kits, units, surveillance,
protection. :

Ace(ti), 5 ,Burntwood, :

0543676477 (24 hrs).

Start training now for the following
counses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 Ett6ts2

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 27l

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

D lntroduction to- Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 gUN

IUernlforl!D92
* New MOSFET Amplifiers
improved range of SMOS modules

30W,30+30W,50W, 120W

* 20 watt Class A Amplifier
* Low profile PICB Transformers

a range of encapsulated transformers
4VA,6VAu 1oVA, 18VA" 24VA,30VA

Write or phone for data and prices...
which include details of standard range of
toroidal transformers and audio modules.

No price increase tor 1992

. Electronics

. Telecommunications

. Microelectronics

ilEC

*ELECTROCO]'IP"
[E CLEAR

Electronic Cornponents . Semiconductors
Computer Equipment. Eledronic Test Equipment

Populated Boards
ln fact anyhing with an electronic bias

JOB LOTS, FACTORY CLEARANCE A SPECIALITY
Decision normalty within 24-36 hours

t00KlNe tOR COHPOHEllTSI! As an ex lndustrial buyer for 2s years I

won't sell you reject or fautty prodrdl! Onty top quality components at the right
price!! No Mail Order only pro&xrix quantities!!

SllA0S onty one. My terms are C.O.D. D€liveri€s normally made within 48 hours

Phone or Fax your list or enquiry to: 0635 46496
ELECTROCOI'|P 36 Talbot Close, Newbury, Berks RG13 'l UA

TEIAMclFITcELE

To adver.tise in
ElectnornaFt

Te!= O44e,66551
fon details of Fate=i

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87193 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0982
(E1 236 0154

47 \iuhitechapel Tel: 051 236 5489

Llverpool 2
,THE ELECTRON ICS SP EC I ALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat I 30-5.30
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f n our bumper, action packed issue next month
I our cover PCB project will be a Surround sound
decoder board to add to your stereo TV. Enjoy the
thrill of bringing anotlier dimension to your TV
entertainment with this superb project.

Whynot try out our lJltra-sonic audio sender
to convey speech and music by remote control or
maybe even make a Baby-bug monitor to evesdrop
On your young child or anyone else for that matter.
There is an alternative to the ingenious rear bike
lamp featured this month -a cheaper to run econ-
omy electronic version. Together with a camera
attachment and the next part in our AutoMate 20
mixing desk, these are just some of the ideas com-
ing your way in the July edition of ETI. Out 5th
June.

Tha ebow arlicles aru in pfrpanllon bul clrcumslancea may Wwnt pubtlcatlon

tFhe Mav issue featured:t
A Bat Detector project
A Pond level conholler
High quality Pre-amp Pt 2
Mixing Desk Pt 2
Genetic Algorithms
DigitalTV Pt 1

A limited number of back issues are available from
Argus Subscription Services. Address in column to left.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BLUEHOSEELECTBONICS,.... 17 MAPLINELECTRONICS ....... OBC

BKELECTRONICS .,.......... IFC MAURITRON,,,,,,,,,, 24

CIRKITHOLDINGS ...,.,,.,.... 11 NUMBERONESYSTEMS ......, 70
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IC PROGRAMMING TESTING & ERASING SOLUTIONS

PC82 UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER & TESTER t395 PC86 HANDY POCKET TESTER C99
Tests all popular TfL 74154, CMOS 40/
45 & DRAM types, can search and
display type number of unknown/house
marked types Simple operation, I volt
battery operated with LCD display

1:-f-!. ):t: M1 FAST ERASER 899
NO MORE WAITING FOR EPHOMs TO
ERASE. New advanced UV source
gives under 2 minute erasure time on
most types of modern EPROM Digital
down counter & display plus added
features for simple operation in use
Large capacity e.g 13x28 pin devices
Small footprint. Designed for heavy
industrial/workshop use UK design &
manufacture

also identify a TT- --
are working?

DEVICE GUIDE
Over 1500 types a'.
an adapter
EPROM - Ful ra':: :
FLASH EPROM _ =-
EEPROM - 17 ra'-'=
SERIAL EEPROI,' _ .

BPROM 32x8 tc j,ia

EPLD 20G10, 22":'- 
=CMOS EPAL C:6-. ::

MPU 28, 8741 L!:: a

52816521654 75't ,12 
=

108/1 16. PSD30', : a'

UNIVERSAL PROGFAMt,IEB --. - -- - ='= r:: lners kit This will program EPROMS,
FLASH EPROMS ==::,.': 

::: ^r,r: =:_s GALS. EPLD',s, and large range o{
microcontrollers A -^ .-= '=1--'= : '-: :::. - :: any TTUCIVOS logic chip, DRAM &

SRAM,
TTL, CMOS, DRANl & SBArir -=i- r\G

PC82 can test ar-: . =- 
' -' --- ,' ' - : : DFAM & SRAM The software will

PAL - 1B manulac:-'='=

. - =-- ' --- :^ cs asioe not knowing whether they

- - =' . -.'e to be added shortly Some require

-== ''-- -a< to l6mBit 2716 to THA 16P0100.
I : -.: .,::s 2BFXX ranges

=- -=.' .:.: "om AMD to Xicor.2816 etc.
'=': ', -='). 3= types 9306/46 etc
: -: - - l:a,{ 29X etc
: =-= r-: r',rl Atmel. etc.

GAL 16V8. 18P8 2._ _ :a, / .DUV lZ. bUUl
'_ --a?' 3 5C031/32160/90,
_._a' _ _3 B8 R6/R4. C22V10,

: : r' C)2 54 58175119612521451 1521152815521 '

-a aa-C, l5 7]1 4074008 seties, 77POOBl25l'

ADAPTERS FOR PC82
i 'ange of plug-in adapters to expand the
:acability of the PC82 Various PLCC
:onvedors & 4-gang 28132140-pin Eprom,
Ga & Pal. Popular CPU tYPes include
Plc 1 6c54/5/6/7, 879617, 68705, 87c7511
2 & TrM5320E25

FEATURES ALL MODELS
:-- :-- :': j'amm ng socket, load the menu-driven

j- : , :.3- at your fingertips

EASY TO INSTALL
The programmer comes', :- :- - --=-- -=-. :^at pugs into any free slot of your PC.
There is no DMA cha--: : , -". =- -'. i^. t occupies limited l/O space The
programmer socket box s -:--: --- : : -:::^ cab e to the back ofthe interface card
sothatthesocketbox ss,.=--= :-=--: -::-a.3cardisinstalledthePCneverneed
be opened again

SUITS ALL PC'S
The programmers vvi I run a' t-. ---:= : = B',1 machines such as XT's, AT's, '386
and '486 Whether it be ^',':-=:l ,- - -'.'rAQ the programmers will work The
software is text only rnonog'::- - :- : -:-,::: e rvlth any machine

SOFTWARE DRIVEN
All software for the programr-- : :-:: r: ,. a-= ow-density disks The software can
be copied onto hard disk us ng :-: l:: :::., command Programs are supplied for the
various features and are T"e^L-:' ,=- : :'ogramm ng is done from the menu, no
hardware switches are nee:9: --::::?.t the type and manufacturer and the
programming is done aulomat ca 

_.

Save to disk and load from c s< a :,',: '- 'i ng of patterns on disk, to be saved and
recalled. Device blank check c-e:{s-- 3-.9'arn verify. read and modify are all standard
features. Hex to bin file cor'.e's:'s ^3 uoed for popular file formats including lnlel
Motorola elc. 2 waysl4 ways 3 n = . so lier for 16,32-bit file data, Selection of speed
algorithm for FAST, FLASH NT!-:TGENT INTEL Free software updates available for
new devices

PC84 EPROM PROGRAMMERS
1-GANG el39,4-GANG e199 &
8.GANG 8299
PC84 -1 , -4, -8 Eprom programmers
only The variant is only gang size The
- 4 and -B gang will program multiple
EPBOMs simultaneously Device are
lrom 2716 to 271000 both C and NMOS
& EEPROIV from 2816 to 2864 ZIF
(zero insertion force) sockets are used
on all models

ORDER INFORMATION
Please include 17 for catr age by courier, plus VAT on
all UKorders (l20forexports )Al pricing tor
programmers includes soltware, nterface card, socket
box and full instructions (Prices do not nclude VATor
ca(iage) ACCESS, VISAoTCWO Officia orders
welcome from Government bodies & oca aulhorities

CITADEL PRODUCTS LTD
Dept. ETI 50 High St,
Edgware, Middx. HA8 7EP
Tel: 081-951 1848



...AND THE BEST IN OSCILLOSCOPES.
Our new range of precision laboratory osci//oscopes
offer not only the'best features, but also prices. From

the sophlsticated 20MHz 7025 to the delayed sweep

40MHz 7046, advanced design and high quality
combine to bring you features such as; lmVldiv
sensitivity, advanced 6-inch CRT with percentage
markers and internal graticule, elim-
inating parallax error and ensuring a

highly accurate display. X-Y mode
allows Lissajous patterns to be pro-

duced and phase shifts measured.

The 7025 has all the capabilities
required of a general purpose oscillo-
scope and will accept signals from
DC to at least 20MHz with a high degree of accuracy
The 20MHz 7026 incorporates a delayed sweep time
base, which can be used to magnify a portion of
the waveform, and makes accurate time interval
measurements and the study of short duration events

possible The sophisticated 4OMHz 2045 includes a

10ns delay line to help show very short duration
events in their entirety. A delayed sweep oscillo-
scope of advanced design and high quality is found
in the shape of the 40MHz delayed sweep 2046,
having an increased magnification along with a

40MHz bandwidth and capable of displaying
complex signals with precision and
accuracY.

Full details of our oscl//oscopes

and all other test equipment can be
found in the 1992 Maplin catalogue,
available from WHSMITH or Maplin
shops nationwide f2.75 or by post
f2.95. Mail Order to: P.O. Box 3,

Rayleigh, Essex,

556 BtR. Credit

Card Hotline,0702
554161 or visit
your local store.

CL29C E 20MH z scope 7025 . f.299 95 CL30H @ 20MHz
scope 7026 f349.95 GL31,E40MHz scope 7045 f149 95

CL33L E 40MHz scoire 7046 f199 95 (illusrrared)

All rtems subjecl to availabilily Handlrng charge fl E lndrcates catrlaBe charge of f5 3O Al pri.es rnc usive of VAT

Visit our stores at: BIRMINGH L; 302 Gtoucester
GLASGOW; 264-266 creat W Office Wor d Buildi
Edgware. 1 20- 1 22 King Street, Unit 4, Ailison Court
Parliament Street. nEADING; 129-131 Oxlord Road. SHEFFTELO;413 Langsett Boad, Hillsb, HAMpTON; 46-48
Boad, Westcliff. Plus new stores rn COVENTRY and SOUTH LONDON opening soon. Ring O7O2 55291 1 for further detaits


